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PY800

A New Booster
Diode·ValveA

New

Booster

Diode Valve

SMALLER
SMALLER
TRANSISTORS
TRANSISTORS
POCKET
FOR
FOR POCKET
RADIOS
RADIOS

booster
The PY800 is the new Mullard booster
latest
the latest
diode which is being used in the
conditions
The conditions
television receivers. The
used
diode isis used
booster diode
under which a booster
capable
be capable
must be
are such that the valve must
inverse
peak inverse
of withstanding a high peak
heater-topeak heater-tovoltage and a high peak
of
rating of
P.I.V. rating
cathode voltage. The P.I.V.
peak
the peak
the PY800 is 5.25kV and the

is
heater-to-cathode voltage
rating is
voltage rating
heater
with aa heater
5.75kV. Furthermore, with
readily
is readily
19V, itit is
voltage rating of 19V,
heater
television heater
incorporated in a television
chain. The new booster
diode isis
booster diode
timebase
for , . timebase
thus very suitable for
high
with high
circuits using valves with
stabilised
for stabilised
output powers, and for
timebases.
time bases.

Trimming
Potentiometers

and
smailer and
With the demand for smaller
need
the need
comes the
smaller portable radios comes
this
meet this
To meet
for smaller transistors. To
pro.ducing
now producing
Mullard are now
need, Milliard
tha;n 'threeless than
miniature transistors less
three- · Potentiometers
quarter
and a quarter
eighths of an inch high and
The
40k0. The
the
controls 2MO potentiometer is 40kO.
all the
for. all
resistance controls
diameter for
Mullard preset resistance
of an inch in diameter
rotation
with rotation
the variation of resistance with
by the
readjusted by
long-wave which can easily be readjusted
and long-wave
stages of medium and
arises, of the slider is linear.
occasion arises,
the occasion
. service engineer if the
pocket receivers.
potentiometers
in Five versions of the potentiometers
more in
more and more
encased are being used more
These miniature transistors are encased
of
forms of
various forms
These i are available for various
sets. These
the present-day television sets.
which the
from which
in a metal envelope from
can
They can
E097-series mounting and connection. They
in . components in the Mullard E097-series
button in
leads emerge through aa glass button
or
wiring or
the wiring
are be incorporated in the
and are
light, and
arranged are sturdy, small and light,
so ·arranged
are so
the base. The .leads
leads are
be
can be
they
or
to
the
chassis,
or
they
can
screwed
extremely
efficient
and
reliable.
into
directly into
that they can be inserted directly
on
horizontally on
nominal resistance mounted vertically or horizontally
splayed The range of nominal resistance
be splayed
can be
a printed-wiring grid or can
Mullard
These Mullard
with printed-circuit boards. These
2MO, with
to 2Mn,
5000 to
offered is from 500fl
the
as
and connected in the same way as the
are
potentiometers are
minimum i carbon trimming potentiometers
The minimum
ten intermediate values. The
the resistance of the
using the
transistors using
leads of earlier transistors
sets
television sets
soon thus suitable for use in television
nominal 500<1
the nominal
all-glass encapsulation.
the ■ of any design.
of the
and of
son, and
potentiometer is 500,
transistors
r.f. transistors
The new Mullard r.f.
transistor
OC44M/OC45M and a.f. transistor
conOC81M
miniature conthis miniature
M are of this
OC81
LOCKED-SEAM CATHODES
presentin presentused in
struction, and are being used
perforelectrical perforday pocket sets. The electrical
valves
television valves
Mullard television
tor Mullard
manceofthesenewtransistors
is similar A new technique for
of these new transistors issimilar
mance
and
OC44/0C45 and
to that of the OC44/OC45
prolatter protele- Experience shows that the latter
for teleAll Mullard frame-grid valves for
con&truction vision receivers now use
OC81, but their miniature construction
consistent
much more consistent
-results in a much
locked-seam cess results
use locked-seam
the cathodes. The normal way
in the
reduction in
enables considerable reduction
valves
in valves
making product which in turn results in
of making
way of
depth) cathodes is by drawing tubing
the depth)
(particularly the
size of receivers (particularly
and
emission and
down with more consistent emission
tubing down
are to a very small size and then
transistors are
to be made. The new transistors
characteristics.
forming reduced spreads in characteristics.
then forming
main- the cathode from a cut length
in mainrole in
thus playing an important role
tubing.
oftubing.
length of
information
peffprmance, With the lock-seam cathode,
taining a good standard of performance,
nickel Watch next month for more information
cathode, aa nickel
in
New in
from Mullard about What's New
development strip is formed into
the development
required from
the required
into the
while contributing to the
operation. the New Sets.
one operation.
cathode shape in one
receivers.
pocket receivers.
of even smaller pocket
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The
Symbol
T
he Transistor
Transistor Symbol
AN ARTICLE on transistor circuit conventions by
P. J. Baxandall in last month's issue has revived
argument not only on his main theme of circuit
arrangement but also because he has expressed a
preference, in his introduction, for one particular
transistor symbol.
The transistor which made its first impact on the
world in 1948 was of the point-contact type, and
at once a new symbol was devised which followed
closely the physical arrangement of two wire contacts impinging on a flat base of semiconductor
material. A period of intensive circuit development
followed in which the properties of the point-contact transistor were exploited for amplification and
switching. Then came the junction transistor which
offered greater power-handling capacity and better
constancy of quality in manufacture. Although
physically quite different from the point transistor there was no immediate inclination to
change the existing symbol and engineers continued to use it as a matter of habit. Perhaps
they felt that with new developments coming forward at a rapid pace the junction transistor might
itself soon be supplanted and that they would ""wait
wait
and see"
see " before learning new tricks.
The revolt against the original Bell Telephone
L
aboratories point-contact symbol began about
Laboratories
1954 and for two principal reasons. Electrically
the point-contact and junction transistors differ in
many respects, for example in the phase relationship between the emitter and base currents. In
some circumstances it was important to know which
type of transistor was being used, particularly during
the transition period while the junction transistor
was establishing itself as the dominant type. The
second and more lasting reason was that most users
of transistors were already well versed in valve
techniques and tended to favour any new symbol
which helped them to interpret circuits in terms
of valve action. There are pitfalls in carrying this
analogy too far, for the current carriers and their
distribution in
in transistors have not the straightforward simplicity of the electron streams in valves,
but the occasions on which these differences may
lead one into error are few compared with the
many cases where the transistor can be safely
regarded as a triode valve.
W
ireless World supports D. L. A. Barber and
Wireless
W. T. Bane (Journal
(1ournal of Scientific Instruments,
G . Scroggie, P. J.
J. Baxandall,
December, 1956), M. G.
""Cathode
Cathode Ray"
Ray " and many others in favouring the
symbol (a) or (b) reproduced on page 70 of this
issue. We ·.are most of us old enough to have had ·
let it be whispered.
our grounding in valves (a few, let
whispered,

Wireless World,
WIRELESS
WORLD, February
FEBRUARY

in sparks and crystals) so we must do a little heartsearching to be sure that our prejudices are not going
to hamper the young student and apprentice in his
our " symbol to
future career. While we believe ""our"
be a good one, and hope that the younger generation will appreciate its advantages and widen the
sphere of its influence by using it themselves, we
must also accept the fact that if they are to go far
in their profession
p~ofession they will have to be voracious
readers of the world's technical literature. They
will find that the point-contact symbol predominates
in America and in many Continental countries. Like
the notation of music and the shorthand of medical
prescriptions it had its origins in the past and has
ignored the passage of time. . So, too, have some of
the many languages
languages of die
the texts which accompany
circuit diagrams in the technical literature of the
world. We believe that language is a living thing
and should be constantly strengthened by the dropping of obsolete words .and refreshed by the acquisition of new. Why should not the same precept
be applied in circuitry, as it is in the symbolism
And just as the student who hopes
of language? .And
to gain mastery of his subject must acquire a working knowledge of more than one language, so must
he acquaint himself
himself with more than one transistor
symbol. Those who .insist.that
insist that one set of standard
symbols is
is· essential to the proper understanding
of a circuit do less than justice to the intelligence
of the student
smdent of today. An unfamiliar symbol may
well hold him up while he deduces its meaning from
the surrounding circuit context, but the exercise will
keep him awake and save
save. him from a too facile
acceptance through familiarity. It is better, they
swallow it whole!
say, to chew one's food than to swallow
That is not to deny the benefits of standardization,
but it must not come too soon. We are in favour
of keeping an open mind for as long as possible.
Although more than aa. decade has passed since the
transistor was invented, new ideas for symbols are
still forthcoming. Proposals from the association of
French journalists (S.P.R.E.F.) and from other
sources are being debated this month at the annual
general meeting of the Union Internationale
lnternationale de la
Pre
sse Radiotechnique
Radio technique et
et Electronique in Paris. We
Presse
do not see why journalists and publishers should
not have some say in the matter. After
Mter all their
drawing offices have to reproduce the symbols and
can get through much more work
work in the day if they
have to shift their instruments fewer times. ,
Until there is world agreement on transistor symthis· journal will ·be to keep
bol usage, the policy ·of .this-journal
in circulation all symbols which are easily recognized as
as· transistors. · · ·

5J
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HIGH-QUA'
LITY ·TAPE
TAPE PRE-AMPLIFIER
PRE-AMPLIFIER
HIGH-QUALITY
PREDICT
ABLE RESPONSE USING HEAVY NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
PREDICTABLE
By P. F,
F. RIDLER,* b,e.,
B ..E., a.m.i.e.e.
A.M.LE.E~

THE

J. HE essential requirements for a tape pre-amplifier
are that it must have a high input impedance, very
low noise and predictable response. These are
additional to the usual requirements for any .audio
equipment; namely, that it
it ·must
must be reliable and
introduce little distortion.
The requirement of high
high input impedance can be
replaced by that of very low input impedance if suitable heads are available, but as the resistance of most
J;llOSt
standard heads is too high to
flat response
to give flat
below about lOOc/s,
100c/s, the
the· high input
inpt,lt impedance
amplifier is more versatile h1, 22.•
Low noise level is easily achieved using either
valves or semiconductors, but is . .more readily
obtained with properly chosen transistors as there
is no
no problem of 50c/s hum
huni to contend with. By
using a low noise transistor 'in
in the input stage and
operating this at a current of
of.aoout
about 0.25mA, reasonable gain may be obtained
obtained together with a noise
noise
level which is quite adequate for the highest
higft.e~t quality
·.
·
reproduction.
Predictable response is harder to
to· get with transistors than
but by
by' the
the. use
use of high
than with valves, but
feedback ratios the response may be made a funcrather. than that of
tion of the feedback network rather
the amplifier. Large amounts
amounts of feedback involve
controlling the gain-frequency response of · the
amplifier well outside the limits · of the frequency
]?y the ·signal
sig11al input, but with
band to be covered by
the availability of high frequency transistors
transistqrs this
can be done far more easily ·than
than a few years ago.

UNDEft C2

G4
(OTHER Slot OF PAHEl)

Photograph of tape pre-amplifier showing method of
mounting components.

·The
pre-amplifier of ,Fig.
The pre-amphfier
Fig. 11 consists of three
stages, the first of which is a low noise
noise. transistor
(GET106) operated _at
(GETl06)
~at low collector current. The
bias circuit FLR,
E1 R 2 is isolated from the signal circuit
by the lOOkO resistor R33 in order that the shunt
resistance of the bias potential divider shall not
reduce the input resistance; in fact, the input resistance is almost wholly determined by this resistor at
*Salisbury
Polytechnic, Southern
Southe~n Rhodesia.
Rhodesia.
^Salisbury Polytechnic,
high frequencies, where the
-r2V
1
cliz
heavy feedback makes the
input resistance of the amplifier alone much greater
than 1lOOkfl.
OOkD. The second
03
and third stages are high
^ N0C44
frequency transistors
t ran s i s t or s
j „„ |
(OC44) which are used so
V*' J c 5
that the high frequency
I
m
response
without feedback
0
0
~6'5V
—1{]—0
will be mainly .determined
by the first stage. This
avoids having three highINPUT
R11 <
frequency time constants
2 7k
OUTPUT
cer.:..
' <
output
which would almost certainly cause the amplifier
to oscillate at high fre0
-0
quencies
quencies when
when the
the feedfeedoV
ov
back loop is closed.
;
J
The second stage is capacitance coupled to the first
fir.st
and designed for high gain,
isured with aa valve voltwhile the third is ·an
an emitFig. I. Circuit of tape pre-arnplifier.
pre"amplifier. The voltages were measured
5V working. RR3,
ter follower to isolate the
meter. All resistors
resist.ors should be
b~ !W• ±10%
± /:0% and all
aU capacitors
.capacitors 15V
3l
3, RR&55,, RR66
L66 see text.
feedback network from the
and R112~ should be high stability. For
Fqr exact values of RR12
C
text.
12 and C

Wireless World,
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would
otherwise would
second stage which otherwise
be badly mismatched.

+40 X
w111 +40*-——
I

]"

'

I

'X
I
time S~
The feedback network has aa time
—^
- ~~,
+'50
the ^!;;( +50
: "-X
reduces the
and reduces
IOO,usec and
constant of lOO/^sec
—
frequencies, ^~
high frequencies,
gain by 40dB at high
X
characteristic !gain characteristic
providing the rising gain
—
~' X
+zo
(7-!injsec) §~ +20
C.C.I.R. (7jin/sec)
called for by the C.C.I.R.
specification at frequencies below °
'X.:.. 'X
~l~~
J~~q~e~~~~~e
!k~~~:g~~/s~t
about
3,000c/s. The
response of
the 2~
"x'x
heavy 3~ 410
the heavy
2, the
in Fig. 2,
amplifier is shown in
;:;j +10
X
characteristic Sa:
line being the required characteristic
The ^c;g
experimental. The
and the points experimental.
I
resistinput resist^
feedback also raises the input
-~-x X
l
00
0
0
0
0
0
0
oo
0
freat freIOOkD at
°
5 .a0 CIO£
ance, this being nearly lOOkC
0
0
0
0
0
00
0
0
~ cog.
0
0
preThe pre3,000c/s. The
quencies above 3,000c/s.
~
0
+ ~ 0
usual
the usual
suitable for the
amplifier is thus suitable
(~/s)
FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY (c/s)
has
which has
medium impedance head which
and
results and
experimental results
are experimental
Points ore
Fig. I.I. Points
of Fig.
circuit of
Fig. 2.2. Res
Response of circuit
the
O.SH : ifif the
an inductance of about 0.5H:
Fig.
characteristic.
heavy line
line tithe required characteristicthe
IH the
of 1H
inductance of
head has an inductance
heavy
16kc/s.
at 16kc/s.
down at
output will be 3dB down
while
soldered, while
and soldered,
rivets . and
20c/s- inserted through these rivets
band 20c/sthe band
over the
level over
The measured noise level
This
wire. This
ordinary wire.
with ordinary
made with
signal inter-connections are made
input signal
an input
below an
60dB below
than 60dB
20kc/s is greater than
and
make, and
to make,
cheap to
easy, cheap
is easy,
pro- form of construction is
signal prothe signal
of the
typical of
6mV, ·which
of 6mV,
which again isis typical
circuit,
printed circuit,
of aa printed
difficulties of
does not present the difficulties
heads.
impedance heads.
medium impedance
duced by available medium
economy. _
space economy.
300mV, while retaining its space
of 300mV,
output of
an output
at an
Distortion is unmeasurable, at
probwill probC 6 will
and .Q
R 12
The feedback components Ri
0.2%
to 0.2%
rising to
range, rising
over most of the frequency range,
3 and
way
easiest way
the easiest
error, the
and error,
trial and
com- ably be adjusted by trial
major comcomponents, major
of components,
at 60c/s (r.m.s. sum of
try
and try
capacitor and
0.03,U.F capacitor
nominal O.OS/T
being to use a nominal
ponent 2nd harmonic).
obtained
IOdB isis obtained
of KMB
rise of
average various resistors until aa rise
the average
that the
so that
Skc/s so
at 5kc/s
IS times at
The gain is 15
capacitor
the capacitor
avajlable the
is available
bridge is
lOOmV, at 530c/s, but if a bridge
about 100mV,
produce about
will produce
track) will
recorded tape (half track)
that
so that
chosen so
resistor
a
then
with can be measured and
fitted with
amplifiers, fitted
then
a
resistor
chosen
most amplifiers,
which is enough to drive most
4
approximate
the approximate
being the
200 being
(200 + R12
IO-\, the 200
output.
control units, to full output.
12)) Cf6 = 10"
stage.
final stage.
the final
C.C.I.R. output resistance of the
the C.C.I.R.
of the
O.SdB of
within 0.5dB
Frequency response is within
fact,
in fact,
is, in
and is,
20kc/s and
to 20kc/s
30c/s to
specification from 30c/s
specification
flat to about 50kc/s.
50kc Is.
fiat
REFERENCES
illusand isis illusnovel and
somewhat novel
The construction is somewhat
piece
The ""chassis
photograph. .·The
trated in the photograph.
chassis "" isis aa piece
Ridler~
F. Ridler,
P. F.
by P.
1, "Transistor Tape Pre-amplifier
" by
Pre-amplifier"
1.
appropriate
the appropriate
in the
drilled in
is drilled
nr-in bakelite, and is
of iV-in
572.
p. 572.
1958, p.
Wireless World, December 1958,
Wir~less
in
used
(as
rivets
silver-plated
hollow
and
places
hollow silver-plated rivets (as used in
24.
No. 24.
Note No.
Application Note
are
2. G.E.C. Semiconductor Application
leads are
Components leads
in. Components
Oak switches) punched in.
J:C .....

N

..

0

0

N

SHORT-WAVE

30- •
Mc/s

MONTREAL

40~~~~~~,-~~-r~

BUENOS AIRES
.·1· . •·1:.

20

15

10

.......

~.;.,·

....

......

for February
Prediction for

CONDITIONS

•

JOHANNESBURG

Mcfs

HONGKONG

I

~~~:~:t:~/~=~=t=~~=~=t~
4~-+-+~1-+-+-~-+-+~

\~~4-L~~~,2~~,~6~2~0-L~

16

20

0 0

12

,o
166 20

G.M.T

frequencies
highest frequencies
the highest
indicate the
THE full-line curves indicate
for
night for
or night
day or
the day
of the
time of
any time
likely to be usable at any
paths
long-distance paths
four long-distance
over four
reliable communications over
February.
during February.
from this country during
that
frequencies that
highest frequencies
the highest
Broken-line curves give the
period,
same period.
the same
throughout the
service throughout
will sustain a partial service

Wireless World,
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WORLD, February
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00 00
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1616
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FREQUENCY BELOW WHICH COMMUNICATION SHOULD BE POSSIBLE
FOR 25% OF THE TOTAL TIME
PREDICTED
MEDIAN
STANDARD
MAXIMUM
FREQUENCE
FREQUtNC)
USABLE
PREDICTED MEDIAN STANDARD MAXIMUMUSABLE
FREQUENCY
POSSIBLE
BE POSSIBLE
SHOULD BE
COMMUNICATION .SHOULD
WHICH COMMUNICATION
BELOW WHICH
FREQUENCY BELOW
ON ALL
DAYS
UNDISTURBED DAYS
ALL UNDISTURBED
ON

• •••• ••••• FREQUENCY BELOW WHICH COMMUNICATION SHOULD BE POSSIBLE
FOR 25% OF THE TOTAL TIME
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Computer-aided Air Traffic Control
Computer-aided

Air

Traffic

Control

MINISTRY OF AVIATION EXPERIMENT AT PRESTWICK

AuTOMATIC data-processing equipment (a Ferranti
AUTOMATIC
"Apollo"
" Apollo " computer) has been installed at Redbrae, near
Prestwick airport, where the control centre for transoceanic flights is located. It is the first installation of
its type in the United Kingdom and it will be used to
gain practical experience with computers for a.t.c.
A particular advantage of siting at Redbrae is that
all messages concerning the progress of air traffic on the
Atlantic routes enter and leave by teleprinter and are
already in a coded form suitable for use in the computer.
At the moment, an aircraft crossing the Atlantic first
has to clear its flight plan with Redbrae, the controllers
viewing the proposed plan and, if necessary changing it
so that it does not conflict with other flights. The aircraft then takes off and, maintaining its planned speeds
and heights, reports as it crosses each 10° longitude line.
Due to unforeseen circumstances the aircraft may have
flight: the controller then
to depart from its planned flight;
notes this in the position report and advises the aircraft
if, by deviation from the plan, it is liable to infringe on
along-and crossthe internationally-agreed height and along—and
track separations, and tells the pilot what action to take
to avoid the conflict.
All this has to be worked out quickly and correctly
and the situation is further complicated by the vagaries
of propagation affecting h.f. R/T communication.'
The Ferranti "Apollo" computer is used to perform
these calculations for the controller and examine the
situation for possible conflicts. To do this it is fed
with all relevant flight information: it first compares
the proposed flight plan with the situation already
present in the machine and routes the result to a teleprinter in front of the appropriate controller (there are
four, each looking after a particular section of the
traffic). If there is a conflict it advises him and will,
when sufficient experience has been gained to programme
the machine properly, work out the optimum solution.
If the controller endorses the result it is fed back to
the originator of the message. Then, as the aircraft's
position reports are fed in the computer checks ·them
t hem
for deviations and new conflicts.

Computer room. Three left-hand racks contain Apollo: rightright·
hand rack holds conversion equipment for storage tube displays
developed by R.R.E.
·

Controller's position, showing two-colour teleprinter unit typing
out from computer in one colour and controller's input in another
colour. As soon as appropriate equipment is available automatic
strip printers will be used for preparation of flight-progress
strips.
strips.

A special feature is that the computer will, on demand,
present a list of aircraft whose position reports are
overdue by a time selected by the controller, so that he
may see at a glance whether the likely cause is a
failure of radio propagation or something more serious.
At present the machine is working with manual input;
fir~t written out and
that is, all the data to be fed in are first
checked for plausibility by an assistant controller. Evencomput~r will do this checking for
tually, however, the computer
itself and, as soon as a sufficiently
suffic1ently complete programme
has been built up, will run on live traffic. For the
time being, data comprising past records and additional
simulated traffic are being used. Confidence (and programmes) are being built up and already an attempt
to feed in incorrect data, such as a five-figure time
reference, is detected automatically.
Apollo has, of course, no clairvoyant powers and is
in exactly the same difficult position as is a human
controller when communication with an aircraft is lost.
Steps being taken to improve this are experiments with
high-power v.h.f. stations having directional aerials, the
possibility of linking extra transmitters by the new submarine telephone cable CANTAT, and by SCOTICE
and ICECAN (when they come into service), and the
chance of using the met. report teleprinter service (at
present transmitted from the U.K. only, on l.f.
Lf. and
which might have its coverage made almost perfect by
another station at Gander) for transmission from the
ground to aircraft.
Apollo uses transistors throughout, the logic being
devised so that among the 350 or so ""packages"
packages " in the
20 % deviate from six basic types.
machine only about 20%
Most of the computer uses only two types of package-a
temporary..:storage element and a logic
age—a flip-flop temporary-storage
gate-and magnetic core stores provide 4,096 words each
gate—and
for programming and data. Initial work indicates that
reliability should be good: in the last eleven weeks of
operation only three hours have been lost as ""down"
down "
time. A test calculation is carried out every second
and its successful conclusion prevents the ringing of an
alarm bell.
WIRELESS
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I.E.E.
J.E.E. Structure
AS already announced (December p.
p . 616)
616) the
the
scheme for the re-organization
re-organizatio n of the
the Institution
Institution of
of
Electrical Engineers into three divisions covering
covering
electronics, power and science & general, has
has been
been
approved by the members. The Institution has
has now
now
issued a list of the Professional Groups within
within each
each
of the Divisions. There are 28 in all,
all, ten
ten of
of them
them
being in the Electronics Division which
which includes
includes
within its scope ""all
all matters relating to
to the
the generageneration, transmission, propagation, reception
reception or
or other
other
use of electromagnetic
electromagne tic energy, other than
than at
at power
power
frequencies, and components associated therewith
whether for communication
communicatio n or other purposes
purposes and
and
to the electrical recording and reproduction of
of sound
sound
and vision."
The ten professional groups are:
are :—
El
El electronic measuring instruments
instruments and
and techniques;
techniques; E2
E2
computer design; E3
semiconductor
devices;
E3 semiconductor devices; E4
E4 components,
components,
including
including valves and
line
and tubes;
tubes; E5
ES medical
medical electronics;
electronics; E6
E6 line
and radio communication systems;
systems; E7
E7 electromagnetic
electromagnetic wave
wave
propagation; E8 microwave devices
devices and
and techniques
techniques for
for comcommunication;
munication; E9 sound
sound broadcasting
broadcasting and
and television,
television, including
including
electro-acoustics
electro-acoustics;; E10
ElO radio
radio navigation
navigation and
and radio
radio location.
location.

Student Exchange
SOME 70 delegates from 29 member
member countries,
countries, plus
plus
a number of observers, attended the 15th
15th annual
annual
conference of the International Association for
for the
the
Exchange of Students for Technical Experience
Experience
(I.A.E.S.T.E.
(LA.E.S.T.E.)) which was held at Imperial College,
College,
South Kensington, from January 7th-llth.
7th-11th. The
The
president of the conference—the
conference-t he first to
to be
be held
held in
in
L ondon-was Sir Patrick Linstead, rector of
London—was
of
I mperial College and president of
Imperial
of I.A.E.S.T.E.
I .A.E.S.T.E.
(U.K.).
Since its formation in 1947
1947 the association
association has
has
made arrangements for nearly 60,000
60,000 students
students from
from
member countries to receive technical
technical experience
experience

1

-

abroad during vacations. The subjects of
of electronics
electronics
and radio communication
communicatio n are included under
under the
the
umbrella heading "electrical
" electrical engineering"
engineering " in
in the
the
I.A.E.S.T.E. annual report, but it is obvious from
from the
the
names of companies participating, both
both in
in the
the U.K.
U.K.
and abroad, that many of the students
students are
are in
in these
these
fields. The 1961 report of I.A.E.S.T.E.
I.A.E.S.T .E. (U.K.),
(U.K.), of
of
which J. Newby is executive secretary,
secretary, records
records that
that
during the 1961 summer vacation 894
894 students
students from
from
48 affiliated universities and colleges
colleges were
were sent
sent
abroad for experience (120 of them ""electricals
electricals")
")
and 965 overseas students came
came to
to this
this country
country (165
(165
of them " electricals ").
Further information on the organization is
is obtainobtain178 Queen's
able from J.
J . Newby, 178
Queen's Gate,
Gate, London,
London,
S.W.7, who was the prime mover in
in the
the formation
formation of
of
the association.
Research in Radio Astronomy.—A
Astronomy.-A Radio Astronomy
Astronomy
Planning Committee, under the
the chairmanship
chairmanship of
of
Lord Fleck, has been set up by the Minister for
for Science
Science
with the following terms of reference;
reference: "To
"To consider
consider
and advise on the nature and extent
extent of
of the
tbe participaparticipation of Government in research in
in radio
radio astronomy;
astronomy; in
in
particular to consider the programmes, facilities,
facilities, funds
funds
and organization, required to support the
the U.K.
U.K. interest
interest
in research in radio astronomy both
both nationally
nationally and
and
internationally
internationally."
." The membership of the committee
committee is:
is:
-Sir
—Sir Edward Appleton (Edinburgh University); Dr.
Dr.
D. G. Christopherson (Durham University);
University); Dr.
Dr.
W. L. Francis (D.S.I.R.); Dr. J. S. Hey
Hey (Royal
(Royal Radar
Radar
Establishment) ; Professor F. Hoyle (Cambridge UniEstablishment);
Unfversity); Sir Willis Jackson (London University);
University); ProProfessor E. R. H. Jones (Oxford University); Sir
Sir Bernard
Bernard
Lovell (Manchester University); J.
J. A.
A. Ratcliffe
Ratcliffe (Radio
(Radio
Research Station, D.S.I.R.); Professor M. Ryle (Cam(Cambridge University); and Dr. R. v. d. R. Woolley
Woolley (Astro(Astronomer Royal).
Grants totalling £700,000 towards the cost of
of building
building
and maintaining two new radio telescopes have
have been
been
offered by the D.S.I.R. Professor Martin Ryle
Ryle has
has been
been
offered £466,000 for a triple parabaloidal radio
radio telescope
telescope
at Cambridge University, and Sir
Sir Bernard
Bernard Lovell
Lovell
£236,000 for a fully steerable radio
radio telescope
telescope at
at the
the
Jodrell Bank Station of Manchester University.
University.

The
T
he Radio Amateurs' Examination, conducted
conducted by
by the
the
City and Guilds of London Institute, 76
76 Portland
Portland Place,
Place,
London, W.l, is henceforth to be held
held twice
twice annually.
annually.
The first examination will be
be in
in May,
May, and
and the
the second
second
in November. This change is
is at
at the
the request
request of
of the
the
Radio Society of
of Great Britain and
and the
the Radio
Radio Services
Services
Department of the G.P.O.
A.P.A.E. 1962 Exhibition.—Venue
Exhibition.-V enue of
of this
this year's
year's exexhibition of the Association of Public Address
Address Engineers
Engineers
is again the King's Head Hotel, Harrow-on-the-Hill,
Harrow-on-the -Hill,
Middx. The date has been fixed for
for Wednesday,
Wednesday, March
March
7th, and it is proposed to arrange
arrange aa similar
similar exhibition
exhibition
to last year.

■!

Three pioneers ofwireless,
of wireless, Capt.
Capt. H.
C. S.S. Franklin
H. J. Round,
Round, C.
Franklin
and R. D. Bangay, meet
meet again
again against
against aa bockcloth
backcloth of
of the
the first
first
transatlantic wireless stations—Poldhu
stations-Poldhu and
and St.
St. Johns,
johns, NewfoundNewfoundland—ot the Science Museum
land-at
Museum exhibition
exhibition of
of Marconi
Marconi apparatus.
apparatus.
exhibition, staged
60th anniversary
The exhibition,
staged to
to mark
mark the
the 60th
anniversary of
of the
the
famous "5"
"S" signals across the
the Atlantic,
Atlantic, closes
closes on
on January
january 25th,
25th.

Electricity in Aircraft Control.—Developments
Controi.-Deve lopments in
in
automatic flight control and in airborne navigation
navigation syssystems are two of the subjects to be discussed
discussed at
at aa conconference on ""The
The importance of electricity in
in the
the control
control
of aircraft," organized jointly by
the
I.E.E.
and
Royal
by the I.E.E. and Royal
Aeronautical Society and to be held in
in London
London ·on
on FebFebruary 26th-28th, 1962.
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& A.I.E.E. Merger?-Join
Merger?—Jointt announcement
announcementss
I.R.E. &
have been made by the American
American Institute
Institute of
of Electrical
Electrical
Engineers and the Institute of Radio Engineers that
that they
they
are considering "the
" the feasibility
feasibility and
and form"
form" of
of the
the conconsolidation of the two organizations. The resolution
resolution
solidation
approved by · the two institutes
instimtes stresses
stresses that
that "the
" the
advancement of the theory and practice of
of electrical
electrical and
and
radio engineering and the educational and
and scientific
scientific
objectives of both institutes may be better
better served
served by
by
. . . into one organization."
merger or consolidation ...
ive speakers from
Solid-state Circuits Conference.-F
Conference.—Five
from
Solid-state
programme of
of
the U.K. are included in the 46-paper programme
Conference, which
which
the International Solid-state Circuits Conference,
and 16th
16th in
in PhilaPhilais taking place on February 14th, 15th and
delphia, Pa. The conference is sponsored by
by the
the I.R.E.
I.R.E.
and a number of other interested bodies. The
The U.K.
U.K.
(Imperial College);
College);
participants are A. R. Boothroyd (Imperial
A. Cole, G. B. B. Chaplin and P. M
M.. Thompson
Thompson (Ples(Plessey); and N. D. Richards (Mullard). Also taking
taking part
part
sey);
ations Rewill be J. J. Sparkes (British Telecommunic
Telecommunications
Research) and R. E. Hayes (Plessey).
search)
states JJ.. D.
D.
A writ has been filed in the High Court, states
Burke, of Hornchurch, Essex, accusing Thorn
Thorn Electrical
Electrical
Burke,
by
877,450
Patent
British
Industries of "infringing
" infringing his
877,450 by
Industries
manufacturing selling
selling renting using television receivers
receivers
manufacturing
its
for
system
for its cathode
cathode
each having a final anode supply
described
ray tube explicitly and substantially
substantially described and
and
claimed in the specification."
I.T.A. Tests.—In
aerial tests
tests in
in
Tests.-In order to carry out aerial
preparation for the construction of the I.T.A.'s
I.T.A.'s new
new
Channel
Fremont, Jersey,
Jersey, which
which
Chamiel Islands' station at ·Fremont,
will operate in the same channel as
as Croydon
Croydon (9)
(9) but
but
trade tests
tests from
from the
the
with horizontal polarization, the trade
discontinued
London transmitter have temporarily been discontinued
The Authority
Authority
on Tuesday and Thursday mornings. The
also announces that in future trade tests
tests from
from Croydon,
Croydon,
Mendlesham, Caradon Hill and Stockland Hill
Hill will
will be
be
on half power on Friday mornings. The Black
Black Hill
Hill and
and
Durris stations will be on half power
power on
on Monday
Monday mornmornings. These reductions in power are
are necessary
necessary to
to enable
enable
one of · the two parallel transmitters at
at each
each station
station to
to
be serviced each week.
Activities.-A conference and associated
I.E.E. Activities.—A
associated scientiscientific exhibtion covering components
components in
in microwave
microwave circuits,
circuits,
ns Section
arranged by the Electronics and
and Communicatio
Communications
Section
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
Engineers, will
will take
take place
place
at Savoy Place, London, W.C.2,
W.C.2, next
next September
September 19th,
19th,
20th and 21st. It is also announced
announced by
by the
the I.E.E.
I.E.E.
that a second symposium on
on electronics
electronics equipment
equipment
reliability is to take place on the
the 18th
18th and
and 19th
19th of
of
October this year.
"Measurement
interpretative
"Measuremen t and Control," the new interpretative
monthly journal covering mechanical,
mechanical, electrical
electrical and
and elecelecsystems,
control
instrumentatio n and
tronic instrumentation
and control systems, was
was pubpubJanuary.
in
Publications
lished by Iliffe Production Publications in January.
editor
assistant
an
time
one
at
Edited by T. E. !vall,
Ivall, at one time an assistant editor
of Wireless World, its
its purpose
purpose isis to
to "bring
"bring out
out and
and
into perspective the
the facts
facts that
that matter
matter to
to the
the engineer
engineer
control
that
believes
or
who uses control equipment, or believes that control
jn his everyday work.''
techniques can help him in
work." Annual
Annual
subscription is £3.
subscription
Certificates.-A mistake was
Servicing Certificates.—A
was made
made in
in . the
the
results of the R.T.E.B. Servicing
Servicing Exam.
Exam, issued
issued by
by the
the
City and Guilds of London Institute
Institute from
from which
which we
we
quoted in our December issue (p.
(p. 617).
617). Of
Of the
the 717
717 who
who
took the final exam.
exam, last May 285 (39.8%}
(39.8%) passed,
passed, 65
65
%)
(9%) have to retake the practical test
test and
and 367
367 (51.2
(51.2%)
failed.
eter-Counter. -In
Digital Voltmeter-Counter.—In
. Southern Instruments DigitalVoltm
rdere.n ce to this equipment on
our reference
on p.
p. 46
46 of
of the
the January
January
issue, the maximum dock.
clock, pulse
pulse p.r.f.
p.r.f. was
was given
given as
as
c/s . . This should read 10
10 c/s.
10 kc/s.
kc/s.

Farnborough Air Shows.-It
Shows.—It lias
has been announced by
by
the Society of British Aircraft Constructors that
that itit will
will
1963.
not be holding its annual Farnborough show
show in
in 1963.
Manufacturing members of the Society find
find the
the exexManufacturing
penses of two major airshows a year (Paris
(Paris and
and FarnFarnshows
the
borough) to be excessive. Whether or
or not
not the shows
will be held in
m future in alternate years
years remains
remains to
to be
be
seen—the next Paris show is in 1963. The
The dates
dates of
of
seen-the
years
some
the next Farnborough Show, which has for
for some years
are
exhibition,
included an increasingly large electronics exhibition, are
to 9th, 1962.
September 3rd to
Car Radio Licences Exceed fM
JM Mark.-There
Mark.—There are
are
now over 500,000 licences issued by
by the
the G.P.O.
G.P.O. for
for
sound radio receivers fitted
fitted in cars.
cars. At
At the
the end
end of
of
November last, sound only licences totalled
totalled 3.7M,
3.7M, and
and
combined television and sound licences 11.6M.
11.6M.
Personalities
onalities
Pers
Brigadier E. I. E. Mozley, M.A., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., recently
recently
ations at
appointed Director of Telecommunic
Telecommunications
at the
the War
War
Office in succession to Ma;or General
General E.
E. S.
S. Cole,
Cole, has
has
been for the past three years Commander
Commander of
of the
the Royal
Royal
conSignals Planning Wing at Catterick where
where he
he was
was concerned with advanced planning in
in both
both the
the tactical
tactical and
and
technical aspects of army
After
communications.
communication s.
graduating at Pembroke
i
with
College, Cambridge, with
\
a 1st Class in the mechin
tripos
sciences
%
in
anical
_J
1936 he served for three
assistant
as
Malaya
in
years
7" 4®
years in Malaya as assistant
chief signals officer.
1
\ %
officer. During
During
%
he held
held various
various
the war he
appointments
signals
I ' . Tl i
appointments at
at
Catterick, the
Jk
the War
War Office,
Office,
an in
n 21 Army Group beand
^ ibeing
21 Army
Group
be{Qj-g
posted
to Lord
Lord
posted to
fore being
Mountbatten's staff in S.E.
Asia where he was eventually chief signals officer.
From 1950 to 1953 Brigadier Mozley was in the
in
secretariat
of
chiefs
E..I.E.. Mozley
Brigadier E.I.E.
Mozley
chiefs
of staff
staffand
secretariat
in
from 1955
Washington,
Washington,
research
with
dealing
to 1958 he was at the War Office
Office dealing with research
and development of signals equipment.
equipment. One
One of
of BrigBrigadier Mozley's recreations is
is reading
reading for
for the
the Bar.
Bar.
T. Kilvington, B.Sc.(Eng.), M.I.E.E.,
M.I.E.E., recently
recently became
became
secretary of the technical sub-committee of
of the
the TeleTeleto
succession
in
Committee
vision Advisory
succession to C.
C. W.
W.
appointment
his
on
post
the
relinquished
who
Sowton,
on his appointment
Pro&
Planning
Radio
Overseas
the
in
engineer
as staff
the Overseas Radio Planning & Provision Branch (see January issue,
issue, p.
p. 14).
14). Mr.
Mr. Kilvihgton,
Kilvington,
a graduate of University College,
College, London,
London, joined
joined the
the
engineer
Post Office as a probationary assistant
assistant engineer in
in 1936.
1936.
D. W. Heightman, M.Brit.I.R.E., technical
technical director
director of
of
Radio Rentals Ltd (which he joined
joined in
in 1956
1956 as
as chief
chief
engineer) and of its associated company
company Baird
Baird Television
Television
Ltd., has relinquished these appointments
appointments "in
"in order
order to
to
that
us
activities.'' He
engage in other activities."
He informs
informs us that he
he isis not
not
nego"
as
plans
in a position to comment on
on his
his future
future plans as " negotiations are incomplete.''
incomplete." From 1951
1951 to
to 1956
1956 he
he was
was
chief television engineer at the Liverpool
Liverpool works
works of
of the
the
board
the
on
was
he
which
to
English Electric Co., prior
was on the board
1938.
in
formed
he
which
of Denco (Clacton) Ltd., which he formed in 1938. It
It
is announced A. Bamford, B.Sc.,
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., has
has been
been
Ltd.
Television
Baird
of
director
appointed technical director of Baird Television Ltd.
He was until recently with Ultra,
Ultra, which
which he
he joined
joined in
in
1942 after graduating at Birmingham University,
University, and
and
Teleand
Radio
Ultra
of
manager
technical
Radio and Telehas been
vision Ltd. and also a member of the board
board since
since the
the
reorganization ·of the Ultra group two years,ngo.
ycaryugo.
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T. A. Davies, O.B.E., Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy in the Post Office since 1948, has retired. He
joined the Post Office in 1925. In his position as head
of the wireless telegraphy section he has been responsible
for control and operation of the ship-shore services; inspection of ship's radio equipment; and the examinations
for candidates for the P.M.G.'s Certificate.

Reg Billington, T.D., M.Sc.(Eng.), M.I.E.E., is the
new Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy in the G.P.O.
After obtaining an honours degree at London Univerindustry for two years before joining
sity, he worked in industpf
the Post Office Engineering Department in 1936. For
a period during the war he was seconded to the Iraq
Government as Chief Engineer (P.T.T.) and returned
to the Post Office in 1945. Since 1948 he has been
Deputy Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy.

W. M. York, commercial director of E. K. Cole, which
he joined in 1932, who has also been a director of Pye
Ltd. since the merger of the two companies, has resigned from the Pye board because of a reallocation of
the responsibilities of Ekco directors within the British
Electronic Industries group of companies. A. W.
techn;r;al director of E. K. Cole, has
Martin, M.B.E., techmcal
been appointed to the Pye board, and assumes overall
responsibility for the domestic sound radio and television
engineering activities of the Pye group of companies,
in addition to directing the engineering resources of the
Ekco group. Mr. Martin joined Ekco in 1928 as a
research engineer, was appointed chief engineer in 1943,
and has been technical director since 1952.

A. C. Robb, M.Eng., Ph.D., A.M.I.E.E., who was
appointed technical manager of Belling & Lee a few
months ago, now becomes technical director. Dr. Robb
obtained his Ph.D. degree from Glasgow University,
where he took up a research fellowship working on the
design of high-voltage particle accelerators. J. R. Turrill
has become the sales director.
Wing Cdr. R. G. Little, M.B.E., who has been posted
to the R.A.F. Central Fighter Establishment as wing
commander in charge of electronics, was with the British
Joint Services Mission, Washington, from 1959 until
recently. He joined the Service as a boy entrant in
1935. He is 42.
R. E. Norman, M.A. (Cantab.), who joined Ferguson
Radio Corporation during the war, and since January
1961 has been chief engineer in charge of all domestic
television and sound radio activities of the Thorn Group,
becomes a member of the Ferguson board of directors.

R. Billington

M. J.j. LL. Pulling

M. J. L. Pulling, C.B.E., M.A., M.I.E.E., is appointed
to the new post of Assistant Director of Engineering in
the B.B.C. He will be responsible under the Director
th~ Operations
of Engineering, Sir Harold Bishop, for the
and Maintenance Departments, the Engineering Establishment Department and the Engineering Training
Department. F. C. McLean remains Deputy Director
of Engineering responsible to the Director for the
Specialist Departments dealing with research, development and new projects. Mr. Pulling, who is 55 and was
educated at Marlborough College and King's College,
Cambridge, was with Murphy for a few years before
he joined the Engineering Information Department of
the B.B.C. in 1934. He was superintendent engineer
(recording) from 1941 until 1949 when he became senior
superintendent engineer (television). Since 1956 he has
been Controller, Television Service Engineering.

AUTHORS
OUR AUTHORS
G. Buckley, A.M.I.E.E., who describes in this issue
an automatic stop for tape or film recorders, has been
with the B.B.C. since 1936. For the past ten years he
Departmem where his particular
has been in the Designs Department
extem, vision recording.
concern is sound and, to some extent,
He was for the previous fifteen years in the Research
·
Department.
C. Stott, B.Sc., Grad.I.E.E., whose article on a transistor resistance-coupled oscillator appears on p. 91, is
serving a graduate apprenticeship with English Electric
the company after graduating from
Aviation. He joined die
Manchester University where he obtained an honours
degree in electrical engineering. He is 27.
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., author of
George H. Olsen, B.Sc., A.M.Brit.LR.E.,
the article in this issue on field plotting with resistive
paper, is on the staff of the Rutherford College of Technology, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, where he teaches physics
and mathematics. After war-time service in the R.A.F. he
read for a pure science degree at King's College in the
University of Durham, graduating in 1950.

Hugh S. Pocock, M.I.E.E., editor of Wireless World
from 1920 until 1941 when he became managing editor,
has relinquished the managing directorship of our publishing company, lliffe Electrical Publications Ltd., to
Iliffe
become chairman. He is a director of Associated lliffe
Press. W. E. Miller, M.A., M.Brit.I.R.E., the new manag- OBITUARY
Iliffe Electrical Publications, who is also ·
ing director of lliffe
A. Hoyt Taylor, a pioneer of radar in the United
Iliffe Press, started
appointed to the board of Associated lliffe
his technical journalistic career in 1925 when he joined States, died in California on December 13th aged 82.
Dr. Taylor was chief of radio research in the U.S.
the staff of Experimental Wireless (now Electronic Technology). A year later he became technical editor of our Navy from 1922 until his retirement in 1948. As early
as 1922 he conducted a series of experiments which
sister journal Wireless & Electrical Trader, of which
showed the possibility of detecting targets by radio.
he has been managing editor since 1955.
For his work on the development of radar he received
·
the U.S. Medal for Merit in 1944.
P. G. Moger, who has been with Grundig (Great
Britain), for six years, is appointed manager of the comF . Varian, who with his late brother Russell,
Sigurd F.
pany's service department in succession to D. Smith who
invented the klystron tube, was killed in a recent plane
has left the organization. Before joining Grundig Mr.
crash in the Pacific. The two brothers founded Varian
Moger was in the R.A.F., where he was engaged on
Associates, of Palo Alto, California, in 1948.
radar development.
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PLOTTING
FIELD
FIELD
PLOTTING
RESISTANCE PAPER ANALOGUE
By G. H. OLSEN, B.Sc.,
A.M . Brit.I.R.E.
B.Sc., A.M.Brlt.l.R.E.

THERE
J. HERE is an important range of problems in
engineering and physics that depends upon a knowledge of the potential field distribution.
dis~ribution.
Typical
examples are problems involving fluid flow, heat
flow, and gravitation, electric and magnetic fields.
In all cases the _equation
Flow =
= Driving force X Acceptance ..... . (1)
is obeyed. The driving force is a function of potential
V, and the acceptance depends upon the medium
involved and the geometry of the surfaces between
which the flow is taking place. Examples of eq. (1)
of particular interest to electronic and electrical
engineers are:—
are:Current =
= e.m.f. x
X conductance . .
..
(2)
!viagnetic
= m.m.f. X permeance ..
Magnetic flux =
(3)
= voltage X capacitance
Electric charge or flux =

(4)

The flow is real in the cases of heat, current and fluid,
but for electric and magnetic fields it is convenient to

in one direction, e.g. the electric field within a long,
straight coaxial cable, or the field associated with a
straight conductor in a long slot of uniform crosssection.
If the field in this direction is denoted F2~ then

3V
oV

F sz =— =b,
=fc, (a constant)
Vz
: . ()2V
=0

~

Eq. (5) thus reduces to the two-dimensional form
()2V

j2V
()2V

~+
·vY2 = o
(6)
()
V~+272' = 0
••
'•
Now the solution to this equation depends upon
the boundary conditions, and is obtainable mathematically only in certain simple cases. For example
in Fig. 1, which represents the cross-section through
a coaxial cable, the potential of the central conductor,
Ru is V,,
V u and that of the outer conductor,
radius Rj,
radius Ro,
R 2, is V2.• If the outer conductor is earthed
V2 =
= 0. By performing the partial differentiation
it is easy to show that a solution to eq. (6) is
r
V = k loge ~
(7)

v

2
where r =
= y x2 +
y 2 and A
k is a constant. When,
+ y'

log,,
r =
= Rj,
Ru V = k loge

" Rz

~1

=
=

Vjj
V 1; and when r = R2

~

log, 11 =
V =
= £
k log
loge~
= k loge
= 0.
e| =

mii

Fig. ·1.

Field distribution within a coaxial cable.

invent the concept of flow of flux. Usually the flow
is in three dimensions. In the absence of sources
or sinks of flow materials between the boundary
surfaces, the unifying equation related to all of the
problems mentioned is due to Laplace. In its
cartesian coordinate form it may be expressed as
^ + ()2V
SJV
()2V + ()2V
= 0. .
(5)
()x2
()z22
Dx2 + ()y2
Dy2 + Da

K J

Vis
V is the function of potential, x, y, and z being the
conventional coordinate directions. It is this equation which must be satisfied at any point in the field
within the boundary surfaces.
In certain fields there is no change in field strength

The equipotential surfaces arc
are therefore cylinders
concentric with the conductors. The cross-section
will have equipotential lines which are circles, the
radii of which can be calculated from eq. (7).
When the geometry of the boundaries becomes
more complicated a mathematical solution becomes
very difficult or impossible. It is under these circumstances that engineers employ · analogues to obtain
solutions to their potential-field distribution problems.
The principle underlying the various devices used
depends upon the analogy that exists between the
various forms taken by eq. (1). For example, current
is analogous to magnetic and electric flux; voltage
and e.m.f. are analogous to m.m.f.; and conductance
is analogous to permeance and capacitance. It is
possible, therefore, for a system obeying one of the
equations (usually eq. (4) for convenience) to be used
as a model to solve problems involving any of the
other equations. The model is constructed so as to
have a field distribution that is geometrically similar
to the field which is to be investigated. A major
advantage in using a model obeying eq. (4) is the
ease with which it is · possible to measure voltage
as compared with its analogues, m.m.f. in a magnetic
field or potential difference in an electric field.
· In this article some aspects of one of the possible
models, viz. the resistance paper analogy, are dis-
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and CD. (For this the lines AB and CD are conductors on the surface of the paper.)
Then Ry

Fig. 2. Finding scale factor for anisotropic resistance paper.
makes· use of the fact that a
cussed. Such an analogy makes
flow of current through a thin uniform conducting
sheet produces a potential distribution that satisfies
the two-dimensional form of Laplace's equation.
The model is therefore an analogue of a " twodimensional " field. It is particularly easy to construct and, with care, the inaccuracies need not
J. H.
exceed two or 1three per cent. A useful paper by J.
Owen Harries 1 discusses some of the errors involved.
The model is particularly useful in schools and
colleges where, for teaching purposes, potential
distributions can be obtained quite rapidly.

PyAD

(8)

-'-i
AB

<8)

Similarly R,
Rx =■= Px:::;

(9)
^

Now ideally when ABCD is a square and
Ry.■
Py' Rx = B
Px = Pyy
I'r
= pv11 the rectangle ABCD on the
However when pPxx —
R 11(,, but now
= R,
Rx =
paper represents a square when R^
AB =
AD. To find the necessary scale factor,
=AD.
(9) gives
combining eqs. (8) and (9)jgives
PyAB _ IIfiy
An='\/~
AD - V ft.
The factor py11l/ pPxx can readily be determined by cutting
two squares from the roll in the correct directions and
R 11 /Rx.
= Ry/R
p11/ pPx
Rx,, when p-J
measuring RJ(11 and R,
x =
x.
For many purposes the variation of resistance with
direction is small enough to be ignored; e.g. when
calculate· correction terms or to
using the analogy to calculate
provide no more than the starting figures for a
mathematical and exact solution.
The temperature coefficient of this type of paper ·
is low (about 0.2% per 0°C).
C). Excessive heating of the
paper should be avoided by limiting the power
m W per square inch.
dissipated to a maximum of 250 m\V
The electrodes of the model (corresponding to the
boundaries of the real system being simulated) are33
painted directly on to the paper with silver paint.
Care must be taken to stir the paint well before
application otherwise the electrode will not be at the
same potential throughout. The paper itself is laid
on some flat surface. Of the arrangements possible,
the writer prefers to ·use a large drawing board that
has previously been varnished, or painted with the
type of plastic coating often used as imitation
"french
" french polish." The resistance paper can then be
held to the board with adhesive tape. The latter
may then also be used to anchor the wires making
contact with the electrodes. Connections to the
electrodes are effected by painting in thin wires so
that the latter are embedded in the paint. 28 s.w.g.
c. c. or enamelled wire, bared at the points of contact
d.
d.c.c.
with the electrodes, has proved satisfactory.
If only a single contact is made to a long, thin
electrode, the latter may not be a true equipotential.
The difficulty may be overcome by looping in the

Details:-Telegraph resistance paper is a
Practical Details:—Telegraph
convenient form2 of thin conducting sheet. It is
readily available 2 as " Teledeltos "* (L39, or equivalent) low-resistance paper, originally developed for
use by telegraph engineers for handling ordinary
telegrams by facsimile or telephotograph methods.
The type used by the writer is available in rolls
50 feet long and 22 inches wide. The resistance
between opposite sides of a square was found to be
approximately 2,100 ohms in the sample examined.
The whole of the lengths of these opposite sides was
made conducting in the way described below. (The
size of the square is, of course, immaterial; the
resistance may therefore be quoted as 2,100 ohms per
unit square). Some variation is to be expected from
roll to roll; and the resistivity is dependent to some
extent on the relative humidity. Provided that the
paper is stored in a dry place,
however, no trouble ought to be
experienced because of local moisture absorption.
2 3.
for plotting equipoFig.
A slight disadvantage with this
J"'
. ; onArrangement
' model representing
cable.
tentials
coaxial cable.
n
form of conducting sheet is that the
'
resistance of the paper is not quite
isotropic. The maximum variation
occurs between directions across and
along the roll. If the principal axes
are taken as being along and across
the roll the anisotropic resistance of
to plotter
the paper can be taken into account
terminals /
by ·applying different scales to the
axes. Consider Fig. 2 in which py11
represents the resistivity across the
roll and pPxx the resistivity along the
roll. ABCD is a rectangle, with AB
and AD along the principal axes.
M/
= the resistance between AB
R 11 =
Let R,,
ADHESIVE TAPE ANCHORS"
Cables Ltd.
and Cables
* Standard
Telephones and
Standard Telephones

TO
DETECTOR

-RESISTANCE
RARER
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inner
the inner
electrode may be about Sin and that of the
electrode
electrode lin. Connection to the inner electrode
then
this then
pin; this
brass pin;
convenientl y made via a 2in brass
is conveniently
the
of the
keeps the connecting wire up in the air out of
representin g
way. The width of the silver paint representing
an
of an
quarter of
one quarter
the outer cable need not exceed one
the
that the
ensure that
polarisation inch; but a check must be made to ensure
no polarisation
Plotting:- Since there are no
Field Plotting:—Since
be electrode is a true equipotential.
equipotenti al.
may be
d.c. may
effects with graphite resistance paper, d.c.
simple.
After making such a plot with an inner electrode
extremely simple.
used; the plotting is therefore extremely
of
The diameter of lin and the effective outer diameter of
modest. The
are modest.
requiremen ts are
The apparatus requirements
circles.
be circles.
to be
(b) aa Sin the 10% equipotentials
equipotenti als were found to
volts, (b)
essentials are (a) a battery giving 6-12 volts,
therefore
(d) aa The local variation of paper resistance therefore
and (d)
potentiome ter, (c) a detector and
calibrated potentiometer,
table
upon
called
be
was
negligible
for
this
sample.
The
following
table
rarely
will
source
power
The
be called upon
probe.
experiment al with the theoretical
potentia.. compares the experimental
calibrated potentioThe calibrated
SOmA. The
to supply more than 50mA.
(i.e.,
intensity (i.e.,
resistance results. Only in regions of high field intensity
of resistance
meter can take the form of a couple of
great
as great
errors as
be near the central electrode) were the errors
should be
boxes; the total resistance across the supply should
low.
were low.
approximately
approximat ely the same as that between the painted as three per cent. Elsewhere the errors were
electrode
serious It must be remembered,
remembere d, however, that this electrode
No serious
electrodes for maximum sensitivity. No
the
that the
however system can be reproduced very accurately, that
reduction in sensitivity has been experienced however
that
and that
ease and
resistors curvilinear squares can be drawn with ease
high-stabili ty resistors
when using a chain of ten 1% high-stability
the
near the
helical errors due to distortion of the current flow near
totalling 5000 On or when using .a ten-turn helical
other
most other
In most
Colvern type, the total resistance edges of the paper are . eliminated. In
potentiometer
potentiome ter of the Colvem
centre
the centre
at the
50-0-50/LA systems the electrodes must be drawn at
lOkn. The detector used is aa 50-0-50«A
being 10kO.
edge
these edge
reduce these
(16000)
(1600 n) meter with protecting resistances and of a large expanse of paper to reduce
battery distortions to a minimum.
the battery
diodes. Fig. 4 shows the circuit used; the
confor conrectifier for
has been replaced by a full-wave rectifier
Error
Calculated
Observed
ial
ipotential
section Equipotent
high-voltag e section
venience. The function of the high-voltage
radii
radii
line
0
conmay conitself may
is explained later. The probe itself
(%)
(in)
(in)
/o/
%
top
the top
at the
veniently be a 4H pencil, the graphite core at
0
4.000
4.00
0
via aa
bridge via
the bridge
to the
being exposed and connected to
—
3.248
3.25
10
electrodes
the electrodes
If the
miniature crocodile clip and lead. If
—
2.639
2.63
20
resistance
the resistance
of the
side of
are painted on to the light grey side
—
2.144 .
2.14
30
drawn
be drawn
can be
equipotenti al lines can
paper the plot of the equipotential
—
1.741
1.75
40
deformareported aa deformahave reported
on direct. Some workers have
—
1.415
1.42
50
is
equipotenti al is
tion of the field when a particular equipotential
1.149
3
1.12
60
experience
writer's experience
being plotted. However, it is the writer's
1
0.933
1
0.92
70
the
and the
sharp and
that provided the pencil is kept sharp
0.758
11
0.75
80
or
equipotentials
equipotenti als merely dotted in at first, and inked or
0.616
3
0.60
90
no
completed, no
been completed,
pencilled in after the plot has been
0.500
0
0.50
100
appreciable deformation of the field occurs.
paralThe field existing between two long, straight paraltechnique
In order to become familiar with the technique
for
example for
lel
conductors
(Fig.
5)
provides
an
example
Experfields.
known
of
be
should
plots
few
the first
of known fields. Experof
plotting
on
a
large
expanse
of
paper.
The
shape
of
calculated
with
compared
with calculated
imental results can then be
readily
is readily
with aa the field is well known, so the beginner is
muc~1 to commend starting with
ones. There is much
shape
The shape
radii able to note the effect of edge distortions. The
the radii
since the
representin g a coaxial cable since
plot representing
their
and
of
the
electrodes
painted
on
the
paper,
and
their
calculated
be
easily
can
lines
al
equipotenti
of the equipotential
be calculated
distance
apart
must
represent
an
accurate
scale
painted
outer
the
of
from eq. (7). The diameter
the outer painted

the
connecting wire at two or three points along the
satisfactory
electrode. Fig. 3 gives some idea of a satisfactory
be
arrangement
arrangemen t for one model. This method is to be
the
of the
width of
preferred to that of increasing the width
costly.
electrode, since the silver paint is rather costly.

FORCING

,..---- ------o POTENTIALS
m

-,,..,,\~","--CONSTANT

L

CURRENT
-,,\~,,'>''--SOURCES

75V

Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of plotter.
To obtain plot shown in Fig. II,
Rj1 =
2k. If several forcing
= 2k.
R22 =
= R
R
potentials are required this value
will need to _be increased. RR3 depends upon value of constant current
resistors. Latter cannot be specified
without knowledge of model involved.

6
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1

Fig. 5. Electric field
field between
between two
two long
long straight
straight conductors.
conductors.
Curvilinear squares must
must have
have W
W—
= LL (see
(see text).
text).
dra_
wing of the cross-section
drawing
cross-section of
of the
the real
real system.
system. A
A
suitable scale must be chosen
chosen so
so that
that the
the electrodes
electrodes
are surrounded with
with aa large
large area
area of
of paper.
paper. Care
Care
to avoid
avoid creases
creases when
must be taken to
when handling
handling these
these
to aa plot,
plot, since
since the
the creases
creases have
large areas prior to
have the
the
effect of increasing the
the local
local resistance.
resistance.
After
Mter plotting the
the equipotential
equipotenthll lines
lines itit isis then
then
in the
the streamlines
streamlines representing
representing
necessary to sketch in
All flux lines
lines must
must cut
the lines of flux. All
cut the
the equipoequipoorthogonally and
tential lines orthogonally
and must
must meet
meet an
an elecelecIt can
can be
be shown
shown that
trode normally. It
that if
if aa set
set of
of
equipotential lines and
and flux
flux lines
lines are
are drawn
drawn to
to form
form
a continuous network
network of
of curvilinear
curvilinear squares
squares between
between
boundaries, then
then aa solution
solution of
of the
the electrode boundaries,
the
been found.
found. A
Laplace equation has been
A curvilinear
curvilinear
bounded by
by four
four curved
curved lines
lines such
square is an area bounded
such
that the mean " width "" of
of the
the area
area isis equal
equal to
to the
the
mean ""length."
The tangents
tangents to
to the
the boundary
length." The
boundary
corners must
must intersect
lines at the comers
intersect at
at 90°.
goo. AA test
test
square is
is to
to subdivide
subdivide the
for a curvilinear square
the area
area by
by
intermediate equipotential
equal numbers of intermediate
equipotential and
and
flux lines. The smaller
smaller curvilinear
curvilinear areas
areas thus
thus created
created
nearly true
must approach more nearly
true rectilinear
rectilinear squares.
squares.
It will be realized
realized that
that aa particular
particular advantage
advantage of
of
plotting and sketching
sketching such
such aa network
network isis that,
that, withwithout the use of
of advanced
advanced mathematics,
mathematics, aa solution
solution to
to
the Laplace equation
equation can
can be
be found
found which
which satisfies
satisfies
that frequently
boundary conditions that
frequently are
are not
not capable
capable
of mathematical expression.
expression. Useful
Useful information
information
on the sketching
sketching of networks
networks of
of curvilinear
curvilinear squares
squares
can be obtained
obtained from an
an article
article on
on purely
purely4graphical
graphical
methods of field plotting
plotting by
by E.
E. G.
G.4 Wright
Wright' and
and also
also
in a paper by E.
E. O.
0. Willoughby.
Willoughby.•
The sketching of curvilinear
curvilinear squares
squares isis aa matter
matter
for trial and error, but
but for
for most
most fields,
fields, with
with the
the aid
aid
of a pair of dividers, itit isis relatively
relatively easy
easy to
to judge
judge
equality of " width"
width " between
between two
two equipotential
equipotential
lines (known to be in
in the
the correct
correct position)
position) and
and the
the
" length " between one
one flux
flux line
line and
and the
the proposed
proposed
position of the next,
next. A
A piece
piece of
of thin
thin transparent
transparent
sheet with a 90°
goo corner
corner assists
assists in
in positioning
positioning the
the
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flux line at right-angles
right-angles to
to the
the equipotential
equipotential line.
line.
vertically above
above the
the paper
paper when
The eye should be vertically
when
made. The
The edges
this estimation is made.
edges of
of the
the square
square
to the
the flux
flux and
and equipotential
must be tangential to
equipotential
crossover point.
point.
lines at the crossover
is difficult
difficult to
to sketch
sketch the
the curcurWith fields where it is
vilinear squares, trial
trial and
and error
error can
can be
be almost
almost elimielimithe following
following method.
nated by adopting the
method. After
After
energizing the
the electrodes,
electrodei, sufficient
painting and energizing
sufficient
along the
the equipotential
equipotential lines,
lines,
points only are marked along
being drawn
drawn at
no continuous lines being
at this
this stage.
stage.
quite easy
It is then usually quite
easy to
to select
select and
and sketch
sketch with
with
lines so
so that
that aa line
line of
of curvilinear
curvilinear
accuracy two flux lines
squares could easily be
be drawn
drawn between
between them.
them. The
The
electrodes must
must then
then be
original electrodes
be cut
cut away
away with
with aa
sharp razor edge. The
The selected
selected flux
flux lines
lines are
are then
then
new electrode
electrode system.
painted in and form aa new
system. (The
(The
painting must be within
within the
the area
area between
between the
the two
two
equipotential lines
lines for
for the
the second
second
lines.) A set of equipotential
system are then obtained
obtained in
in the
the usual
usual way.
way. Provided
Provided
the interval between
between the
the lines
lines of
of the
the second
second set
set isis
correctly chosen, the
the first and
and second
second sets
sets of
of lines
lines
will combine to form aa complete
complete orthogonal
orthogonal plot.
plot.
tube of
of flux
flux in
in aa two-dimensional
two-dimensional
Fig. 6 shows a tube
field. The flux and the
the equipotential
equipotential lines
lines are
are in
in aa
represented by
by the
the resistance
resistance paper.
paper.
plane which is represented
difference between
between equipotential
equipotential
The potential difference
curvilinear squares
squares is
is the
the same,
same,
lines across all curvilinear
thus it is easy to deduce
deduce from
from the
the network
network and
and the
the
scale of the plot the
the potential
potential gradient
gradient (i.e.
(i.e. the
the field
field
strength) at any point
point in
in the
the field.
field. For
For curvilinear
curvilinear
squares that are not too
too unlike
unlike rectilinear
rectilinear (or
(or true)
true)
squares the field strength
strength is
is approximately
approximately inversely
inversely
length of
of the
the.side
side of
of the
the square.
square.
proportional to the length
The field strength is thus
thus highest
highest in
in regions
regions where
where the
the
curvilinear squares
squares are
are smallest.
smallest.
curvilinear square
square for
for aa given
Behind each curvilinear
given depth
depth
portion of
of field, d, there isis aa portion
of the
the volume
volume of
ofaa tube
tube
quantities of
of flux
flux pass
pass through
of flux. Equal quantities
through each
each
each square,
volume section, so each
square, irrespective
irrespective of
of its
its
size, must represent the
the same
same amount
amount of
of acceptance
acceptance
capacitance, permeance,
(e.g. conductance, capacitance,
permeance, etc.,
etc.,
depending upon the
the nature
nature of
of the
the flux).
flux). That
That this
this isis
so can be
b7 seen by
by considering
considering Fig.
Fig. 7.
7. The
The volume
volume
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conductance.
of conductance.
Fig. 7. Determination of

side
of side
length of
with length
square with
8v,
Sv, behind a rectilinear square

by
given by
conductance given
8/ will have a conductance
SI
Sl.d
/ir\\
(10)
fh
8/.d
..
G = a.
..
..
... (10)
mo ,.
G=u.
81
81 mho
field
offield
depth of
unit depth
For unit
of field. For
dis
where d
is the depth of
volume
The volume
u. The
is o.
volume is
this volume
the conductance of this
as
considered as
be considered
can be
square can
curvilinear square
behind any curvilinear
similar
volumes similar
of volumes
number of
large number
being made up of a large
square,
curvilinear square,
of aa curvilinear
definition of
by the definition
to Sv. Since, by
(i.e.
line (i.e.
flux line
the flux
along the
Sv's along
there will be as many Sv's
line
equipotential line
the equipotential
along the
are along
there are
in series) as there
behind
volume behind
of aa volume
conductance of
(i.e. in parallel) the conductance
be <j.u.
also be
must also
depth must
unit depth
square for unit
any curvilinear square
electrodes
two electrodes
between two
field between
of aa field
If the plotting of
squares
Nee squares
and N
line and
flux line
along aa flux
N 1 squares along
yields N,
conducttotal conductthe total
then the
line, then
equipotenti 1 line,
along an equipotential
mho.
uN8 /N1 mho.
be ctN^/N^
will be
electrodes will
ance between the electrodes
following
and following
this and
in this
assumed in
is assumed
(Unit depth of field is
examples.)
current ·
the current
representing the
plot representing
Fig. 8 shows the plot
made
cross-section, made
uniform cross-section,
of uniform
flow in a bus bar of
by aa
pierced by
and pierced
a, and
conductivity a,
from material of conductivity
the
from the
remote from
density remote
current density
bolt hole. The current
rectbar aa rectthe bar
represent the
To represent
uniform. To
hole is assumed uniform.
out
cut out
hole cut
has aa hole
paper has
resistance paper
angular piece of resistance
scale.
to scale.
being to
model being
the model
hole, the
bolt hole,
to represent the bolt
=
a.l2/24 =
is o.12/24
shown is
section shown
the section
of the
The conductance of
would
hole would
the hole
without the
conductance without
0.5o0.5a mho. The conductance
contwo conthe two
of the
ratio of
the ratio
so the
0.57amho; so
= 0.57omho;
a.l2/21 =
be tj.12/21
Ne
that N
noted that
be noted
should be
It should
1. It
1.14:; 1.
ductances is 1.14
e
be
not be
need not
N/1 need
Although N
integer. Although
need not be an integer.
at
equipotentials
plot equipotentials at
to plot
usual to
integral either, it isis usual
electrodes.
the electrodes.
between the
intervals between
equal percentage intervals
obtaining
for obtaining
that for
to that
argument to
similar argument
By using a similar
that
shown that
be shown
can be
system, itit can
of aa system,
the conductance of
by
given by
capacitance '' isis given
quantity '' capacitance
the analogous quantity
(
ds
edNe Farads
11 )
C=
(11)
NFara
= ^
Nf
(8.85 XX
permittivity) xX ee00 (8.85
(relative permittivity)
where
ee =-1ee:
r (relative
field
of field
depth of
centimetre depth
one centimetre
For aa one
10-12 F.m.
). For
F.m.-1).
10-12
eq. (11) becomes
erNe F
C
N p .
11.3 Ny.
=
" 11.3
1
between
existing between
field existing
the field
of the
shape of
Fig. 9 shows the shape
given
whenaa given
tube when
cathode-ray tube
of aa cathode-ray
two deflector plates of
of
effects of
The effects
applied. The
is applied.
potential difference
difference is
so
electron, so
the electron,
of the
trajectory of
fringing ' on the trajectory
' fringing'
sensitivity,
deflection sensitivity,
calculating deflection
often ignored when calculating
path
the path
along the
strength along
field strength
The field
can be estimated. The
curvithe curviof the
areas of
the areas
comparing the
by comparing
is determined by
shown
plates shown
the plates
of the
capacitance of
squares. The capacitance
linear squares.
1).
= 1).
(er
field (e
of field
depth of
em depth
per cm
pF per
in Fig. 9 is 0.6 pF
r =

two
the two
of the
capacitance of
the capacitance
Referring to Fig. 55 the
1.
= I.
when eer
length when
metre length
per metre
pF. per
wires is 15 pF.
r —
=
15.2/5 =
8.85 Xx 15.2/5
3.5 xX 8.85
is 3.5
capacitance is
In Fig. 11 the capacitance
3.5.
as 3.5.
taken as
is taken
when eer
length when
9.43 pF per metre length
r is
=
(4/0.5) =
3.5/log10
24.2 XX 3.5/log
The calculated value isis 24.2
10 (4/0.5)
length.
9.38 pF per metre length.
any
of any
capacitance of
the capacitance
finding the
The procedure for finding
crossscale, aa crossto scale,
paint, to
to paint,
therefore to
electrode shape is therefore
the
plot the
to plot
electrodes, to
the electrodes,
of the
sectional
section.al representation of
form aa
to form
lines to
flux lines
the flux
in the
lines, draw in
equipotential lines,
ratio
the ratio
determine the
squares, determine
curvilinear squares,
network of curvilinear
capacithe capacidetermine the
To determine
(11). · To
NJNy
N 6 /N1 and apply eq. (11).
mathematical
by mathematical
shapes by
electrode shapes
tance of odd electrode
impossible.
or impossible.
difficult or
prove difficult
means alone would prove
the
on the
plotted on
be plotted
may be
air may
in air
A magnetic field in
magnetic
are magnetic
boundaries are
iron boundaries
assumption that the iron
the
of the
permeability of
has aa permeability
iron has
equipotentials. Since iron
well .
usually well
assumption isis usually
1,000 this assumption
order of 1,000
(11),
and (11),
(10) and
eqs. (10)
of eqs.
lines of
the lines
Following the
justified. Following
by
given by
is given
gap is
the permeance of an air gap
N
(12)
. . (12)
turn) ..
ampere turn)
per ampere
Ne (webers per
P=
p.d N
= ud

/
permeability) XX fiP-o
relative permeability)
(the relative
p.; (the
where fp. =6 fV
0
6 H.m.of
design of
the design
in the
Frequently in
I0x
(1.26 X 10" H.m.-11).). Frequently
gap
air
an
of an air gap
S, of
reluctance, S,
the reluctance,
electrical machines the
Since
expression. Since
used expression.
commonly used
is the more commonly
from
calculated from
easily calculated
is easily
reluctance is
= 1/P the reluctance
S =
the
for the
gap for
air gap
the air
of the
reluctance of
eq. (12). The reluctance
shown
machine, shown
electric machine,
an electric
of an
AB of
portion of the field AB
AT/weber.
220,000 AT/weber.
is 220,000
10, is
Fig. 10,
diagrammatically in Fig.
ignored;
been ignored;
has been
slots has
the slots
of the
= 1). The effect of
(d =
the·
ascertain the
to ascertain
made to
be made
may be
plot may
but a further plot
account.
into account.
taken into
are taken
slots are
reluctance when .the
the slots
directly
lines directly
flux lines
plotting ·flux
of plotting
A convenient way of
completely
field isis completely
that aa field
fact that
is to make use of the fact
the
or the
lines or
flux lines
the flux
either the
of either
positions of
defined if the ·positions
be
can be
set can
one set
since one
known, since
equipotential lines are known,
of
set of
in aa set
drawing in
by drawing
other by
obtained from the other
along
electrodes along
in electrodes
painting in
By painting
curvilinear squares. By
equipotentials ''
resulting '' equipotentials
the resulting
two known flux lines the
in
lines in
flux lines
to flux
correspond to
will correspond
electrodes will
for these electrodes
of
design of
the design
for the
used for
plots used
In plots
the actual field. In
again
once again
(assuming once
example (assuming
electric machines, for example
with
compared with
as compared
iron as
for iron
permeability for
a very high permeability
the
of the
portions of
the portions
analogue the
inverse analogue
air) on the inverse
to
away to
cut away
are cut
parts are
iron parts
the iron
paper representing the
form insulators.
current
of current
inductance of
the inductance
of the
The determination of
fields
magnetic fields
produce magnetic
that produce
conductors that
carrying conductors
may
circuits may
magnetic circuits
iron magnetic
no iron
in which there are no
currents
When currents
plot. When
field plot.
be calculated from aa field
representing
electrodes representing
via electrodes
paper via
the paper
are fed into the
bar
bus bar
equipotentials inin bus
voltage equipotentials
and voltage
flow and
Fig.
Fig~ 8. Current flow
with bolt-hole.
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electric equipotential and flux lines respectively,
then N
Nmt
= N^
Nee =
= N (say) and N^
Nme =
= N
Net
= M.
M.
m/ =
e/ =
For a loss-free line Z =
= ~~

=
=
=

/ J-L-d-;-;N:-=-me-:/N:-r-'
me /Nm/mf
'\j
ed
Nee!Net
MedNeMr
M IHoFy
/J.toltr
N '\f
^ee00 eerr

= 377>lr
~ J.tr ohms
ohms
(14)
~
(14)
As an example, suppose a coaxial cable were made
from copper conductors the ratio of the screen
diameter to the diameter of the central conductor
being 8, as in Fig. 1. If the intervening medium
had a relative permittivity of 4 the characteristic
impedance of the cable would be
II
55
/1
Z =
jg .£ '\j
-y ^4 =62
= 377 15
= 62 ohms
ohms
2
The paper by E. O.
0. Willoughby55 gives further
examples of the determination of characteristic
impedances for various conductor arrangements.
Fields other than electric or magnetic ones can
be simulated on resistance paper since the Laplace
equation is not confined to6 these cases alone. A
paper by Ross and Qureshi 6 describes the . application of the technique to determine the sum of the
principal stresses in plates under uniaxial tension
when these plates contain discontinuities in the ·
form of cracks. Shear stress distribution is also
discussed by them. Streamline flow round aerofoils and heat flow problems may also be undertaken.
In some of these problems it is necessary to

377

Fig. 9. Field associated with deflector plates Of
of cathode-ray
tube.
the real current carrying conductors, the resulting
equipotentials on the paper correspond to magnetic
flux lines. The analogy assumes all the magnetic
flux to link all the current. The contribution of
that portion of the field within the conductors linking only part of the current is ignored. Special
treatment is required to determine this contribution; but in many cases this is not necessary, e.g.
with high frequency currents.
t-,
^
AI.) = m.m.f.
IN x permeance
Flux
(~
Fl
IN
ux (0)
=reluctance
permeance
reluctance =
= ampere-turns)
(IN =
C/>N
.T
,T.
flux linkages
0N
T .
Now Inductance
(L)
=
=
amperes =-y
I
= N22 X
x permeance.
=
Using the result of eq. 12 we have
Neh
L
= N
J-Ldenrys .. (13)
L =
N22 rd
henrys
Nt
In Fig. 11 the central core and outer screen carry
currents of I in opposite directions. The resultant
m.m.f. outside the cable is zero. Within the cable
the radial lines now represent m.m.f. lines and
the concentric circles represent magnetic lines of
tl;le electroflux. (Note that this is the inverse of the
static case when capacitance was being considered.)
The inductance of6 the cable is
= 1.26 X
L =
x lOIQ- 6 X
x 5/15.2 =
= 0.41 /^H
~-tH per metre
length
-66
For Fig. 55 the inductance is 1.26 Xx 10
IQ- X
x 12/20 =
0.76 /iH
~-tH per metre length. In both cases N =
= 11 = 1.
·
and nJ.trr —
The characteristic impedance of a transmission line, Z00 ,, can be obtained from a single plot
by combining the ideas of eqs. (11) and (13). Direct
Dir~ct
combination is not possible since, although Nj
Nt
represents the number of squares along a flux
line in both cases, this symbol takes a different
value depending upon whether the plot represents
an electric field or a magnetic field produced by
the flow of current in the conductors. However
if we allow N,„
N mee and Nm/
mt to represent the numbers
of squares along a magnetic equipotential (i.e.
m.m.f.) line and magnetic flux . line respectively,
and N^
Nee and
arid N^
Net to be the numbers of squares along

,Y

ssst
H

REGION OF
UNIFORM FIELD

REGION OF
UNIFORM FIELD

B

Fig. 10. Portion of field in an electric machine.
have intermediate forcing potentials. For example.
example,
Fig. 11 shows the plot representing two pipes,
surrounded by insulating material, enclosed in a
rectangular box and carrying liquids at different
temperatures.
To simulate the arrangements
electrodes representing the pipes are fed from
potential dividers.
The voltage between each
pipe " electrode and the electrode representing
" pipe"
the outer case may be adjusted with the . aid of an
Avo 8 or similar meter. This voltage is analogous
to temperature difference; the equipotentials represent isothermals and the flux lines correspond
to heat flow lines. Fig. ·11
11 is a reduced copy of a
Bin. by 6in,
plot obtained with aa rectangular box Sin.
the pipes being 2in in diameter. Electrode A was
maintained at 5V and electrode B at 3V. This
represents the position when the temperature difference between pipe B and the outer case is 60%
of that between pipe A and the case. Note that,
because of the symmetry of the system, it is not
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applied
plotting applied
Fig. II. Field plotting
measurements.
to temperature measurements.

m&mm
Smm
■as
msn
m9i

whole
the whole
over the
plotting over
the plotting
perform the
necessary to perform
side
one side
on one
equipotential s on
the equipotentials
case the
region. In this case
of
centre of
the centre
through the
passing through
line passing
of the straight line
those
to those
shape to
in shape
identical in
be identical
will be
the two electrodes will
should
one should
general one
In general
line. In
the line.
of the
on the other side of
the
exist, the
they exist,
since, ifif they
symmetry since,
of symmetry
look for lines of
reduced.
be reduced.
work of plotting can be
electrodes
the electrodes
described the
just described
In the example just
certain
In certain
voltages. In
constant voltages.
were maintained at constant
from
fed from
be fed
to be
required to
be required
may be
electrodes may
cases the electrodes
the
in the
arise in
Examples arise
source. Examples
a constant current source.
fed
currents fed
where currents
machinery where
electrical machinery
design of electrical
corresthat corresequipotentials that
to equipotentials
rise to
into the paper give rise
constant
obtain constant
To obtain
flux. To
of flux.
lines of
pond to magnetic lines
resistor
via aa resistor
fed via
is fed
electrode is
each electrode
current conditions each
the
of the
that of
than that
larger than
much larger
whose resistance isis much
increased;
be increased;
must be
voltage must
supply voltage
model. The supply
in
section in
high-voltage section
the high-voltage
of the
presence of
hence the presence
paper
the paper
on the
voltages on
the voltages
Since the
the power supply. Since
usually
voltage itit isis usually
supply voltage
the supply
are much less than the

Commercial
Commercial
equipracking equipof racking
assemblies of
multibay assemblies
Racks, trolleys and multibay
of
Feature of
Linvar. Feature
from Linvar.
leaflet from
ment
ment are described in aa leaflet
that
baffles
internal
of
system
a
is
assemblies is a system of internal baffles that
Linvar's
Linvar's rack assemblies
air
hot air
and hot
chassis and
each chassis
for each
in for
ensures cold air is drawn in
ensures
overheating
the overheating
avoiding the
so avoiding
chimney " so
is
is expelled into a " chimney"
and
Electronic and
Linvar Electronic
stories." Linvar
upper stories."
of equipment " on the upper
W eybridge,
Road, Weybridge,
Balfour Road,
Limited, Balfour
Mechanical Engineers . Limited,
Mechanical
Surrey.
Surrey.
fail
circuits fail
of circuits
development of
Semiconductors used ·during development
Semiconductors
catastrophe,
electrical catastrophe,
an electrical
suffering an
by suffering
ways-either by
in two ways—either
reconnection.
repeated reconnection.
to repeated
due to
leads due
their leads
or
or by breakage of their
are
which are
holders, which
plug-in holders,
designed plug-in
have designed
Vero
Vero Electronics have
are
devices are
the
which
to
contacts,
bearing
boards
small
small
bearing contacts, to which the devices
Road,
Mill Road,
South Mill
Electronics, South
Vero Electronics,
attached. Details from Vero
attached.
Southampton.
Regent's
Regent's Park, Southampton.
types
include types
Electricals include
Valan Electricals
by Valan
made by
Car-radio
Car-radio aerials made
from
Booklet from
wing. Booklet
the wing.
into the
completely into
that can be retracted completely
BirmingHeath,
Small
Road,
Henshaw Road, Small Heath, BirmingValan
Valan Electricals, 7 Henshaw
ham
ham 10.

connect
to connect
inconvenient to
potentiothe measuring potentiothe
meter directly across the
terminals.
high voltage terminals.
up
readouts up
To obtain readouts
allowing
100 %, thus allowing
to 100%,
measuremore accurate measureto
necessary to
ments, it is necessary
revariable reconnect a variable
in
shown in
R 3, as shown
sistor, R„
Fig. 4.
the
It will be seen that the
resistance paper analogy
obis .very valuable for obwhen
solutions when
taining solutions
to avoid
the worker wishes to
comlengthy and often comanmathematical anplicated mathematical
of
those of
For those
For
alyses.
into
insight into
an insight
attainments an
mathematical attainments
limited mathematical
ploughing
when ploughing
gained, when
be gained,
can be
problems can
many field problems
issues
the issues
obscure the
would obscure
mathematics would
through the mathematics
involved.
REFERENCESS
REFERENCE
and
Membrane and
Rubber Membrane
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0. Harries,
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ij.
The Rubber
236.
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Proc. I.R.E.
Analogies"
Paper
Analogies"
Proc.
Resistance
2
Ltd.,
Controls Ltd.,
Servomex Controls
from Servomex
available from
2This
This paper is available
Sussex.
Sussex.
Crowborough,
3
Controls
Servomex Controls
from Servomex
obtainable from
Suitable paint is obtainable
asuitable
Metallurgical
manufacturer, Metallurgical
the manufacturer.
Ltd., or direct from the
required.
paint isis required.
conducting paint
EM50 conducting
Grade EM50
Products Ltd. Grade
Electrical
Plotting"
Field Plotting
4E, G. Wright, ""Graphical
Graphical Field
" Electrical
4E.
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p. 507.
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Literatu re
Literature
component
every component
nearly every
imagine, nearly
should imagine,
Catalogue
Catalogue of, we should
that
for that
professional for
the professional
(or the
constructor (or
that
that the home constructor
Reprint
new Reprint
the new
in the
Additions in
ever need. Additions
matter)
marter) could ever
;Zs.
Price
valves.
e
Continental-typ valves. Price 2s.
and Continental-type
batteries and
No. 55 include batteries
Mitcham,
Road, Mitcham,
London Road,
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Ltd., 187
Home Radio (Mitcham) Ltd.,
Home
Surrey.
Surrey.
the
for the
guide for
Handbook": aa guide
Designer's Handbook":
" Printed-Circuitit Designer's
"Printed-Circu
circuits,
printed circuits,
from printed
expected from
be expected
can be
what can
designer as to what
boards
printed boards
into printed
conversion into
for conversion
how to prepare drawings for
Copies
components. Copies
mount components.
and mount
conductors and
and
and how to rate conductors
Street,
Denmark
Ltd.,
Printers
Industrial
Tectonic
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from
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W
and yy
in xx and
setting in
for setting
buttons for
Point plotter, with push buttons
automatic
with automatic
conjunction with
in conjunction
used in
co-ordinates,
co-ordinates, can be used
data.
from data.
graphs from
of graphs
production of
plotting
plotting table for quick production
keys
positive keys
and positive
negative and
by negative
covered by
Four quadrants are covered
Leaflets
source. Leaflets
d.c. source.
precision d.c.
as precision
used as
be used
and the plotter may be
Lane,
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The W.V.B. recorder has
has an
an additional
additional amplifier
amplifier
with provision
provision for
for "" before
before "" and
and
and head ·with
" after "" record monitoring
monitoring while
while the
the recording
recording
"after
and this
this also
also has
has echo
echo facilities.
facilities.
is in progress, and

W.V.A. recorder has
has provision
provision for
for aa plug
plug inin
The W.Y.A.
stereo head and can
can be
be supplied
supplied with
with this
this and
and
pre-amplifiers with
with equalisation
equalisation
stereo playback pre-amplifiers
of II volt
volt from
from aa cathode
cathode
each having an output of
.V.A.fS.
follower. This is type
type W
W.V.A./S.

A heavy mumetal shielded
shielded microphone
microphone transfortransformer is built in _for
for 15-30
15-30 ohms
ohms balanced
balanced and
and
screened line, and requires
requires only
only 77 micro-volts
micro-volts
approximately to fully
fully load.
load. This
This isis equivalent
equivalent
to 20ft. from
from a ribbon
ribbon microphone
microphone and
and the
the cable
cable
may be extended to
to 440
440 yds.
yds. without
without appreciable
appreciable
loss.
The 0.5 megohm input is fully
fully loaded
loaded by
by 18
18 millimilli's, microphone
volts and is suitable for
for crystal
crystal P.U.
P.U.'s,
microphone
or radio inputs.
The playback amplifier
amplifier may
may be
be used
used as
as aa micromicro-

phone or gramophone
gramophone amplifie
amplifierr separately
separately or
or
whilst recording is being
being made.
made.
fitted for
for reading
reading signal
signal level
level will
will also
also
The meter fitted
enable aa level
level response
response to
to be
be
read bias voltage to enable
circumstances. A
A control
control isis
obtained under all circumstances.
provided for bias adjustment
adjustment to
to compensate
compensate low
low
mains or ageing valves.
valves.
The power output isis 44 watts
watts heavily
heavily damped
damped by
by
feedback and an
an oval
oval internal
internal speaker
speaker isis
negative feedback
monitoring purposes.
purposes.
built in for monitoring

W.V.B. or
or W.V.A/S
W.V.A/S
THE
THE VORTEXION
VORTEXION W.V.B.
are eminently suitable
suitable for
for making
making aa high
high quality
quality ·
recording almost indistinguishable
indistinguishable from
from the
the
ori ginal since these models
original
models have
have facilities
facilities for
for
monitoring the recording
recording actually
actually put
put on
on the
the tape
tape
with only a fraction
fraction of
of aa second
second delay.
delay.
By this means, when
when for
for any
any reason
reason the
the signal
signal isis
distorted or not as
as required,
required, the
the result
result of
of the
the
tape can
can be
be heard
heard almost
almost ininrecording on the tape
adjustments can
can be
be made
made until
until the
the
stantly, and adjustments
required.
results are as required.
Many types of music today
today have
have the
the treble
treble boosted
boosted
considerably,
may result
result inin greater
greater power
power
rably, and may
conside
being recor~ed
recorded at
at high
high frequencies
frequencies than
than atat

middle frequencies,
frequencies, an overload
overload of
of the
the tape
tape atat high
high
frequencies gives aa mushy
mushy quality
quality with
with lots
lots of
of hiss
hiss
and background noise.
noise.
bias level
level while
while listening
listening to
to the
the
Adjustment to the bias
where
especially
result is useful in this
this connection
connection especially where
the brand of tape and
and the
the bias
bias setting
setting for
for itit are
are
not exactly known.
/I
Again if clean treble
treble recordings
recordings' at
at 3!in.
3|in. are
are of
of
prime importance it is now
now recognised
recognised that
that no
no
other method is quite
quite so
so effective
effective inin achieving
achieving
the bias
bias slightly
slightly while
while listening
listening
this as reducing the
to the results. The
The meter
meter reading
reading of
of the
the new
new
for the
the particular
particular tape
tape used
used may
may be
be
bias setting for
noted for future
future use.

VORTEXION LIMITED. 257-263 The Broadway,. Wimbledon, London, S.W.19

VORTEXION LIMITED,257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon, London, S.W.19
T elegrams:
Telephones:
LIBerty 2814
2814 and
and 6242-3.
6242-3.
Telegrams:" Vortexion.
"Yortexion.Wimbledon.
Wimbledon.Lon."
Lon."
Tele phones: LIBerty
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sound
truest sound
the
the truest
the
to the
possible to
as possible
close as
be-as close
should be—as
as itit should
For sound reproduction as
the
arethe
They are
choice. They
unvarying choice.
your unvarying
original—make Shure microphones
microphones your
original-make
exceltechnical excelthe technical
in the
oth~rs in
of others
ahead of
years ahead
purpose, years
finest for every purpose,
range
comprehensive range
most comprehensive
the most
performance, the
and performance,
design and
lence of their design

mP4
11111

obtainable anywhere.

Model 545'Unidyne
address,
public address,
Ill' for public
'Unidyne III'for
Model545
similar
and similar
tape recording, communications and
with
compactness with
applications requiring
requiring compactness
applications
maximum operating efficiency.
inused inbe used
Model
Model 420 'Commando' can be
general-purpose
all general-purpose
doors
doors or outdoors, for all
moderapplications.
applications. Quality performance at moderate
ate cost.

versatile
This versatile
II' This
5405 'Sonodyne 11'
Model 540S
Model
frequency
new
new microphone features variable frequency
the
tailor the
to tailor
the user to
response, allowing the
response,
microphone to the application.
microphone
widely
most widely
Model 55SW 'Unidyne' The most
by
specified by
world, specified
the world,
used microphone
microphone in the
used
by
requested by
and requested
leading sound engineers and
leading
celebrities.
celebrities.
420 'Commando'
Model 420
Model
available
is available
microphone catalogue is
Shure microphone
new Shure
The new
The
on application to the address below
on

LIMITED
SHURE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
SE1
London SE1
Blackfrfars Road •· London
84 Blackfriars
Telephone:
elephone: WATerloo 6361
T

SHURE
sound
standard inin sound
Setting the world's standard

Model 55SW
'Unidyne'

Model 545
Unidyne III
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Transistor Inverters : a Single View
Transistor

Inverters:

a

Single

View

2.-APPLICA TION OF GENERAL
2.—APPLICATION
GENERAL THEORY
THEORY
By THOMAS RODDAM

THE

T
J. HE first part of this study
study was
was devoted
devoted to
to the
the
derivation and examination of
of the
the negative
negative resisresistance characteristic of a transistor
transistor circuit,
circuit, in
in which
which
positive feedback was provided between
between the
the collector
collector
and the base. It was shown that this
this circuit
circuit could
could
only rest sttbly
st~bly when the transistor
transistor was
was either
either cutcutoff or bottomed though it was not
not explicitly
explicitly stated
stated
that with the inevitable
inevitc.ble rounding-off
rounding-off which
which we
we will
will
have in a practical circuit
drcuit there will
will come
come aa critical
critical
loading, as the load resistance
resistance is
is made
made smaller,
smaller, at
at
which the bottoming will not be
be very
very good.
good. We
We also
also
saw how we can determine which
which direction
direction the
the
system will move in seeking out one
one of
ofthe
the two
two possible
possible
stab!e
·
stable points.
In the body of the article
article we also
also saw
saw how
how the
the
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L
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c
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Fig. 13. Basic inverter circuit.
circuit.

load line or the negative
negative resistance
resistance characteristic
characteristic
can be regarded as time-dependent,
time-dependent, so
so that
that after
after
the system has apparently locked
locked over
over in
in one
one direcdirection it can be dis-engaged so
so that
that itit must
must fly
fly over
over
to the other stable point.
point. It
It was
was not
not considered
considered
the appendix
appropriate to point out in the
appendix that
that if
if the
the
load line lies above the whole of
of the
the negative
negative resisresistance characteristic, which
which is
is the
the dis-engaged
dis-engaged
condition just mentioned, the
the whole
whole action
action is
is in
in
regions I and IV of Fig. 12
12 and the
the trajectory
trajectory will
will
be followed in the direction of cut-off.
cut-off.
We must now turn
tum to the examination
examination of
of how
how this
this
general theory does in fact apply
apply to
to the
the inverter
inverter
circuits with which we are familiar. It
It will
will be
be conconvenient for reference purposes
purposes if
if we
we reproduce
reproduce
the basic circuit (Fig. 11 of Part
Part 1)
1) as
as Fig.
Fig. 13
13 and
and also
also
reproduce the expression for the negative
negative resistance
resistance
region, which, with the minus
minus sign
sign dropped,
dropped, isis
R=
=__!__[Z1R2
+ Rj
R 2^
+ 2,(1
Z 1 (1-1X)J
— Z^
g)
k^ 1_ Z22a1X
aIX
aIX
We are free to make this time-dependent
time-dependent by
by using
using
reactances for either or both
both of
of the
the Z's
Z's and
and we
we are
are
also free to make
make the load line
line time-dependent
time-dependent by
by
using a reactance in the load.
_
Probably the best known of all
all the
the inverter
inverter ·circircuits is that shown in Fig.
Fig. 14.
14. In
In this
this circuit
circuit we
we
have Z,
Z 1 = R,
R 1 and Z22->oo
~oo so that
that R
R=
= [R
[ R22-|-+

(1
—cORJ/a.
(1-~I)R
circuit is
is one
one in
in which
which the
the
1 ]/oc.. This circtrit
negative resistance characteristic
characteristic is
is fixed
fixed and
and
the transition takes place by
by the rotation
rotation of
of the
the load
load
line. It is, of course, aa push-pull
push-pull circuit,
circuit, in
in which
which
one end or the other is latched
latched except
except during
during the
the
transition at . the bottomed
bottomed end,
end, so
so that
that we
we need
need
only think about this end of the
the characteristic.
characteristic.
The first conclusion to be
be drawn is
is that
that the
the current
current
must run to the value defined by
by the
the top
top turnover
turnover
of the negative resistance characteristic
characteristic in
in the
the way
way
already shown in Fig. 7. The
The second
second point
point to
to note
note
is the fact that if Ra
— a)R
R 2 is at all comparable
comparable with
with (1
(11X)R11
the negative resistance characteristic
characteristic will
will be
be dependependent on R2 (an internal transistor
transistor parameter)
parameter) and
and
that if it does not depend on
on R
R22 itit depends
depends on
on
(1 —a),
(1~X), a ·fairly sensrtive
sensitive quantity
quantity which
which can
can easily
easily
transistors of
have a range for production transistors
of 33 to
to 1.
1.
Consequently the size of the current
current at
at which
which the
the
circuit will unlatch is very
very dependent
dependent on
on the
the transistransistor parameter and in any
any design
design for
for large
large scale
scale
production, when R,
R 1 cannot
cannot be
be trimmed
trimmed to
to match
match
the individual transistor, there must
must .be
be aa good
good big
big
gap between B (Fig. 7), the useful
useful load
load current,
current, and
and
B", the unlatching current.
As we have described the
the circuit
circuit the
the progress
progress
path B,
towards unlatching along the path
B, B',
B', B'
B" takes
takes
place at almost constant ·velocity.
velocity. The
The current,
current,
we say, runs up linearly.
linearly. If
If we
we change
change the
the load
load
resistance to some different value we
we shall
shall move
move the
the
point B with a proportionate change
change in
in the
the time
time taken
taken
to reach unlatching.
unlatching . .A system
system of
of this
this kind
kind is
is not
not
much good as a generator
generator of
of alternating
alternating current
current
and is really not too good as aa d.c.
d.c. converter,
converter, either,
either,
smoothing to
because we must arrange our smoothing
to deal
deal with
with
the lowest frequency we may
may encounter.
encounter.
We come, therefore, to the standard
standard version
version of
of

:Ri

R

i
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Z2 •
Fig. 15. Using inductive element for Z2.

switching time then becomes partly a problem of
the load transformer.
Z 1 a capacitor
An alternative arrangement is to make Z,
and Z22 a resistor. This is the circuit shown as Fig.
Mullard Refer16 based on Fig. 10, page 296 of the Milliard
ence Manual of Transistor Circuits, and is also in
essence the classic RC-coupled multivibrator. Here,
as in all the linear timing systems, we have the
timing dependent on transistor properties so that
determined.
the frequency will not be particularly well determined.
I am not sufficiently up to date on non-linear
capacitors to be sure but I do not think that units
using the so-called ferro-electric materials are
available in sufficiently large capacitance values for
use at the audio frequencies which we normally
associate with transistor inverters.
It can easily be seen why transistor inverters
dislike reactive loads if this method of analysis is
followed. We can take the negative resistance line
as our reference and cover both forms in a single
discussion.
discussion. The triggering should take place when
not
the load line has moved at a controlled, though not
necessarily constant, rate from its first rest point up
corner where unlatching takes place. With an
to the comer
external reactive load this journey is controlled by
the reactance, which is no longer just the shunt
inductance we have been considering. When there
is some sort of tuned circuit in the load the load line
will swing up and down.
There seem to be two factors which must be
taken into account here. First of all, with a subdV /dt which was
stantial capacitance the quantity dV/dr
derived in the appendix to Part I, will be relatively
small so that quite an important length of time is
other
occupied traversing the trajectory to the other
stable point. Unfortunately, this trajectory will
usually pass through a region of high dissipation
and we shall get heating problems. The second
factor follows from the slow movement along the
trajectory combined with the oscillation of the load
line. If the load line swings back to intersect the
negative resistance characteristic while the working
12, in
point is still in that part of region III, Fig. 12,
which stability is sought with the system bottomed,
there will be a swing back to the original state.
Thus a tuned load may give us a complete mode
dissipation,
change, probably accompanied by high dissipation.

this circuit, in which the inductance of the transformer is not constant. I described the behaviour
you
and you
of structures of this kind not ·too long ago11 and
may remember that in the idealized form we reached
the conclusion that virtually no magnetizing current
flowed for a short time, which is inversely proportional
struggle
to the voltage across the coil, and that then the struggle
is abandoned and the current rises very rapidly
indeed. If we use a core of this type for the transformer in Fig. 14 we shall not move steadily from
shall
B, through B' to B" in Fig. 7, but instead we shall
remain almost stationary at B for our allocated voltseconds and then, like Achilles in the fable, make
a mad rush for B". Although we still demand the
same peak current, and this is still very dependent
(l-ex)
—a) the wasted energy is very much
on R2 and on (1
less and the timing is almost independent of the
road. These properties have been explored in more
load.
detail by other writers and you will find the current
waveform illustrated in their papers.
In order to eliminate the current spike which
just
precedes the unlocking of the circuit we have just
considered we must somehow procure the action
shown in Fig. 10, with the load line stationary and
the negative resistance moving as time progresses.
Two basic methods of doing this are available.
is
It is
We can make Z11 capacitive or Z22 inductive. It
usual to make the other element non-reactive.
The circuit in Fig. 15 shows the elementary circuit
in which Z2 is inductive. With a normal constant
inductance we shall get the constant velocity movein Fig. 14 which we
ment of the point B, B', B" in
Ldl/dt and ·we can
= Ldl/dr
associate with the equation V =
expect to see again a serious dependence on transistor
ex).
(1R 1 (I
R 2 and R,
characteristics, because of the terms R,
— a).
Here again we can make the inductor with a saturable
Tl
core so that it dwells at the point B until it has, as it
were, run out of volts-seconds, when the negative
resistance line will drop sharply to unlatch the
arrangement
circuit. Two practical versions of this
have been published, one by Jensen22 using a transformer at3 the base and the other by Berlock and .
e:fferson 3 using only a simple inverter.
JJefferson
It may be noted that in all these circuits we have
/
ex)/ex can be frequency
(1R 1 (1
— a)/a
discussed so far the term R,
compensated in order to make the negative resistance Fig. 16. With Z,
Z 1 capacitive and Z2 resistive, circuit is essenex- dependent one tially on RC multivibrator. (Based on Fig. 10 p. 296 Mullard
frequency characteristic an a—dependent
Reference Manual of Transistor Circuits.)
Reference
ex'. The limitation on
rather than one dependent on a'.
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Fig. 17. Two versions of single-ended converter.

pure single-method discussion because it must give
the same sort of answer and will certainly take more
time. That is not engineering.
The push-pull inverter circuits are dominated
by the transistor which is bottomed. The singleended inverters are particularly interesting because
this symmetry is lost and the two transitions follow
quite different patterns.
Single-ended inverters
are usually required for use as converters and even
if they are not being used simply to provide a change
of voltage in a d.c.-d.c. system there will be a
catching diode in the circuit to provide some of
the effects we must now consider. It is usual to
distinguish two circuits, the transformer-coupled
circuit and the ringing choke circuit. The basic
circuit is the same for both and in practice it is
the circuit of Fig. 11 in which we make Z 11 a resistance
and let Z22 be infinite. The difference appears when
we add the diode as shown in Fig. -17,
17, in which the
upper diode is used for ringing choke action and
the lower diode for transformer coupled action.
We must begin by considering the circuit bottomed. Unlatching takes place by the sliding of
the working point over the corner which we assume
for the moment takes place in the linear transformer
mode. This brings us to the point P in both Fig.
mode.
18 and Fig. 19. When the diode is connected for

out
or the appearance of part-sinusoidal bites taken out
of the square collector waveform. Both these conditions are observed experimentally when saturable
elements are used for timing: the saturable inductor
continues to measure out its volts-seconds and keeps
some hand in what is going on.
Another very important effect in push-pull inverters can be examined rather easily from the basic
negative resistance characteristic.
characteristic·. When the circuit
is unlatched the inductance
inductance· in the load resistance
path, which is the transformer leakage inductance,
of course, will try to keep the current constant and will
thus send the trajectory off horizontally, parallel
to the voltage axis. If the two halves of the collector
winding are sufficiently closely-coupled, the latch-in
when the second transistor bottoms will catch the
p
collector voltage of the now cut-off transistor.
If, however, there is leakage between the two halves
of the primary the trajectory can extend well over
into a high-voltage area. We are familiar with the
appearance of these short spikes at the leading
edge and we know that they can cause the failure of
our transistor. This behaviour is not immediately
obvious when you look at Fig. 12 since the trajectories moving to the right seem to be all below the
load resistance line and thus limited to below V
Vj.
1•
The point is that the series inductance will flick the
load line up to the horizontal position from which
it will then droop, pivoted at the current axis.
The reactances in the circuit determine variously
how fast the barrier moves down and how fast the
v
trajectory is traced over to the right. They are in a
race, the prize being the price of a transistor to you.
/8. Working path in ringing-choke action.
Fig. 18.
De-spiking circuits are frequently used and we can
see how they fit into this way of treating the inverter.
In the push-pull inverter the load line immediately transformer-coupled action it will be in the cutafter unlatching is horizontal, parallel to the voltage off sense for V increasing: when it is connected in
axis, at the full unlatch current. The trajectory the ringing choke mode we assume a storage capacitarget is fixed by the other transistor bottoming tor, already charged, which will hold the diode
and because of hole storage effects the turn-on will cut-off. We thus have a load line passing through
in fact be faster than the turn-off
turn-off.. . There are several the point P but having a slope corresponding to
ways of expressing the same result now. .We
We can an open-circuit. The trajectory is therefore roughly
put a small capacitor across from collector to col- horizontal up to some voltage Vc,
Vc, the voltage to
lector in order to absorb the spike, in order to force which the storage capacitor was charged, a point
the trajectory of the unlatched transistor to have a reached after a time determined by the velocity
lower speed, in order to make it have a more con- along the trajectory which
which in turn depends on
on the
the
I^+L^
venient slope. We can say that as the load is R
L+ L K stray capacitances. As soon as Vc
Vc is reached the
(the leakage inductance) with plus meaning connected diode conducts and the load line becomes that of
Rj + Cs
Cs (the
(the spike
spike the capacitor, almost a short-circuit. The trajectory
in series, a circuit consisting of RL
stopper) will3 give a purely resistive load line if is now initially a vertical, constant voltage line,
L
circuit swinging round as the capacitor charge increases
LK/Cs
RLa·
This last way, the power circuit
k/Cs = R
i .
method, is the easiest to work out, because a reduced its voltage, and becoming asymptotic to the slope
voltage test will show us that the spike duration is rr RL.
Rl. This is shown in Fig. 18.
C v == t/R
oversafe
and we then simply take Cs
r/RLl to get an oversafe
The transistor is now cut off, and so is the diode.
value, since we must not forget we have stray capaci- A new load line, again corresponding to infinite
tances too. I make no apology for abandoning the impedance, lies close to the 1I =
= 0 axis (the effect
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action.
transformer-coupled action.
/9. Working path in transformer-coupled
Fig. 19.

this
of this
intersection of
The only intersection
of Ileo
ro is neglected).
the
near the
down near
ch 1racteristic is right down
with the R chiractcristic
are
We are
origin so that this point is now sought. We
so-called
thus all prepared for the linear run up the so-called
diode line to the unlatching point.
Vc
for V,.
Although in Fig. 18 the value chosen for
why
reason why
suoply voltage there is no reason
is below the sunply
will
it should be. The only real determining factor will
capacithe capacibe the fact that the energy pumped into the
steady
the steady
in the
tor during the charging period must, in
the
through the
state, equal the energy flowing away through
balance
load resistance. This circuit seeks out that balance
and thus has very poor voltage regulation.
we
round we
If we connect the diode the other way round
The
Vc.
at V
l;io not get the sharp catching action at
do
The
c.
trajectory depends entirely upon the storage and
19.
takes the form shown pretty arbitrarily in Fig. 19.
Just how high the voltage will swing is anybody's
diode, aa
guess and in all practical circuits a second diode,
spill-over diode, is used to catch the trajectory. If
If
to
used to
good regulation is wanted this diode is not used
to
deliver power to the load but is used, instead, to
the
deliver power to the battery. The path along the
is
there is
that there
I1 = 0 axis is followed again, provided that
dropped
has dropped
a storage capacitor, but when the voltage has
conto conby an amount equal to Vcc the diode begins to
vertical
duct. The load line is now, for the moment, vertical
left-hand
and we get the dog-leg shown in the lower left-hand
bottoming
corner of Fig. 19. This phase ends when bottoming
is reached. ·
coupled
Since the working action of the transformer coupled
line
circuit takes place below .the negative resistance line
thus
is thus
we are free to allow this line to move. It is
sort
possible to make use of a saturable core in this sort
be
of circuit. The ringing-choke inverter cannot be
operated in this way. The practical problem, which
flux must be
makes this not too popular, is that the fliix
re-set by an auxiliary winding.
It will, I hope,
be clear to the reader that he could use the CR or
inverter
RL couplings to produce a single-ended inverter
can
transformer-c oupled form he can
and that in the transformer-coupled
omit the storage capacitor if he wants a straightforward pulse generator. · He may even find some
other circuits which I have omitted which fall
into the same broad class.
Obviously this survey of a number of inverter
circuits is by no means complete. It was not intended that this should be an article on inverter
design. Any design study of a particular circuit
must take into account some of the factors which we
have omitted. A real transistor has a finite leakage

small
current and does not start to conduct until aa small
forward bias is provided at the base. Transformer
cost
and inductor are not pure reactances and the cost
of these components is often closely related to the
amount of resistance which can be tolerated. Two
may,
circuits which are theoretically the same may,
because of these factors, show important practical
differences.
of
From a beginner's point of view, the point of
circuits
view of a man who wants to know how the circuits
considerwork, this treatment seems to have quite considerable advantages. The similarities between the cirup
differences· show up
cuits and the really fundamental differences
treatclearly. There is a fairly simple mathematical treatthe
and the
ment which is common to the whole group and
idea of making allowance for a less idealized system
done
is not really too repugnant; it only needs to be done
once, after all.
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Groups- VII
Industriall Groups—VII
Industria
Gas
of Gas
AT the eighty-seventh annual general meeting of
Purification & Chemical Co. Ltd., held recently in Lona~vised his intention to redon, Douglas D. Mathieson advised
sign the chairmanship, whilst remaining a director.
office.
Joseph Green was subsequently elected to that office.
group,
electronics " content of the group,
The "radio and electronics"
(and
was (and
whose original business, as its name implies, was
considerstill is) in the chemical industry, has grown considerseven
Ltd. seven
ably since it acquired Grundig (Great Britain) Ltd.
trading
gross trading
years ago. In the past eight years its gross
but
£800,000, but
surplus grew from £14,000 to a peak of £800,000,
£14,000.
last year there was a trading deficit of some £14,000.
1955
in 1955
and in
In 1954 B. & R. Relays joined the group, and
equipment
Wolsey Electronics, the aerial and relay equipment
yeaafollowing year
manufacturers, were acquired. In the following
manu.;.
to manugroup to
the group
Staar Electronics was formed within the
record-playing
automatic record-playing
facture, in this country, the automatic
A.B.
Brussels. A.B.
equipment developed by U. G. Staar, of Brussels,
into
came into
manufacturers , came
Metal Products, component manufacturers,
the group in 1957.
attributed
Practically the whole of the 1960-61 loss is attributed
concerned
are concerned
which are
to those campanies in the group which
with radio, television and tape recorders.
subDuring 1960-61 a number of changes affected subElectronics
sidiary companies: the name of Greencoat Electronics
Greento Green(formerly Staar Electronics Ltd.) was changed to
British
coat Industries Ltd., and the name of Johnson British
Wood
Electric Ltd. was changed to Johnson British Wood
subsidiaries
Crafts Ltd. The following wholly-owned subsidiaries
of
Kingsway of
were wound up: G.P.C. Electronics Ltd., Kingsway
London Ltd. and Plastic & Metal Products Ltd.
It . was also announced that the sale of the machine
for
effected for
& Brown had been effected
tool division of Smart &
£300,000, and that the .electrical side was being transferred to A.B. Metal Products. The group's present
constitution is;—
is:Chemical Co.
& Chemical
Gas
Purification &
Gas Purification
A.B.
Products
Metal Products
A.B. Metal
Relays
B.B. && R,R. Relays
Holdings
Industrial Holdings
British
British Industrial
Properties
Francis
Street Properties
Francis Street
Gas Purification
Purification
Gas
Industries
Greencoat
Greencoat Industries

Grundig (Great
Britain)
(Great Britain)
Grundig
E.E. G.
Partners
& Partners
Irwin &
G. Irwin
Crafts
Wood Crafts
Johnson British
British Wood
Johnson
Modern
Tools
Machine Tools
Modern Machine
Plyglass
Plyglass
Plastics ·
Precision
Precision Plastics
(Connectors)
Smart
Brown (Connectors)
& Brown
Smart &
Wolsey
Electronics
Wolsey Electronics
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LETTERS TO THE E-DITOR
is
necessarily endorse
endorse the
the opinions
opinions expressed
expressed by
by his
his corresponden
correspondents
The Editor does not necessarily

Safety of Life at Sea
WE were very interested in
in Mr.
Mr. A.
A. T.
T. Ferguson's
Ferguson's letter
letter
(December 1961 issue), particularly
particularly in
in regard
regard toto the
the aid
aid
to be given to crash survivors.
survivors.
Economically, it is apparent
apparent that
that the
the suspension
suspension ofof
d.f. facilities from British coast
coast radio
radio stations
stations isis justified.
justified.
nineteen twenties,
twenties, the
the stations
stations
Originally, back in the nineteen
were erected primarily to
to sell
sell bearing
bearing information
information toto
charge of
of five
five shillings
shillings was
was charged
charged
shipping. A nominal charge
" fix", the resultant
resultant revenue
revenue being
being sufficient
sufficient toto
for a "fix",
defray part of the maintenance
maintenance costs.
costs. However,
However, during
during
the last few years, the
the use
use of
of electronic
electronic navigational
navigational
equipment has become a standard
standard facility
facility inin most
most
ships and consequently the
the service
service offered
offered by
by the
the d.f.
d.f.
stations has been more and
and more
more neglected.
neglected.
must be
be financed,
financed, and
and the
the
Unfortunately, any method must
question arises-is
arises—is the retention
retention of
of the
the coastal
coastal d.f.
d.f. facility
facility
a major factor
factor in the
the preservation
preservation of
of life
life atat sea?
sea? ^AA
review over recent years
years does
does not
not disclose
disclose any
any signifisignifithe present
present d.f.
d.f. facility
facility alone
alone was
was
cant event in which the
responsible for determining
determining the
the position
position of
of survivors.
survivors.
Currently, survival kits
kits for
for dinghies
dinghies and
and ships'
ships' lifelifeboats contain radio equipment
equipment which
which operates
operates within
within
the frequency band of
of the
the coastal
coastal d.f.
d.f. stations.
stations. When
When
operated under ideal site conditions,
conditions, aa medium-frequency
medium-frequency
transmitter has considerable
considerable range.
range. Several
Several variable
variable
factors determine the range
range figure
figure but
but the
the aerial
aerial system
system
is the one that is the most
most restricted
restricted when
when used
used inin small
small
craft at sea. A quarter-wave
quarter-wave aerial
aerial for
for 500
500 kc/s
kc/s isis
obviously prohibited by physical
physical dimensions
dimensions alone,
alone, and
and
alternative method
method of
of lumping
lumping the
the ininfurthermore the alternative
ductance to tune a shorter
shorter aerial
aerial results
results in
in decreased
decreased
efficiency of the radiating
radiating system.
system. In
In practice,
practice, aa lifelifeboat carries a 30ft. length
length of
of wire
wire which
which can
can be
be rigged
rigged
as an aerial and, using
using su<;h
such an
an arrangement,
arrangement, aa range
range
figure of up to approximately
approximately 100
100 miles
miles can
can be
be achieved.
achieved.
Results are much worse
worse when
when the
the equipment
equipment isis
operated from a rubber
rubber dinghy.
dinghy. Under
Under these
these conconditions, a whip aerial has
has to
to be
be utilized
utilized and
and asas aa result
result
the range is drastically reduced
reduced to
to perhaps
perhaps only
only aa few
few
miles. In both instances, the
the position
position of
of the
the lifeboat
lifeboat
or dinghy could be such that
that the
the signals
signals received
received by
by
coastal stations would be
be so
so weak
weak that
that acc;:urate
accurate bearing
bearing
information could not be
be obtained.
obtained.
Survival under these
these conditions
conditions depends
depends largely
largely on
on
nearby shipping or search aircraft
aircraft and
and as
as aa result
result the
the
present trend, followed by
by the
the Royal
Royal Navy
Navy and
and Royal
Royal
Air Force, is to rely more and
and more
more on
on the
the search
search and
and
· rescue method, utilizing S.A.R.
S.A.R. Beacons
Beacons working
working atat v.h.f.
v.h.f.
and u.h.f., the · significant
significant feature
feature of
of the
the method
method being
being
the large search area which
which can
can be
be covered
covered rapidly
rapidly by
by
an aircraft. The equipment
equipment available
available takes
takes various
various forms
forms
but consists basically of
of aa transmitter/receiver
transmitter/receiver unit,
unit,
battery and microphone/loudspeaker/aerial
microphone/loudspeaker/aerial unit
unit and
and
because of its small overall
overall dimensions
dimensions and
and light
light weight,
weight,
equipment can either
either be
be carried
carried inin aa
the complete equipment
be worn
worn by
by aircrew
aircrew or
or stowed
stowed
specially designed belt to be
in a dinghy pack.
Use of the equipment by
by aa survivor
survivor enables
enables search
search
effect rescue
rescue with
with the
the minimum
minimum
craft to home in and effect
delay. Range figures
figures depend
depend on
on the
the type
type of
of equipment
equipment
used and the height of the
the aircraft.
aircraft. As
As aa guide,
guide, an
an
at an
an altitude
altitude of
of 10,000
10,000 ftft can
can pick
pick up
up aa
aircraft flying at
away rept"esenting
representing an
an effective
effective
signal 60 nautical miles away
11,000 square
square miles.
miles. At
At about
about 15
15
search area of about 11,000
miles ran~e,
range, two-way
two-way speech
speech communication
communication can
can be
be
the search
search craft
craft and
and the
the survivor.
survivor.
established between the
By using more than one
one aircraft,
aircraft, sections
sections of
of each
each search
search

so that
that the
the combined
combined search
search effort
effort
area can be overlapped so
can be concentrated in
in aa specified
specified area.
area.
which operates
operates in
in the
the v.h.f.
v.h.f. and
and u.h.f.
u.h.f.
The equipment whi.:h
bands is usually supplied to
to operate
operate on
on the
the International
International
121.5 or
or 243.0
243.0 Me/
Mc/ss and
and inin use,
use,
Distress Frequencies of 121.5
distress signal
signal which
which consists
consists
the beacon transmits aa distress
of a burst of carrier modulated
modulated by
by an
an audio
audio tone.
tone. During
During
bursts, aa reduced
reduced level
level of
of ununthe period between tone bursts,
modulated carrier isis transmitted.
transmitted. This
This facility,
facility, besides
besides
reducing the drain on the battery,
battery, also
also permits
permits continuity
continuity
of reception.
To use the equipment, the
the survivor
survivor releases
releases aa selfselferecting aerial by pulling
pulling aa cord
cord attached
attached toto the
the aerial
aerial
cover. The set is then
then automatically
automatically switched
switched on
on inin
the beacon mode of operation
operation and
and continues
continues toto transmit
transmit
as a beacon for the duration
duration of
of the
the life
life of
of the
the battery
battery
without any further
further effort
effort on
on the
the part
part of
of the
the survivor.
survivor.
the modulation
modulation tone
tone isis audible
audible
During beacon operation, the
to the survivor. For
For R/T
R/T operation,
operation, two
two levers
levers are
are
provided on the transmitter/receiver
transmitter/receiver unit,
unit, which
which can
can
easily be operated by the
the survivor
survivor even
even in
in conditions
conditions
of extreme cold with numbed
numbed and
and gloved
gloved hands.
hands. For
For
"
R/T transmission, the user
user depresses
depresses aa "" transmit
transmit"
lever and speaks into the
the microphone/loudspeaker
microphone/loudspeaker unit.
unit.
" receive " lever
lever isis depressed,
depressed, the
the receiver
receiver backbackWhen a "receive"
ground noise is audible and
and signals
signals on
on the
the correct
correct frefrequency and within range will
will be
be heard.
heard. When
When both
both
levers are released, the set
set automatically
automatically reverts
reverts toto beacon
beacon
operation.
W.
W. R.
R. TIBBENHAM,
TIBBENHAM,
Erith, Kent.
Burndept Limited.
Amplifier"
"Transistor Audio Power Amplifier"
MAY I congratulate Messrs.
Messrs. Tobey
Tobey and
and Dinsdale
Dinsdale on
on
their excellent article (November
(November 1961
1961 issue)
issue) describing
describing
a direct-coupled audio power
power amplifier.
amplifier. II am
am considerconsidering the use of such aa circuit
circuit over
over the
the frequency
frequency band
band
40-80c/s in which one tends
tends to
to lose
lose aa lot
lot of
of power
power inin
the series capacitor CC77 .• II should
should like
like to
to have
have the
the author's
author's
views on the use of a direct
direct coupling
coupling to
to the
the speaker
speaker by
by
having a double rectified
rectified supply
supply replacing,
replacing, ifif you
you like,
like,
the batteries shown in Fig. 3.
3. The
The crux
crux of
of the
the problem
problem
is then the stability of the
the voltage
voltage level
level atat the
the collector
collector ofof
V t6. Would this be sufficient?
Vt6.
sufficient?
N.
Cambridge.
N. BETT.
BETT.
Section, Cavendish
Cavendish Laboratory.)
Laboratory.)
(Electronics Section;
The authors reply:
The arrangement of the power
power amplifier
amplifier described,
described, with
with
the load,
load, was
was felt
felt toto be
be the
the most
most
capacitive coupling to the
economical for music and
and speech
speech applications.
applications.
The reduction in available
available output
output power
power due
due toto the
the
small at
at the
the frequencies
frequencies mentioned
mentioned
output capacitor is small
the low-frequency
low-frequency reducreducby Mr. Bett, compared with the
tion in output power
power in
in aa conventional
conventional transformertransformerThe voltage
voltage across
across the
the capacitor
capacitor isis
coupled amplifier. The
that across
across the
the load
load atat low
low frequenfrequenin quadrature with that
SO that a value
value of
of (say)
(say) l,OOO,u.F
1,OOOmF in
in series
series with
with aa
cies, so
at 40c/s
40c/s::—
15-ohm speaker gives at
Xc = 40
4f5
Reduction in maximum available
available power
power isis then:then:—

152 -i- 42

+ 42 -- 11
152^
152

~ 03dB
03dB (8o')
(8%)
lo

1":::1

If the output capacitor is doubled
doubled itit will
will cause
cause aa reducreduction of 0·075dB,
0-075dB, which isis less
less than
than 2%.
2%.
However, if operation down
down to
to zero
zero frequency
frequency isis rere69
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Chinese,
ahd for all I know the Chinese,
Europeans, the Russians and
we
favour we
to adopt the form he and, I suspect, you favour
adopted.
are
need to accept two forms if his proposals are adopted.
valve
of valve
knowledge of
We also lose much of our stored knowledge
price
high price
all, aa high
circuit configurations. This seems, in all,
for a small gain.
we
surely we
detail, surely
in detail,
When we turn to consider circuits in
10,
Fig. 10,
Baxandall's Fig.
redraw them if we must. In Mr. Baxandall's
the
across the
capacitor across
for example, we should put the capacitor
evidence
all evidence
remove all
view and remove
resistance to get it out of view
with
start with
even start
fro~ the circuit. We might even
of earth from
Workissue. Worksame issue.
the same
17 of the
something like Fig. 1, page 17
ways
different ways
in different
redrawn in
ing drawings, however, can be redrawn
are
they are
but they
to focus attention on different aspects, but
drawn for oneself.
is
communication is
Communications are our business, communication
to
people to
last people
the last
are the
our problem. Surely, sir, we are
codes.
insist on using our own private codes.
THOMAS RODDAM.

npn

Transistor Symbols
less
noise and less
quired, and lower sensitivity, more noise
coupling
economy in transistors can be tolerated, direct coupling
the
to the load is possible with some rearrangement of the
basic circuit as suggested in the figure.
used
is
stage
It will be seen that a long-tailed input stage is used
reasons:for the following reasons:—
under
low under
load low
the load
through the
1. To keep the offset d.c. through
and
supplies and
of supplies
inequality of
including
all conditions,
cirstandard cirthe standard
(in the
variations in ambient temperature (in
temperaslightly temperacuit the output-stage working point isis slightly
single-tranthe single-tranture-sensitive due to l' be variations in the
sistor input stage).
the
for the
point for
reference point
2. In the standard circuit the reference
of ·
side of
application of negative feedback is the positive ^ side
used,
is used,
supply is
centre-tapped supply
the supply, so that if a centre-tapped
load
the load
of the
any ripple voltage between the earthy side of
load.
and the positive supply rail will appear across the load.
the
load isis the
In the circuit shown the earthy side of the load
effect
that the effect
reference point for negative feedback so that
negative
the negative
by the
of any positive supply ripple is reduced by
feedback.
feedback.
in
distortion in
Incidentally, to get the lowest possible distortion
in
Version 2, it has been found desirable to put aa resistor in
is
value is
series with the bootstrap capacitor C66.• A suitable value
IkH.
1kD.
impedWith some transistors the high effective load impedconance presented to Vt2 by the action of the bootstrap conthe
of the
portion of
nection causes operation on a non-linear portion
result
The result
transistor characteristic at high voltages. The
disappears
harmoni~ distortion which disappears
may be second harmonic;
when the bootstrap connection is disconnected.
bootstrap
The extra resistance in series with the bootstrap
second-harmonic
capacitor prevents the generation of second-harmonic
still
connection still
distortion in this way, but the bootstrap connection
swing
helps the amplifier to give the maximum negative swing
without clipping of the waveform.
The effect does not occur on Version 1.1.
R. TOBEY.
J. DINSDALE.

Up ?
Collectors Up or Positive Up?
right,
NO doubt Mr. Baxandall (January issue, p. 23) is right,
as
inexpert as
so inexpert
though his opponents are perhaps not so
though
are
arguments are
he suggests. I feel, however, that his arguments
published
incomplete and invalid. My own demand for a published
incomplete
nearly
most nearly
which most
circuit is that it should be in a form which
resembles all other published circuits of the same kind:
resembles
by
it should be a passport photograph, a configuration by
unwe are unwhich it can be recognized quickly. Since we
likely
Western
the Western
persuade the Americans and the
to persuade
likely to

writANY of your readers who may have followed my writcouldn't
ings over the years should be in no doubt that I couldn't
transisagree more with P. J. Baxandall in favouring the transishis
in expressing his
r·e peated here (a), and that in
tor symbol repeated
stand
and I stand
he and
firm intention of continuing to use it he
firm
together as one man.

Many other writers in W.W., plus M. G. Scroggie
Semicon(Radio Laboratory Handbook, Principles of Semiconsame
the same
ductors, and Foundations of Wireless, all with the
and I
symbol) form a not negligible body of agreement, and
currently
B.S.I. currently
invite others to join. Admittedly the B.S.I,
not
but itit is not
specifies the old point-contact symbol, but
shown
impervious to enlightened change, as has been shown
s·everal occasions.
on several
preferBesides the reasons given by Mr. Baxandall for prefercircuit
sketching circuit
ring (a), there is the advantage that in sketching
in
of itit in
version of
diagrams one can draw a recognizable version
takes
a measured 1.3 sec., whereas the point-contact one takes
of
exposition of
longer. And (a) fits in better with a unified exposition
valves.
transistors and valves,
other
Baxandall and the other
II suspect however that Mr. Baxandall
actually
version actually
the version
authors are not responsible for the
the
to the
According to
appearing in your January issue, (b). · According
tranthe tranuniversally accepted standard, it means that all the
blobs
sistor electrodes are dead shorted together. The blobs
be
never be
would never
are not only quite unnecessary (they would
sl,etched circuit) but quite incorrect.
included in a .sketched
earth
theme-" earth
As regards Mr. Baxandall's main theme—"
apart
down "?-I used to be torn apart
down" or "negative down"?—I
p-n-p and
were p-n-p
by this dilemma, when all transistors were
everyone knew a lot more about valves than transistors.
and
But now, with both kinds of transistors available and
together
students approaching transistors and valves together
is
Baxandall is
from scratch, I am convinced that Mr. Baxandall
right.
CATHODE RAY
use
to use
practice to
ha·s long been a Wireless World practice
[It has
and
electrodes, and
""blobs
blobs " to indicate connections to valve electrodes,
wrongly
or wrongly
this has been extended to transistors. Rightly or
using ""hopof using
we have also adhered to the practice of
hopwithout aa.
wires cross without
overs " to leave no doubt when wires
be
could be
Cathode Ray's" figure (a) could
connection, so ""Cathode
is
envelope is
wrong in Wireless World if he insists that the envelope
conduc ting.—Ed .]
conducting.-ED.]
1S62
FEBRUARY 1F62
Wireless World,
WORLD, February
WIRELESS
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principles of Statistical Quality Con""BELLING-LEE
BELLING-LEE "
" NOTES
fu~l theory behind this is
trol. The full
No. 37 of a Series
beyond the scope of these notes, and
readers who are interested in knowing
Some Mechanical Aspects of
more about it are referred to standard
Design, Part 9.
text books on the subject.. Broadly
To round off this subject, it is speaking, however, it is based on
worth having a look at the means by controlled sampling of the products,
which the execution of designs as whereby the chances of any fault
finished products is assessed and escaping detection are reduced to a
regulated, i.e. inspection of manu- predetermined level, and, if the
factured goods. Inspection is neces- process is sufficiently selective, this
sary at all stages, from the incoming represents a negligible proportion.
materials, through the ·piecepart
piecepart and In addition to revealing obvious faults,
finishing processes, to final inspection such as those caused by a broken tool
of the assembled end products. · for example, the significant feature
To cope with the increasing com- of this method is that it shows up
plexity of modern electronic comtrends of aberration due to gradual
ponents, and the ever more exacting wear before permissible tolerances are
technological requirements of a vast exceeded, and corrections can be
range of products which now numbers made in time to prevent the occurrence
nearly 2,000 different items, a highly of wasteful rejects. To be effective,
diversified inspection organisation is
Statistical Quality Control takes place
necessary. The products range from in the Workshop where the job is
simple terminals and connectors to being done, and is applied throughout
highly sophisticated forms, and circuit all stages .of manufacture, from makprotection components (fuses and ing the pieceparts to putting them
cut-outs), interference suppressors,
together in the sub-assemblies, and
television aerials, and complete
final assembly of the finished products.
broadcast relay equipment. Inspec- The Technical Inspection Departtion is carried out by a number of ment makes a further spot check on
departmentalised units, each equipped random samples taken from the
for all the prescribed routines of finished batches before they are
·
examination appropriate to the difpassed to Despatch Stores.
ferent levels of manufacture, and
% inspection of finished pro100
100%
much of the test gear required for ducts is carried out on Government
//
carrying out the more specialised
stores, and on items requiring certified XX^elliW^-Lee
c.al~
electro-mechanical test routines . is release. It is also performed on
electro-mechanical
produced in its own instrumentation products requiring adjustment after
section, which is also responsible for manufacture, such as the time setting
checking and maintenance of all of automatic cut-outs, or on comCONTINENTAL
instruments, both for performance ponents which do not lend themselves
and safety in handling.
to mechanical gauging, such as the
We start with Goods Inwards resistance of fuse-links, where variaInspection, where raw materials are tons of as little as four milliohms are TERMINALS
checked for dimensions (where appliexamined, or on products where
cable) and quality. In the case of human safety is involved, such as the
sheets, rods, and bars, for example, electrical isolation of set-top aerials.
This new range from "Belling-Lee"
this involves gauging the diameter,
Tests in the last named category
carries on a fine tradition which began
width, thickness, etc., and tests may are carried out in the Electrical
be made of the hardness, and bending Testing Department, which is
with terminals nearly 40 years ago.
characteristics of metals, and so on.
equipped for all normal requirements
Contemporary in style and materials,
Mouldings incoming from
from other such as the measurement of contact
factories are checked for cleanness of resistance and electrical breakdown,
and economical in price, they have
finish, freedom from warping, dimen- testing insulated wire for pin-holes,
sional accuracy, effectiveness of seal- checking the characteristics of
a top socket for all 4 mm. wander
ing where this applies, etc., and attenuators, diplexers, and R.F.
pieceparts arriving from other Works . amplifiers, with facilities for testing plugs and there is a cross-hole in
are similarly minutely inspected for
special components at up to 35,000
the clamping gap which · is free from
accuracy and finish. Chemical analysis
volts. And behind all this lie the
is carried out in the firm's Chemical scientific resources of the Type
threads. The head is moulded in
Laboratory, and insulation and reTesting Laboratories, some of whose
polypropylene in a range of six
sistance tests are performed in the
functions have been mentioned earlier
Electrical Testing Department.
in these notes.
standard colours: black, blue, green,
Progressing to the factory, where
red, white and yellow.
Current
the first stage involves turning the
FREE
raw materials into millions of piece15A;
rating
proof
voltage
2.5-3
kv,
parts, it would be impracticable to
" Some mechanical aspects of
check every item fully to make sure
according
to
type
of
panel
bush.
available
be
· design " will shortly
that it complied with drawings, for · in booklet form, including some
this would require an army of inof the notes which appeared earlier
are
products are
spectors which might possibly out"Belling-Lee" products
Most "Belling-Lee"
Most
in this series. Please write if you
registered
or registered
patents or
by patents
covered
covered by
number the production manpower,
would like a copy, or copies. There
applications.
or applications.
designs
designs or
with precision gauging equipment,
will be no charge, nor follow-ups.
the cost of which could well exceed
that of the manufacturing plant.
Advertisement
of
Advertisement of
BELLING & LEE LTD
Inspection is therefore carried out
LTD.
LEE LTD.
BELLING
& LEE
BELLING &
Rd., Enfield, Middx. I CHEAT CAMBRIDGE ROAD. ENFIELD, MIOOX.. ENOtAHD
Cambridge Rd,,
Great
Great Cambridge
according to the latest scientific
Enfield
Phone: Enfield
Radiobel Enfield
Grams: Radiobel
5393 '• Grams;
Enfield 5393
Phone:

' I:> -•r· -Lee''

CONTINENTAL

TERMINALS

IM),U,;,tw.~~.l~j~:~l
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STC

THERMAL

DELAY

SWITCHER

For the following operations:—
•
•
•
•

Delay in switching on high tension supplies
V.L.F. Oscillator
Auto-reset circuit breaker
Motor-starting

t

ABRIDGED DATA
Delay ar 20'C Heater
Type
Mm Max. Voltage
S.102 TG* 44 66
S.102/1K 44 66
S.103/1K 36 54
S.104/1K 25 35
S.105/1K 20 30
S.106/1K 44 66
* Flying Lead Version

6-3
6-3
27
6-3
27
19

m
iilBiiir

Ask for application report MS/117

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
VALVE DIVISION
8RIXHAM ROAD
PAIGNTON
DEVON
LONDON SALES OFFICE • FOOTSCRAY KENT FOOTSCRAV 3333
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Load
g the
Splitting
the
Load
Splittin
OUTPUT STAGE USING TRANSISTOR
TRANSISTOR WITH
WITH EMITTER
EMITTER AND
AND COLLECTOR
COLLECTOR LOADS
LOADS
By 0.
O. GREITER

J. HE natural approach
approach of
of an
an engineer
engineer who
who isis
THE
required to design an
an amplifier
amplifier to
to deliver
deliveraafair
fairamount
amount
of power is to begin
begin by
by choosing
choosing aa Class-B
Class-B output
output
stage. When the amplifier
amplifier isis to
to use
use transistors
transistors his
his
move towards Class B is,
is^ if
if anything,
anything, even
even more
more
he is
is called
called on
on to
to provide
provide aa
pronounced. When he
impedance his
his reaction
reaction isis quite
quite
very low output impedance
diflferent. He may fly
fly to
to positive
positive feedback
feedback to
to help
help
different.
him out or he may adopt
adopt the
the cathode-follower
cathode-follower or
or
circuit but
but he
he will
will probably
probably
common-collector circuit
accept the inconvenience
inconvenience of
of Class-A
Class-A working.
working. In
In
the more exacting cases this
this isis not
not as
as bad
bad as
as itit seems,
seems,
frequently the requirement
requirement imposed
imposed on
on aa
because frequently
transistor amplifier is
is that
that itit should
should work
work satisfacsatisfactorily up to a stated temperature
temperature which
which implies
implies that
that
the junction temperature
temperature will
will be
be very
very near
near its
its limit.
limit.
which use
use temperaturetemperatureIngenious biasing circuits which
elements have
have been
been proposed
proposed
dependent biasing elements
for Class-B systems but
but these
these literally
literally cannot
cannot be
be
kept well enough in step
step with
with the
the junction
junction to
to cope
cope
with practical operation
operation even
even when,
when, on
on steady-state
steady-state
tests, the tracking
tracking is
is good.
good. The
The penalty
penalty isis crosscrossfrom which
which Class-A
Class-A operation
operation isis
over distortion, from
the only escape.
The common-collector circuit
circuit would
would be
be ideal
ideal ifif
it did not require so much
much drive:
drive: the
the base
base must
must be
be
with a voltage which isis roughly
roughly equal
equal to
to the
the
driven With
load. Current
Current isis still
still required
required
voltage across the load.
and it is found
found that
that the
the real
real problem
problem has
has merely
merely
been moved back one stage.
stage. Even
Even with
with valve
valve stages
stages
it is often difficult to
to get
get sufficient
sufficient swing
swing atat the
the grid
grid
to drive a cathode follower
follower fully.
fully.
A common-emitter transistor
transistor can
can be
be driven
driven very
very
common-collector driver
driver and
and this
this
conveniently by a common-collector
may in fact
fact be achieved
achieved by
by forming
forming the
the two
two into
into aa
If this isis done
done there
there isis direct
direct
compound pair. If
coupling between the two
two transistors:
transistors: the
the leakage
leakage
first may
may upset
upset the
the bias
bias conditions
conditions
current of the first
of .the second and, when
when this
this difficulty
difficulty isis avoided
avoided
by a.c. coupling, we are
are faced
faced by
by the
the problem
problem of
of
the very low impedance
impedance level.
level.
that there
there isis too
too much
much difdifThe real trouble is that
ference between the common-emitter
common-emitter connection
connection
and the common-collector
common-collector connection.
connection. Each
Each has
has
excess, and
and each
each its
its disadvantage.
disadvantage.
its advantage, to excess,

We require a circuit in which
which we
we trade
trade aa loss
loss in
in one
one
characteristic against a gain
gain in
in another.
another. Fortunately
Fortunately
such a circuit exists, although
although itit seems
seems to
to receive
receive
rather less than its due
due in
in the
the literature.
literature. This
This may
may
be because it is possible
possible to
to analyse
analyse itit in
in aa way
way which
which
makes it almost incomprehensible:
incomprehensible: itit can,
can, however,
however,
be treated quite simply,
simply, so
so simply
simply that
that one
one can
can
only wonder why any other
other circuit
circuit isis used.
used.

Split Load Circuit
circuit isis shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 1.1.
The skeleton of the circuit
It will be seen that
that instead
instead of
of the
the primary
primary of
of the
the
output transformer being
being connected
connected in
in the
the collector
collector
line of the common-emitter circuit,
circuit, or
or in
in the
the emitter
emitter

Fig. 2. Circuit
Circuit of
Fig. I re-drawn to
to
show "application
" application of
feedback ''" principle.

line of the common-collector
common-collector circuit,
circuit, itit isis divided
divided
· and the transistor is
is inserted
inserted at
at the
the division.
division. By
By
re-arranging the circuit
circuit in
in the
the form
form shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 22
it becomes apparent that
that this
this isis aa way
way of
of providing
providing
negative voltage feedback
feedback round
round the
the output
output stage
stage
and it is well known that
that voltage
voltage feedback
feedback reduces
reduces
the output impedance. It
It would
would appear
appear to
to be
be aa
waste of time to go further,
further, for
for the
the effect
effect isis known
known
to involve a factor
factor of
of (1(1 — p.~).
nP). The
The difficulty
difficulty isis
that imp. is the unloaded gain
gain and
and here
here there
there can
can be
be
no doubt that even when
when the
the load
load resistor
resistor isis reremoved the emitter path must
must constitute
constitute some
some sort
sort
of loading on the transistor.
transistor. Referring,
Referring, as
as on~
one always
always
does in these situations,
situations, to
to Bode*
Bode* we
we see
see that
that we
we
fractionated gain
need to use the fractionated
gain ~efined
defined in
in Chapter
ChapterVV
(5.11) and that this is
is the
the gain
gain which
which would
would be
be
obtained if it were
were possible
possible to
to open
open the
the {3fl circuit
circuit
without affecting its impedance
impedance at
at either
either end.
end. ItIt
may be that Mr. Roddam or
or Mr.
Mr. Ray
Ray (Cathode
(Cathode
variety) will care to show
show that
that this
this. isis easily
easily done:
done:
it appears unlikely.
Fig. I. Basic
An approach which does
does not
not involve
involve too
too much
much
split-load stage. mathematics,
and which
which will
will at
at least
least provide
provide an
an
writing the
the a.c.
a.c. equivalent
equivalent
approximation, begins by writing
circuit shown in Fig. 3a
3a and
and then
then rearranging
rearranging itit
* Network Analysis
and Feedback
Feedback Amplifier
Amplifier Design,
Design, by
by Hendrik
Hendrik W.
W.
Analysis and
*Network
Bode,
Bode, Ph.D., Van NostranQ
Nostrand Company
Company Inc.,
Inc., New
New York,
York, U.S.A.
U.S.A.(1945).
(1945).
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as in Fig. 3b. By taking the transformer secondary
winding to have simply the ratio (l+«)
(1 +n) to the two
windings n and 11 we get rid of n altogether in the
final simplified form (Fig. 3c). Using the standard
form for the transistor as a current generator we
have the conductance G and we shall interchange
between G and R (=1/G), R
= 1/RL) to
RLL and Gi
GL ((=1/RL)
to
suit the convenience of the analysis.
We see at once that the voltage which appears
across the load is I/(G+G
It will be convenient
I/(G+ GL).
L).
to work in terms of the transistor mutual conducconductance in producing a first approximation
approximatio n and .we
can write I =
= g
gmvbe·
mvbe.
Across the section cA of the transformer we shall
get a voltage of I/(G + G
GL)
(1 +n) and this must
L) (1+n)
be added to v
vbe
voltage will
bl. to find what the input Voltage
will
be, thus
Vin
= vb; +
+ [I/(G
[I/(G+GL)
^in =
+ GL) (1+n)]
=
I[1/gm
= I[l/
1/(G+GL) (!+«)]
+ 1/(G+GL)
(1 +n)]
?ra+
This expression can be " processed"
processed " to obtain
the gain but our first concern is with the output
impedance. We remove R
RLL and from a source of
infinite impedance we force in a current IIo0 , as
as
shown in Fig. 4a. Turning this drawing round we
find we can deal with the Very
very simple form shown
in Fig. 4b.
The voltage is uv =
= (I
Clo0 —
- I)R and the impedance
must be v/I
v/Io0 which we proceed to find. We have,
have,
as before, I =
= g
gmv/(1
+n), for now G
GLL is zero and
and
mv/(l+n),
there is no external input supplied. Thus
v/I0 =
v/Io
= R/tl+^R/Cl+w)].
R/[1 +gmR/(1 +n)]. .
It is slightly more convenient to write this as an
an
01,1tput conductance.
output
G
o= G+
Go=
+ g
gm/(1+n).
m/(l +n).

Typical Values
An indication of the order of magnitude may be
be
useful at this stage. The Westinghouse WT10
WT10
series have an R of about lOOH
lOOn and a g
gm
m of about
2A/V, or l/g
1/gm
~ 0.5 fi.
n. If we take as a dividing
dividing
m ^
line the point at which G = g
n) we
gm/(1
+n)
we see
m/(l +
see that
that
as n falls below about 50 the second term becomes
the dominating one. A typical load for such aa
transistor might be of the order of 10 ff
n and this
this
could be matched by making (1 +n)/g
+n)fgm
m=
= 10
10 or,
or,
quite roughly, n = 20. By making n = 4 we should
should
get an apparent source impedance of only 2.512.
2.5 n.
We can thus move the impedance to any point
point we
we
choose in the range 0.5 to 10012.
lOOn. The price
price we
we
·must
must pay is loss of gain. We can get an
an idea
idea of
of
the input impedance by writing I =
sub= h
hteib
fJb and
and ·substituting this in a simplified form for the
the gain
gain
equation based on the fact that G is much smaller
smaller
than G,.
GL. Then
Vtnfib
hfe(1/gm
vJh = hf
l/(w -(1)Gl.)
+ 1/(n
+ 1)GL.}
e(l/gm +

(a} Ac.
A.c. equivaFig. 3. (o)
lent circuit of split-load
stage (b) Rearrangement
leading to (c) in which the
term n has disappeared.

(c)

Generally we shall find that l/(n
1/(n + 1)G
1)GLL is
is sufficisufficiently greater than l/g
1/gm
to write
m for us to
in =
fJ
write R
Rin
= RJi
RLhfel
(n +
+ 1) so that, as we might expect, the reduction
of n leads to an increase of input
input impedance.
impedance. When
When
we have R
RLL = 1012,
IOn, n = 4 and hf
h 1e ~
= 55 we
we get
get an
an
input resistance of 812,
8 n, for example.
A very simple approximation
approximatio n shows that
that the
the
power gain is about (1 +
+ n)hfc1e,, for
for the
the output
output
voltage is multiplied by a factor of (1 +
Voltage
+ n)
n) if
if the
the
mutual conductance is high enough while
while the
the
current is multiplied by a factor of hhf<1e... This
This approxiapproximation is very useful in the preliminary stages of
of
design, when the transistor types to
to be
be used
used must
must
be selected. Either a limit can be
be set
set on
on nn or
or the
the
size of the driver transistor estimated as
as soon
soon as
as
the output transistor is specified. Attention
Attention can
can
thus be concentrated on the essential of the
the design.
design.

Approxima
tions and Their Effects
Approximations
A defect of the approximations
approximatio ns made
made is
is that
that it
it
has been assumed that the system is driven
driven from
from
a zero-impedance
zero-impedan ce source. Although the transistor
transistor
requires to have current fed into its base to provide
provide
the transistor action it is assumed that this
this current
current
will be produced by the voltage indicated
indicated on
on the
the
vbib characteristics.
characteristics. For the transistor we have
selected the input resistance is only about
about 212:
2 n:
only when the source resistance is well
well below
below this
this
will the approximation
approximatio n be valid. An examination
examination
of the gain will show us what happens:
happens: the
the circuit
circuit
to be considered is just the base-emitter path
path shown
shown
in Fig. 5, with an input signal vin
in ,, aa voltage
voltage at
at the
the
emitter of vjil
v/(1 -f
+ n), an external source resistance
r s8 ,, and a base current of iib.b.
For this we have:—
have:v
ib
=
[vin
- ^/(l
v/(1 +
+ wn)]/(R
+ Rjn)
Rin)
h — l in ~
)]/(Rjs +
h
,
and
v
=
R
II =
= iibhfe
=
RLI
b f
LI
= R.ih
=
RLh!e[vinv/(1 + w)/(R
n)j(R ss +
u[vin — u/(l
in)] so
+ RRin)J
so that
that
v[l +
v[1
+ RRLhfe/(1
+ w)(R
LhfJ(l +
in)] =
n)(R a8 +
+ RRin)]
=
VinRJtfJ (Ras + R.J
'VinR~tef
R;n)

+

r0

I

1"

'

]<
<

To
!,

I

L

. '(b)
·(b)
O)
Fig. 4. (a) Current llo0 is supplied from infinite
infinite impedance
impedance to
to
determine output impedance. Form of circuit
circuit shown
shown in
in (fa)
(b) is
is
simplified from (a).
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Let us write hf1J(R
j„) =
have
we have
and we
= ggm'
+ RRin)
e/CR s8 +
m' and
Vfjv =
or
RL
1/fm'
+ n) ++ lle
= 1/(1 +
Vin/v
m' R
l or
n)GL
+ 1/(1 ++ «)GL
1/gm' +
= l/?m'
Vin/I
fin/I =
When this is compared with
obtained
result obtained
the result
with the
dropping
the dropping
in the
only in
differs only
it differs
that it
earlier we see that
for
of ggm'
substitution of
the substitution
and the
of G, as it is small, and
m' for
assume
now assume
may now
we may
purposes we
ggm.
For practical purposes
m.
that this same substitution
the
in the
made in
be made
must be
substitution must
proof.
further proof.
without further
impedance, without
expansion for the impedance,
feedThe feedexamination. The
merits examination.
One more factor merits
imposes
thus imposes
and thus
power and
deliver power
back winding must deliver
of
value of
the value
affects the
This affects
transistor. This
a load on the transistor.
above
expression above
the expression
in the
G which should be
be used in
G
taken
be taken
to be
for itit to
enough for
and may make G large enough
into account.
oper+ n)n) operv/(1 +
voltage t)/(l
the voltage
account. We have the
conare conwe are
that we
so that
of iibb ,, so
level of
ating at a current level
n)hte·
+ n)/i
vl/(1 +
is fl/(l
which is
+ n)n) which
vib/(1 +
cerned with vijil
fe.
unless
that unless
so that
vi, so
is v\,
however, is
The load power, however,
ourselves
concern ourselves
not concern
need not
we need
small we
+ n)hu1e is small
(1 +
small
n)hf1,,e isis small
+ n)h
(1 +
if (1
effect: if
this effect:
too closely with this
approximate
the approximate
is the
this is
for this
we have other worries, for
power gain.
this
at this
rebellion at
in rebellion
be in
now be
The purist may by now
writing
exquisite writing
but exquisite
small but
I n small
patchwork approach. In
pen,
your pen.
down your
L ay down
polemic.. Lay
he is preparing his polemic.
None
headt. None
gray headf.
Sir, touch not a hair of that
old gray
that old
the
as the
of these approximations
coarse as
so coarse
nearly so
is nearly
approximations is
andisis
spelling, and
the spelling,
explains the
which explains
Allen", which
Barbara Allen",
of Barbara
Ballad of
"The Ballad
t "The
quoted
memory.
shaky memory.
very shaky
from aa very
quoted from

put
to put
begin to
we begin
once we
involved once
approximations involved
accountants
Only accountants
expressions. Only
numbers into the expressions.
penny
last penny
the last
to the
balance to
are happy if the books balance
pounds.
of pounds.
thousands of
lost thousands
when the company has
has lost
to
left to
be left
can be
problem can
this problem
The exact solution of this
transistor.
wait for the exact transistor.

Resistance
Effect of Winding Resistance
the
of the
effect of
the effect
note the
to note
interest to
It is not without interest
output
the output
on the
winding on
emitter winding
resistance of the emitter
that itit
shows that
analysis shows
simple analysis
impedance. A very simple
conductance,
output conductance,
the output
to the
( gmmrG
adds a term (^
rG)) to
which
leg which
emitter leg
the emitter
in the
resistance in
the resistance
where r is the
practical
any practical
In any
is producing current feedback. In
G
with G
compared with
small compared
so small
be so
to be
case it is likely to
very
the very
from the
far from
us far
lead us
not lead
that this term will not
example, aa
For example,
n). For
+ n).
m/(1
simple approximation ggm
l{\ +
conhave conwe have
case we
numerical case
n resistance in the numerical
1in
when
correction when
20% correction
sidered would · represent aa 20%
4.
= 4.
when nn =
= 20 and only 5 % when
nra =
so
makes itit so
which makes
circuit, which
this circuit,
The flexibility of this
possibilities
its possibilities
explore its
to explore
attractive, makes it difficult to
range
wide range
very wide
considering aa very
adequately without considering
of
freedom of
the freedom
that the
clear that
be clear
I t will be
of examples. It
method
the method
which the
output impedance which
choice of output
valuable
most valuable
with aa most
designer with
offers provides the designer
with
him with
leaves him
also leaves
and also
extra degree of freedom, and
this
use this
to use
best to
how best
deciding how
the painful task of deciding
·
freedom.
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the following
are the
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Research
Office Research
Post Office
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staff engineer.
Dr. R. A. Brockbank, staff
world of wireless and electronics:
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Joint Services
British Joint
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managing director
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Automatic Tape Stop
Automatic

Tape

Stop

By
G. V.
V. BUCKLEY,*a.ivi.i.e.e.
BUCKLEY, *A .M. I.E .E.
By G.

USE OF LIGHT REFLECTED FROM ADHESIVE METAL
METAL MARKER

IT

IT is often desirable for a magnetic tape or film
machine to be stopped automatically at selected
points of the programme and one effective method
was described by B. H. Parks in the July, 1958, issue
of Wire
less World (page 308). The device to be
Wireless

-3
/
/

W6

\

v \

Fig. I. Marker detector of automatic stop device.

described was developed for use with a magnetic tape
recorder but could be used also on film machines.
A primary requirement for such a device in broadcasting is that the marker which is applied to the tape
at the required . stopping point should be easily
applied and removed and should not damage the
tape. This rules out methods employing holes in the
tape or removal of the magnetic oxide from portions

of the tape. Adhesive markers, however, are satisfactory from this point of view and have been used
in the past to operate devices employing optical,
capacitive or direct-contact methods.
methods:
Direct-contact methods employ metallic markers,
either spliced into the tape or stuck on to it, whichmake
which make
contact with a stationary switch device, but, although
this method is extremely simple, practical devices
cannot easily be made really reliable under operating
conditions.
conditions. Optical methods have also been used in
which the passage of a white or coloured adhesive
marker on the tape is detected by diffuse reflection
of light from its surface, but similar adhesive material is normally used for making joints in the tape
so that it becomes difficult to make a detecting device
distinguish .between markers and joints, even if
different colours are used
us.ed for each.
These disadvantages and weaknesses can be overcome by using a metallic adhesive marker and
making use either of its highly reflective properties
for optical methods or its electrical properties for
capacitive methods. The
T he method finally adopted for
this device uses an optical system, employing as a
marker self-adhesive tape normally used for jointing
T he particular tape used for
video recording tape. The
this development is made available to the B.B.C. by
the Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
and is known as the " Scotch
Scotch"" brand of Aluminised
390/VR/l-in). (An alter·
Splicing Tape (Type No. 390/VR/Jin).
alternative would be the same company's Aluminium
Sensing Tape, Type No. 51-7/32S.)
51-7 /32S .) It is easily and
quickly applied and removed, and does not harm the
tape in any manner. There are other types of selfadhesive reflecting metallic tapes on the market
which no doubt would be suitable for operating this
*British
Broadcasting Corporation,
Corporation.
*British Broadcasting

MACHINE
MACHINE

-3sV

9 STOP
STOP SWITCH
SWITCH
I

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of
automatic stop device.
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ascerbe ascershould be
device, but before using them itit should
under
"creep" under
tained that the adhesive does not "creep"
magnetic
the magnetic
of the
pressure as, if it does, adjacent layers of
results.
unfortunate results.
tape will stick together with unfortunate
sectional
with aa sectional
The detecting device, together with
light
A light
1. A
Fig. 1.
in Fig.
view of the head block, is shown in
in
housed in
are housed
(2) are
photoelectric cell (2)
(I) and a photoelectric
source (1)
The
(3). The
block (3).
head. block
tunnels drilled into the solid head
light
the light
that the
such that
two tunnels are drilled at angles such
and isis
tunnel and
from the lamp emerges from its tunnel
houstunnel housthe tunnel
up the
back up
(4) back
reflected from the tape (4)
favours
path favours
light path
the light
ing the cell. The geometry of the
reflection
specular reflection and although the diffuse reflection
the
to the
on to
light on
some light
from jointing tape will reflect some
metallic
the' metallic
cell the ratio of light reflected from the
enough
great enough
is great
tape is
jointing tape
marker to that from jointing
are
results are
Consistent results
to ensure selective operation. Consistent
and
tape and
between tape
the distance between
obtained by keeping the
this
and this
value, and
correct value,
head block constant and at its correct
the
in the
reflection in
point of reflection
is achieved by choosing a point
such
fixed, such
is fixed,
tape is
tape path where the position of the tape
off
its off
to its
swung to
be swung
can be
as at a pulley (5). The head can
tape
facilitate tape
to facilitate
position (6) if it is not required or to

way
short way
moved aa short
head isis moved
the head
When the
threading. When
threading.
micro-switch isis
position aa micro-switch
operational position
its operational
from its
from
from
entirely from
device entirely
the device
disconnects the
which disconnects
actuated which
actuated
also
feature also
This feature
machine. This
the machine.
of the
circuit of
relay circuit
the relay
the
operated
being operated
device being
the device
against the
protection against
as protection
acts as
acts
to
.· moved to
being moved
when being
light when
ambient light
by ambient
accidentally by
accidentally
position.
off position.
its off
its
photoofphototypeof
sulphide type
cadmium sulphide
uses aa cadmium
device uses
The device
The
for
suitable for
particularly suitable
characteristics particularly
has characteristics
which has
cell which
cell
high
has aa high
photocell has
the photocell
First, the
work. First,
of work.
type of
this type
this
output
current output
high current
and aa high
sensitivity and
of sensitivity
value of
value
amintermediate amwithout intermediate
operation without
relay operation
enabling relay
enabling
of
limitations of
are limitations
there are
where there
Even where
plification. Even
plification.
can
cell can
the cell
intensity the
luminous intensity
and luminous
voltage and
supply voltage
supply
for
circuits for
reliable circuits
and reliable
simple and
extremely simple
in extremely
used in
be used
be
typical
amplification, aa typical
necessary amplification,
the necessary
providing the
providing
this
Secondly, this
Fig. 2.2. Secondly,
in Fig.
shown in
which isis shown
of which
example of
example
time
current time
cell current
of cell
(change of
time (change
response time
has aa response
cell has
cell
depenmilliseconds, depenof milliseconds,
tens of
of tens
order of
the order
of the
constant) of
constant)
be
can be
characteristic can
this characteristic
and this
illumination, and
on illumination,
dent on
dent
by
head by
the head
of the
selectivity of
the selectivity
increasing the
for increasing
used for
used
.jointand jointmarkers and
metallic markers
of metallic
lengths of
the lengths
specifying the
specifying
used.
be used.
to be
strips to
ing strips
ing

Gains
Stage Gains
High Stage
Very High

Very

COILS
HIGH-Q COILS
SELECTIVE AMPLIFIER STAGES USING HIGH-Q
By G. W. SHORT

to
inductor, to
ferrite-cored inductor,
is possible, using a ferrite-cored
IT is
L
of
resistance of
dynamic resistance
make a tuned circuit
with
a
dynamic
the
than the
higher than
much higher
lkc/s11.• As this is much
SOMO
SOMH at Ikc/s
valve,
pentode valve,
normal pentode
of any normal
(ra) of
anode impedance (rj
the
in the
possible in
and as impedance transformation isis possible
that
remembering that
worth remembering
tuned circuit, it is perhaps worth
the
of the
excess of
in excess
in these circumstances a stage gain in
by
obtained by
be obtained
can be
(fL) can
valve amplification factor (fi)
been
not been
has not
This has
valve. This
matching the load to the valve.
triodes,
low-fL triodes,
when low-v
generally done since the days when
gain
the gain
of the
much of
provided much
used as audio amplifiers, provided
were
gains were
stage gains
meagre stage
of a radio receiver and the meagre
interfor intertransformers for
step-up transformers
augmented by using step-up
stage couplings.
achieve
to achieve
and to
1, and
A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 1,
is
(N) is
ratio (N)
maximum gain the transformer turns ratio
m3.ximum
is·
This is
to rra.
equal to
chosen so that VI sees a load equal
This
a.
case
present case
the present
(In the
v(RL/ra) (In
= \/(R,,/rJ
done by making N =
circuit).
tuned circuit).
the tuned
RLl is the dynamic resistance rrctd of the
R
anode
the anode
when the
p.f2 when
The gain from grid to anode is pj2
overall
the overall
so the
load equals the anode impedance, so
gain becomes:
(1)
A™, =
(1)
(!L/2)v(RL/ra)
= M2)V(KJr.)
Amax
6000,
= 6000,
suppose i'fL —
Putting in some typical quantities, suppose
Amax=21,000,
49MO. Then A
= 49MQ.
r, =
RL =
= IMO, and R,
ra
max=21,000,
or 86dB.
valve,
better valve,
the better
The question arises: which is the
high ^fL
having high
one having
fL, or one
one with high ggm
m and low n,
?m? From equation (1),
and low gm?
(AmJ22 =
fL 2 RLf4ra
= kRl/^
(Amax)
FEBRUARY
Wireless World,
WORLD, February
WIRELESS

Writing fL/gm for raa::
fLgmRd4
= ^
Rd( 4(-L/gm)
~ gfL22RJ(4g/g
(A,r.a,Y
.
(Amax)2 =
m) =
mRL/4
whence A
= !v(fLgmRL)
Ama.
maa =
product
the product
which the
one for which
Evidently the best valve is one
(Lg
ggmm is high.
manu(Valve manuvalues. (Valve
The table lists some practical values.
pentodes.
for pentodes.
facturers often quote only gm and rra;i for
equal
which isis equal
calculate gm 2 ra, which
Here it is easier to calculate
gain
voltage gain
where voltage
fLgm.)
to M£
These suggest that, ·where
m.)
+

where
stage where
Fig. /.I. Typical transformer-coupled amplifier stage
fig.
circuit
seco.1dary circuit
conditions in seconder/
step-uf)
step-up of transformer matches conditions
to preceding valve anode.
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Valve
Type Cm
gu, (mA/V)

----

6AC7
"6F1
6F1
6J7
6J7
6SH7
6SJ7
E180F
E810F
EF50
EF54
EF86
EF91
EF95
SP61

9
9
1.25
4.9
1.65
16.5
50
6.5
7.7
1.8
7.6
5.1
8.5

rrc (MO)
11
0.9
1.5
0.9
11
0.035
0.07
11
0.5
0,5
2.5
11
0.69
0.7

Mf-t
9000
8100
1900
4400
1650
580
3500
6500
3800
4500
7600
3500
6000

Cmt-t
g^u (A/V)

81
73
2.3
22
2.7
9.5
175
42
30
8
58
18
50

. (d)

alone is the criterion, the more old-fashioned types
of television pentode are a good bet. In a practical
amplifier however, noise and microphony may be
the deciding factors and, if there is a very-highimpedance tuned circuit at both the anode and the
the
grid, it may be necessary to select a valve with
with low
grid-to-anode capacitance to avoid instability. However, an amplifier arranged for maximum gain by
the technique described above is more stable than
one with the tuned circuit connected directly in
the anode circuit, without a transformer.

(b)

:o
I

Gain v. Bandwidth
The price paid for high gain is reduced bandwidth;
bandwidth,
because there is a limit on the product of gain and
bandwidth when a lumped-constant load is employed.
This is of no consequence when the amplifier is
required to be selective, provided that the tuning
is not excessively sharp. (In the case of the coil
mentioned in the reference, the working bandwidth
Ikc/s.) Applications
Applications
-3dB) would be about 13c/s at 1kc/s.)
((—3dB)
which suggest themselves are a.c. bridge-detector
amplifiers and selective ·amplifiers
amplifiers in harmonic-dis.:.
harmonic-distortion-measuring instruments. Such equipment
is nearly always mains-operated and physically
large, so there is no particular advantage in using
transistors. Indeed, the valve
Valve is at a distinct advantage, since it can produce a much greater stage
gain. (In the case of a transistor current amplifier
the maximum current gain is not realizable, because
the following transistor presents a finite impedance.
To get the maximum gain, its input impedance should
be zero. In the case of a valve, where voltage
amplification is required, it is possible, with care,
to keep the input impedance of the following
following valve
Valve
n.)
high, even compared with SOM
50MO.)
If aa. high stable gain is required, the performance
of the valve can be improved, without reducing the
gain by stabilization of the anode current (which
gm
keeps g
m constant). The easiest way to do this is
to use a cathode-bias resistor of higher-than-normal
the
value and apply a stable positive potential to the
grid to bring the anode-current back to its normal
value (Fig. 2a). Then Ik
It ~ vb/Rk.
ab/Rk.
Selectivity can then be improved by replacing the
cathode bypass capacitor ck
Ck by an acceptor circuit
wanted
which presents a low impedance at the wanted
frequency, or by incorporating a parallel-tuned rejector circuit (Fig. 2b
2b).
). In either case, the component values should be chosen so that the imped/gm)
ance of the tuned circuit is <_(1
<^(l/^
m) at the wanted
1 lgm) at the unwanted frequency.
frequency.
frequency and }>(1/grJ

TUNED TO
WANTED FREQUENCY

I
I
I

~TUNED

x
TUNED TO
UNWANTED FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY
UNWANTED

for stabilization
Fig. 2. (a) Use of high value cathode resistor for
ok is returned to normal by positive
of anode current and gmm:: vtk
grid. (b) Improvement of ')electivity
potential applied to grid,
selectivity by use
of two trap circuits in cathode lead.

The relevant mutual conductance here is that of
the valve connected as a triode, which is usually
about 25% greater than the pentode mutual conductance.
This trick should be useful in distortion measurements when a relatively weak harmonic signal has
to be separated from a relatively strong fundamental,
because it increases the signal-handling capacity of
the valve at the unwanted frequency . and so disdiscourages the creation of spurious harmonics which
might give misleading results.
REFERENCE
11

J. M. Parkyn, "Extended
" Extended Q-Meter Measurement and
Measurement
Accuracy." Marconi Instrumentation,
Instrumentation,
Measurement Accuracy."
September 1961, p. 61.
The coil taken as an example is one of inductance
50H, with a Q of 150, and it is described as "" a practical
SOH,
component using ferrites". (Manufacturers' data for
for
ferrite pot cores indicate that, using the largest cores,
cores,
ferrite
inductances running into hundreds of henrys can be
made,, using very fine wire. Despite the lower Q
Q itit would
made.
seem possible to achieve dynamic resistances of several
megohms even at 100c/s.)
lOOc/s.)
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NEW 19"
NEW
19" AND
AND 23"
23" TELEVISION
TELEVISION CATHODE
CATHODE RAY
RAY TUBES
TUBES

EDISWAN MAZDA TYPES
CME190l
CME1901 AND CME2301
The
respectively, I9in.
19in. and
and 23m
23in·
The CME1901 and CME2301 are, respectively,
magnetic deflection
deflection and
and electrostatic
electrostatic
cathode
cathode ray tubes · using magnetic
angle of
of CME1901
CME1901 isis 114°
n4o and
and
focus.
focus. The diagonal deflection angle
that of CME2301 is 110°.
110°. The
The shape
shape of
of these
these tubes
tubes differs
differs
11 oo tubes
tubes in
in that
that the
the face
face plates
plates
from
from the shape of conventional 110°
In addition
addition the
the radii
radii of
of curvature
curvature
are
are more nearly rectangular. In
of
19in. and
and 23in.
23in. tubes
tubes are
are greater
greater than
than those
those
of the faces of the 19in.
of the 17in. and 21in. tubes.
tubes. These
These changes
changes result
result in
in aa more
more
pleasing
picture.
pleasing presentation of the picture.
glass in
in the
the deflection
deflection region
region of
of these
these
The external shape of the glass
tubes is identical to that of conventional
conventional 110°
l10° tubes,
tubes, enabling
enabling
110° internal
internal mechanical
mechanical contours
contours to
to
coils with conventional 110°
be
be used.
With
final anode
anode voltage,
voltage, beam
beam deflection
deflection in
in
With equal values of final
the CME1901 and CME2301 can be
the
be carried
carried out
out with
with no
no more
more
power
in the
the CME1703
CME1703 and
and CME2101.
CME2101. ·
power consumption than in
GENERAL
GENERAL DETAILS
Rectangular
Rectangular face
Electrostatic
Electrostatic focus
Magnetic deflection
gun-non ion trap
Straight
Straight gun—non
Heater
chain
Heater for use in series chain

Heater Current (amps)
Heater Voltage (volts)

Aluminised
Aluminised screen
Silver activated phosphor
Silver
Grey glass
External
External conductive
coating
coating
0.3
12.6

TYPICAL
TYPICAL OPERATION
CME1901
Second
Second and Fourth Anode
Voltage (kV)
VVau•
16
16
Voltage
ai.a.
First Anode Voltage (volts)
VVa1
450
First
450
ai
Third
for
Third Anode Voltage for
Focus-Mean
Vas(av)
180
Focus-Mean (volts)
Vasov)
180
Grid
Grid Bias for cut-off of Raster
to 72
72
(volts)
38 to
(volts)
38
Average Peak to Peak Modulating
lating Voltage for Modula350JLA (volts)
34.5
tion up to 350mA
34.5
respect to
to the
the cathode.
cathode.
Note: All voltages given with respect

Side Contact: CT8 (Cavity)
Side
(Cavicy)
CME2301

16-17
450
180
38 to 72
34.5

CME1901
CME1901

CME2301
27
Base: B8H

13.5

Jpo, 1a, sice contact ,
TOLERANCE ±30
a
4NP

17
15
±700

CME2301

Maximum
CME1901
Maximum Dimensions (mm)
CME1901 CME2301
Overall
322
Overall Length
322
386
476t
598t
Face Diagonal
476t
598+
Face Width
420t
524420t
524t■
Face Height
Face
342t
422t■
342t
422Neck
Neck Diameter
29.4
29.4
tThe
the face
face seal
seal may
may be
be 3.5
3.5 mm
mm
tThe maximum dimension at the
larger
but at
at any
any point
point around
around the
the seal
seal the
the
larger than this dimension but
bulge will not protrude more than
than 22 mm.
mm.
Tube
Tube Weight (lb.)
Nett (approx)

TENTATIVE RATINGS AND DATA
TENTATIVE
DATA
Design Centre Ratings
CME1901
Design
Maximum Second and Fourth
Maximum
Anode
17
Anode Voltage (kV)
Va2,a.(max)
Minimum Second and Fourth
Anode Voltage (kV)
Anode
14
Va2.&4(min)
Maximum
Maximum Third Anode Voltage
tage (volts)
±700
Vaa(max)
Maximum First Anode Vol500
tage
tage (volts)
Va1(max)
Maximum
Maximum Heater to Cathode
Voltage—Heater Negative
Voltage-Heater
180
d.c. (volts)
d.c.
Vh-k(max)
Vli-k(max)

Capacitances (pF)
(pF) CME1901
CME1901 CME2301
CME2301
Inter-electrode Capacitances
Cathode to All*
Ck
mi
55
55
Cathode
Ck-au
Grid to All*
Cg-all ·
Cg-m,
88
88
External ConFinal Anode to External
ductive Coating
c^-.a^M
1500
2000
ductive
Coating (approx.)
(approx.)
ca•.a•-M
1500
2000
*Inter-eleetrode capacitances
*Inter-electrode
capacitances including
including aei
AEI "" Clix
Clix "" B8H
B8H holder
holder
VH68/81
VH
68/81 (8 pin).

^-EXTERNAL
~..?M'EXTERNAL
"

CONDUCTIVE

CONDUCTIVE:
COATING

500

n"
[VIEW OF FREE END

180

MAZ
MAZDA
VALVE COMMERCIAL DIVISION 155 Charing Cross Road, London WC2 Phone: GERrard 9797

155 Charing Cross Road, London WC2 Phone: GERrard 9797

RXMT
IEIJI)II~~

EXPORT DIVISION Thorn
Thorn House,
House, Upper
Upper St
St Martin's
Martin's Lane.
Lane, WC2
WC2 Telex:
Telex: 21521
21521 Thorn
Thorn London
London
THORN-AEI RADIO
RADIO VALVES
VALVES &
& TUBES
TUBES LTD
LTD
THORN-AEI
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DE
BEAM
BEAM TETRO
TETRODE

E
TRIOD
TRIODE

R
POWE
POWER

HIGH
HIGH

EDISWAN MAZDA
MAZDA 30PL14
The
The 30PL14 Triode Beam Tetrode
Tetrode isis intended
intended principally
principally
using
for
for use in frame deflection
deflection circuits
circuits of
of television
television receivers
receivers
using
been
section
tetrode
The
110° and 114° cathode
cathode ray
ray tubes.
tubes. The tetrode section has
has
been
current
anode
to
screen
of
ratio
low
a
with
operate
to
designed
designed
with a low ratio of screen to anode current
dissipation
whilst the available peak
peak anode
anode current
current and
and anode
anode
dissipation
are higher than in
in the
the 30PL13.
30PL13. The
The higher
higher available
available peak
peak
anode current
current will, in
in many
many cases,
cases, permit
permit economies
economies inin output
output
transformer design. The triode
triode section
section isis aa general
general purpose
purposetriode
triode
with identical characteristics
characteristics toto the
the 6/30L2,
6/30L2, and
and that
that ofof the
the
30PL13, for use as a deflection
deflection drive
drive voltage
voltage oscillator,
oscillator, frame
frame
sync.
sync, pulse separator,
separator, etc.
etc.
0.3
hla
Heater
Heater Current
Current (amps)
(amps)
0-3
16
Vh
Heater
Voltage
(volts)
Vn
16
Heater Voltage (volts)
TENTATIVE
RATINGS AND DATA
DATA
TENTATIVE RATINGS
Maximum
Design Centre
Centre Ratings
Ratings
Maximum Design
Triode Tetrode
888
111
Anode Dissipation (watts) Pacma.xl
Paimaxi
22
Screen Disstpation
Dissipation (watts)
(watts) pg2(ma.x)
Pgaimax)
—
2*
Peak Anode Voltage (Pulse positive)
positive) (kV)
(kV)
—
2*
0.5*
Peak Anode Voltage (Pulse
(Pulse negative)
negative) (kV)
(kV)
—
0,5
250
250
a.(ma.x)
V
Anode Voltage (volts)
Va{max)
250
250
250
g2(ma.x)
V
Screen
Screen Voltage (volts)
(volts)
Vgatmax)
250
Heater to
to Cathode
150t
Vh-k(ma.x)
Voltage (volts rms)
rms)
Vn—kimax) rms
rms
-501 150t
IbUp
75
Mean Cathode Current (mA) hcma.x)
Ik(max)
25
Mean
Cathode
to
1
Grid
Resistance
Cathode
Resistance Grid
22
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..
B1as (MO)
Self Bias
(Mn)
—
11
Fixed Bias (MO) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
•
*Maximum pulse duration
duration 5%
5% of
of one
one cycle
cycle with
with aa maximum
maximum
of 11 msec.
tMeasured with respect
fMeasured
respect to
to the
the higher
higher potential
potential heater
heater pin.
pin.

f|
1*C
!.
|

-

I

DE OPERATION IN
TETRODE
IN FRAME
FRAME TIME
TIME BASE
BASE
TETRO
Allowance
must be made in
in circuit
circuit design,
design, not
not only
only for
for comcomAllowance must
ponent variation, but
but for
for valve
valve spread
spread and
and deterioration
deterioration during
during
average
an
for
current,
life. Values of
of total tetrode
tetrode peak
peak anode
anode current, for an average
life.
valve when new and at
at the
the assumed
assumed end
end of
of life
life point
point·for
for any
any
valve, are as follows:follows:—
I
Vgt
Vfes
Vat
laa
Vk2
Va
(V)
(rnA)
(V)
(V) (mA)
(V)
-11
—
170
170
55
210
55
Average New Valve
—
-11
135
170
135
170
Assumed
End of Life Condition
Condition 50
a,,.,-™.
—
-11
185
235
185
55
55
Average
New Valve
Average
-11
—
185
151
151
185
Assumed End of Life Condition
Condition 50

ISTICS
TRIODE CHARACTER
CHARACTERISTICS
TRIODE
200
Anode Voltage (volts)
(volts)
Va
200
10
Anode Current (mA)
(mA)
la
10
-7.7
tirid
voltage (volts)
tvoits;
vgi
Grid Voltage
Vgi
—2.7
3.4
Mutual
(mA/V) gm
3.4
Conduc.t ance (mA/V)
Mutual Conductance
18
Amplification Factor
Factor
m
18
Assumed
Amplification
Tentative
Tentative Characteristic Curves
Curves of
ofEdiswan
Ediswan Mazda
Mazda Valve
ValveType
Type30PL14
30PL14
1
1
:c:::E: 300 TETRODE
SECTIONN CURVES
CURVES TAKEN
TAKEN AT
AT Vg2,;185V
Vg2 = l85V
TETRODE SECTI0
<
~ zso

x

!zoo
:z
w

a:

/

1',

~ISO
u

Vl
Q

so

<
w
0

~

0

~

300

<

x

100

u

Vl
0

z:

50

<

w

~
<

ISO
100
150
100
VOLTAGE -VOLTS
ANODE VOLTAGE—VOLTS
ANODE

so

0

k

\} v

L

Jf/

"

.....

I

IV BM
I
-Vg,=
-4V 1 - - - - -! - - - - - Vg 1= -4V
ANODE
CURRENT
ANODE CURRENT
- -.
I
Vg 1= -BV SCREEN
CURRENT
SCREEN CURRENT

......-~
1.---

_

--

so

-Vg^-IEV
v'91 12V

1

v~~

f-

100

-

A o

1 - - - f---

ISO

ANODE
— VOLTS
VOLTS
VOLTAGEANODE VOLTAGE

----

16V

I~
Vg
-r-1

200

250

0 0

o>

o0At

OF FREE
VIEW OF
VIEW
FREE END
END

zso

200

Vg,-

v__

0

_ _ v~=-_:-1~

TETRODE SECTION CURVES TAKEN AT Vg =l70V

B 1so r",
:z

Y o0

I

-12V
Vg 1 = -izy
Vg,
—i
t16v
Vq,
Vg, = —16V

TETRODE SECTION CURVES TAKEN AT Vg 22 =1lOV

s zoo
a::
a::

----

Vg 1 = -BV

250

I

~

•

r--

Connections
Connections

Vg,=
-4V ANODE . !CURRENT
v~,=-4V
- -CURRENT
SCREEN CURRENT
'screen
CURRENT
I

IPT", ---- -- ---

"'

~

3

v
\d

~

-

Mounting
Position: Unrestricted
Unrestricted
Mounting Position:
Base: B9A (Noval)

Vg 1= -IV

J..--

:z
~ 100
a:
u
:z

~

nSSr "
fVJ
, L-X
4 1

q2~~·!
••

----

q

kq.~P•

qt

kt

l

h

h

Maximum
(mm)
Maximum Dimensions (mm)
78.5
Overall
Length
78.5
Overall Length
71.5
Seated
Height
71.5
Seated Height
22.2
Diameter
22.2
Diameter

MAZDA
VALVE .CCOMMERCIAL
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AMPLIFIER PAIRS
.TRANSISTOR
TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER
PAIRS
USE OF NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
FEEDBACK

By F. BUTLER, o.b.e.,
O.B.E., b.So.,
B.So., m.i.e.e.,
M.I.E.E., M.Brit.
M.Brlt.I.R.E.
i.r.e.

THIS
intended to
to give
give the
the theory
theory of
of aa
1. HIS paper is intended
certain class of feedback amplifiers
amplifiers employing
employing aa pair
pair·
of transistors in a phase-reversing
phase-reversing circuit
circuit of
of aa type
type
more commonly designed for use
use with
with thermionic
thermionic
valves. Salient characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the amplifiers
amplifiers will
will
be described and some
some measured
measured performance
performance
figures will be given and compared
compared with
with calculated
calculated
conclude with
with aa description
description
results. The paper will conclude
of some practical applications,
applications, all
all of
of which
which have
have
experimentally.
been tested experimentally.
It is assumed that the
the reader
reader is
is familiar
familiar in
in aa
proper~ies of
of feedback
feedback ampliampligeneral way with such properties
fiers as can be inferred
inferred from
from the
the standard
standard gain
gain
equation in
m —
= A/(l
A/(1 +
+ AB).
AB). From
From this
this itit isis clear
clear
that the voltage gain m, with
with feedback,
feedback, approaches
approaches
more and more closely to
to the
the limiting
limiting value
value 1/B
1/B
increased, A
A being
being the
the inherent
inherent
as the product AB is increased,
gain of the amplifier without
without feedback
feedback and
and BB the
the
feedback coefficient.
coefficient. In practice
practice the
the feedback
feedback netnetwork is usually constructed
constructed from
from stable,
stable, linear,
linear,
passive elements and
and in the
the limiting
limiting case
case the
the perperformance of the amplifier becomes
becomes independent
independent
of A and is determined
determined solely
solely by
by the
the feedback
feedback
circuit. It becomes
becomes linear
linear and
and distortionless.
distortionless. By
By
contrast, if the feedback network
network includes
includes reactive
reactive
or non-linear components
components then
then the
the complete
complete ampliamplifier becomes frequency-dependent or
or non-linear
non-linear in
in
its action and will in fact assume
assume the
the characteristics
characteristics
of the feedback circuit.
circuit. To
To obtain
obtain useful
useful gain
gain with
with
feedback (m large), B must
must be
be small.
small. Since
Sin~:e AB
AB
must be large in comparison
comparison with
with unity
unity itit follows
follows
that A must be very large indeed
indeed if
if the
the full
full benefits
benefits
of feedback are to be
be secured.
secured. There
There would
would appear
appear
difficulty in
in constructing
constructing aa multimultito be no particular difficulty
stage amplifier to give
give high
high voltage
voltage gain
gain but
but
unfortunately the term
terin A in
in the
the gain
gain equation
equation isis -aa
since all
all practical
practical amplifiers
amplifiers
complex quantity, since
exhibit some phase shift between
between the
the output
output and
and input
input
voltage.
A phase
phase displacement
displacement of
of 180
180 degrees
degrees
turns negative into positive
positive feedback
feedback and
and instability
instability
will result ·if
amplifier loop
loop gain
gain exceeds
exceeds some
some
if the amplifier
critical value at frequencies
frequencies corresponding
corresponding to
to aa
Herein lies
lies the
the basic
basic difficulty
difficulty of
of
phase reversal. Herein
feedback amplifier design.

R,1 and R22 form the
R
the feedback network
network while
while rr
represents the input
input impedance
impedance of
of the
the amplifier.
amplifier.
At low and moderate
moderate frequencies
frequencies rr would
would be
be the
the
input grid resistance
resistance of
of a valve
valve amplifier
amplifier or
or the
the
input impedance of a transistor
transistor amphfier
amplifier in
in parallel
parallel
with such biasing resistors as
·as are
are required
required to
to set
set
the correct operating conditions
conditions for
for this
this stage.
stage.
The arrangement in Fig. 11 is
is best
best analysed
analysed by
by
means of the equivalent
equivalent circuit
circuit shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 2.
2.
Let m =
= voltage gain of
of the
the feedback
feedback amplifier,
amplifier,
= E00/E, or E00 = viE.
mE.
A = intrinsic gain
gain of amplifier
amplifier without
without feedfeed.
back,
=
E 0 je, or E00 =
= Ae.
Ae.
= EJe,
Kirchhoff's equations for the
the two
two loops
loops give:—
give:(1)
(1)
E = Rp,
R 1i 1 +
+ e,
(2)
mE =
= R22«2
i2 —
e,e,.
..
..
..
(2)
e = mE/A =
(i
—
f
)r,
..
,
.
(3)
(3)
=
11 - i22)r,
From (3):—
(3):(4)
i1
= mE/Ar,
f, —
fi 22 =
..
..
(4)
From (1) and (3):—
(3):mE\ 1
(E-"aT/RT
mE\_!_
A )R
1 - i)
^c-

= (E-<0/Ri
(E-e)/R 1 ^=
H, =

il

=

:1 (

WIRELESS
WORLD, February
FEBRUARY
Wireless World,

(5)

From (2) and (3):—
(3):-

mE + e =
i2
= m~_-t.__:
L =
^— =
R
r22

„
mE
(mE
.
mE H+mE)_!_
—
A
A , R2

;;-(1

^ /1 +I -~)
R2 V
From (4), (5) and (6):—
(6):mE _ E
=
=

~

(6)

E

~~(1 -· -x)- ii~(1 + !)

Fortunately the problem is
is much
much simplified
simplified ifif

feedback is . applied over
over two
two stages
stages only.
only. With
With
reasonable care it is possible
possible to
to hold
hold down
down the
the
phase shift per stage to less
less than
than 90
90 degrees.
degrees. MoreMoreover, two tandem stages
stages can
can easily
easily produce
produce aa voltage
voltage
gain of 1000 or more and this
this is
is sufficient
sufficient to
to allow
allow
theoretical advantages
advantages of
of negative
negative feedfeedmost of the theoretical
blck
practice. In
In what
what follows,
follows,
back to be realized in practice.
only will
will be
be considered
considered and
and
two-stage amplifiers only
remarks will be confined to
to those
those in
in which
which there
there isis
a deliberate reversal of
of the
the phase
phase of
of the
the output
output
with respect to the input voltage.
voltage.
The feedback system will be
be that
that shown
show-n schematicschematically in Fig. 1, in
in which
which the
the positive
positive and
and negative
negative
instantaneous polarities
polarities of
of the
the
signs show the instantaneous
various voltages to be considered.
considered. In
In this
this diagram
diagram

1

--t

A
Evv.)

r<

e

(7)

RL<
RL

EO
Eo

J
1---+__,_

-~1

Fig. I. Block diagram of feedback
feedback amplifier.
amplifier.
Rr

l

Rz

~f

1962
1962

+

r
r

>

ir-iz

-

~

--t
RL
+

E0 =mE

__!

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of
of Fig.
Fig; I.I.
'77
77
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terms
It is required to find an expression for m in terms
of the other quantities. Equation (7) gives,
gives, after
after
collecting terms and simplifying:—
simplifying:AR2/R1
.

E0/E =

OT-

J^i[^
.. (8)
A+ 1 +i?
44.)
Note that E0 is opposite in phase to E so that,
strictly speaking, the sign of m should be negative.
Some special cases can now be considered.
Assume first that the amplifier gain A is infinitely
large. The voltage gain is then m = R2/Ri. This
is simply the ratio of the feedback resistances and
is independent of A. The actual values of R, and
Ra are decided by practical considerations. In the
first place, Ra should be large compared with the
amplifier load resistance R, in order to reduce
its shunting effect on the load. For transistors
with R, of the order of 1 kO it is convenient to
make Ra about 10 kfi. Once Ra is fixed, the value
of Ri is settled by the desired value of m. If m
= 10 and Ra = 10 kO, then R, = 1 kn.
With an amplifier of finite gain A the voltage
gain m with feedback is always less than the ratio
-ISV SmA

r--------------.--------~---

5·6k

JOO,U~

2·7k
3<5k

+E
INPUT

OUTPUT

R,

4
IOO,U

Rz

J·Sk

J0·6k

[)-IOOJ.L-

emitterfcommon collector feedback
feedback amplifier.
Fig. 3. Common em/fter/common

R 2 /R 1 • Examination of equation (8) shows
shows that
that
Ra/RiA is very
very large
large in
in
the discrepancy will be small if A

proportion
~roportion

to 11 + Ra^-f--^-^.
R 2 (~ + ~J· In
In practice,
practice, A
A

1000.and the inequality becomes
will be of the order of 1000
becomes

A > R,
R 2 (~ +

>-

;).

On the right-hand side the

R 2/R 1 is fixed by the required voltage gain
ratio Ra/R!
gain m,
m,
leaving only the value of r to be considered.
considered. In
In aa
valve amplifier r will be about 11 megohm and
and its
its
effect is negligible. For a common-emitter
common-emitter trantransistor amplifier r will be a few thousand
thousand ohms (comparable with R22),), so that Ro/V
R 2 /r will not differ much
much
from unity. Again, its effect is negligible.
negligible. For
For aa
common-base amplifier, r may be quite small,
small,
R 2 is 10,000
say 25 ohms. If Rj
10,000 ohms the ratio
ratio R2i2/r
/r
is 400 and this figure is quite large compared with
with
the assumed value of 1000 for A,
A. There will be
be aa
reduction of about 40 per cent in the observed
observed

value of m as compared with the " ideal " calculated
calculated
-= R22/Ri.
/R 1 • Finally, the effect of the
value m =
the ratio
ratio
R 2 /R 1 in the denominator of equation (8)
(8) must
must be
be
Rj/Ri
taken into account. In practice this ratio
ratio will
will lie
lie
between 11 and 10 or so, depending on
on the
the gain
gain
required. If A
= 1000 and Ra2/R,
10, the
A=
/R 1 —
the measured
measured
voltage gain will be about 99 per
per cent
cent of
of the comcomputed value, assuming for the moment that rr is
is so
large that its contribution can be neglected.
ne~lected.
To sum up, a feedback amplifier of this type
type
will have its properties determined largely by
by the
the
two passive feedback elements Rj
R 1 and R22 if;—
if:(a) The inherent gain A is very much larger
larger
than the ratio of the feedback resistances
resistances
R2/R1.
Ra/Ri(b) The amplifier input resistance r isis so high
high
that A is very large compared with R=2/V.
/r.
The input impedance seen by the signal source
E is a little higher than Rj.
R 1 • If
If r is
is large the
the actual
actual
R1 +
+ Ro/CA
R 2/(A +
value is Rj
+ 1). For some applications
applications
this relatively low input impedance is a disadvantage.
disadvantage.
be discussed later.
One method of increasing it will be
later.
It is not good enough merely to increase
increase the
the value
value
R 1 since, to preserve constant gain, aa proportionof Rj
proportionto possible
possible
ate increase must be made in R22,, leading to
difficulties with shunt capacitance. Nor is itit satissatisby aa
factory to precede the feedback amplifier by
common-collector stage which will have
have aa poor
poor
noise figure when operated from a high impedance
source. It may also degrade the performance
performance in
in
other ways. Experience shows that the noise
noise figure
of most transistor amplifiers is a minimum
minimum when
when
the input impedance is a few thousand ohms and
when the amplifier is driven from a source having
having
an internal impedance of the same order of magnimagnitude. Fortunately, many signal sources can
can be
be
designed to have this sort of output impedance.
impedance.
Practical Amplifier Circuits.—Fig.
Circuits.-Fig. 3 is
is the
the
circuit
amplifier
circtut diagram of a two-stage feedback amplifier
on which some practical tests have been
been made.
made.
The component values shown are as actually measured,
rrot just nominal figures. This does not imply
not
imply that
that
the choice is particularly critical. Tolerances
Tolerances of
of
about five per cent are allowable if
if the
the absolute
absolute
maximum undistorted output ·is not required. The
nominal gain is set by the feedback resistances Rx
R1
and Rj.
R 2 • The first amplifier is a common-emitter
common-emitter
stage, unusual only in that the feedback resistance
R22 also forms one arm of a base-bias potential
potential
divider, the other arm of which is aa 2.7
2.7 kO
kn resisresistance. The output stage is a species of
of bootstrap ·
circuit. Its thermionic-valve
thermionic-valve counterpart has
has
been
been
1 2 3 4
extensively discussed in Wireless World,
World/·' 2'• 3'• 4
and the transistor version calls for little
little further
further
comment. Briefly, the action of the second trantransistor is such that the effective value of
of its
its basebasebias resistance appears to be much higher than its
its
actual physical resistance.
As
As this
this component
component
forms part of the collector load of the first transistor
the gain of this stage is abnormally high. To achieve
achieve
coupling would
the same gain by standard R-C coupling
require impracticably high values of load resistance
and supply voltage.
When constructing wideband feedback amplifiers
amplifiers
it is good practice to use r.f.
r.f. transistors
transistors with
with alpha
alpha
cut-off frequencies of 10-20 Mc/s.
Mcjs. If
If the
the response
response
is to extend far into the video-frequency range,
range, then
then
V.h.f.
v.h.f. transistors should be used. For
For the present
present
WDU!!LBSS World,
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Fig. 4. Feedback .amplifier
amplifier with
with common
common base
base input
input stage.
stage.
application OC 44 transistors
transistors or
or similar
similar types
types are
are
entirely suitable.
the amplifier
amplifier gave
gave the
the following
following
Measurements on the
results:-·
results:—
Ratio of feedback resistances:
resistances: Ra/Ri
R 2 /R 1 =
= 7.07
7.07
Overall voltage gain
gain with
with
mm =
feedback:
= .6.67
6.67
Ratio:
RjiwR;
R 2/mR 1 =
= 1.07
1.07
Inherent voltage gain:
1250
AA=
= ·1250
Input impedance:
1.5
1.5 kfi
kO at
at 1000
1000 c/s
cjs
impedance
Output impedance
14
at 1000
14 Onat
1000 c/s
cjs
open-circuit outoutMaximum open-circuit
put voltage:
4V
4V r.m.s.
r.m.s.
response:
Frequency response:
flat
flat from
from 10
10 c/s
cfs to
to
22 kc/s
R 1 to give
give unity
unity gain,
Value of Ri
gain,
(m
{m = 1):
9.9 kn
specially-filtered 1000
With a specially-filtered
1000 c/s
cjs signal
signal source,
source,
adjusted to give 3V
3V r.m.s.
r.m.s. output
output from
from the
the ampliamplifier, an attempt was
was made
.m ade to
to measure
measure the
the distortion
distortion
bridged-T LCR
LCR network
products using a bridged-T
network to
to supsuppress the fundamental frequency.
frequency. It
It proved
proved imposimpossible to measure the
the very
very low
low harmonic
harmonic output
output
because of instability
instability of
of the
the null
null balance
balance point,
point,
assumed to be due to
to random
random fluctuations
fluctuations of
of the
the
test-oscillator frequency. Since
Since the
the amplifier
amplifier gain
gain
is reduced by feedback from
from 1250
1250 to
to 6.67,
6.67, i.e.
i.e. by
by
a factor of 187,
187, it
it is
is reasonable
reasonable to
to expect
expect that
that the
the
original distortion would
would be
be reduced
reduced by
by the
the same
same
per cent
factor. Assuming 55 per
cent distortion
distortion in
in the
the
feedback, this
this gives
amplifier without feedback,
gives aa figure
figure of
of
0.025 per cent for the feedback
feedback amplifier.
amplifier. •
Lack of suitable measuring
measuring equipment
equipment has
has made
made
it impossible to give
give accurate
accurate gain
gain figures
figures at
at high
high
radio frequencies but
but rough
rough tests
tests show
show that
that the
the
response is well maintained
maintained up
up to
to at
at least
least 11 Mc/s.
Mc/s.
The power gain,
gain, working
working into
into aa 1.5
1.5 kn
k n load,
load, isis
16.5 dB, or 20 dB into 667
667 ohms.
ohms.

feedback resistances.
In
In essence
essence the
the properties
properties
amplifier resemble
resemble those
of this amplifier
those of
of the
the one
one just
just
except that
that the
the output
output impedance
described, except
impedance isis
The measured
measured gain,
gain, with
with feedback,
much greater. The
feedback,
less closely
corresponds rather less
closely to
to the
the "" ideal''
ideal' '
figure determined by
by the
the ratio
ratio of
of the
the feedback
feedback
in spite
spite of
resistances, in
of the
the fact
fact that
that the
the intrinsic
intrinsic
gain is somewhat higher.
higher. This
This is
is due
due to
to the
the drastic
drastic
low input
input impedance
impedance of
shunting effect of the low
of the
the
first amplifier stage.
stage.
From
From an
an examination
examination of
of
this is
is only
only to
to be
be expected.
equation (8), this
expected. If
If rr isis
small, the numerical
numerical value
value of
of R
R22/r
/r isis no
no longer
longer
negligible in comparison
comparison with
with A.
A. Nevertheless
Nevertheless
of aa large
large value
value of
ofA
A isis sufficient
the dominating effect of
sufficient
to permit the use of
of aa common-base
common-base stage
stage of
of very
very
low input resistance.
resistance.
A useful modification of
of the
the circuit
circuit isis to
to replace
replace
resistance and
and by-pass
the emitter bias resistance
by-pass capacitor
capacitor
of the second amplifier stage
stage by
by aa Zener
Zener diode
diode of
of
appropriate voltage rating.
rating. A
A 3.3-volt
3.3-volt diode
diode (Stan(Standard Telephones, Type Z2A
Z2A 33),
33), is
is suitable.
suitable. It
It
will serve to remove aa troublesome
troublesome low-frequency
low-frequency
phase shift due to
to the
the usual
usual CR
CR bias
bias network.
network.
characteristics of
Salient characteristics
of the
the amplifier
amplifier in
in Fig.
Fig. 4,
4,
are:are:—
Ratio of feedback resistances:
resistances: R
R22/R
/R11 =
= 8.13
8.13
voltage gain
gain with
Overall voltage
with
feedback:
mm == 6.82
6.82
Ratio:
Ra/wRi
R 2/mR 1 =
= 1.19
1.19
Inherent voltage gain:
gain:
A
--- 1500
A=
Input impedance:
1.05 k Q
n at 1000
1000 c/s
cfs
Output impedance:
163 Q
n at 1000 c/s
cjs
Maximum open-circuit
open-circuit output
output
·
voltage:
3V r.m.s.
Frequency response:
flat from 10
10 c/s to
to
22 kc/s
R 1 to give
give unity
unity
Value of R!
gain:
7.05 kn
As before, there is useful
useful gain
gain up
up to
to 11 Mc/s.
Mc/s.
An attempt was next made
made to
to modify
modify this
this ampliamplifier for operation down
down to
to zero
zero frequency
frequency (see
(see
start all
Fig. 5). For aa start
all capacitors
capacitors were
were removed,
removed,
including that between base
base and
and earth
earth on
on the
the first
first
effect of
of this
this last
last operation
operation isis to
transistor. The effect
to
negative feedback
introduce some negative
feedback which
which reduces
reduces
the internal gain of
of the
the amplifier.
amplifier. To
To offset
offset this
this itit
-ISV BmA

r-------~----------~---------

lk

47k

6·8k

________
Use of Common Base
Base Input
Input Stage.—A
Stage.-A second
second
amplifier has been
been constructed
constructed using
using the
the circuit
circuit
OUTPUT
INPUT
shown in Fig. 4. The
The first
first stage
stage isis aa common-base
common- base
amplifier, characterized
a
very
low
input
impedcharacterized by
by a very low input imped8·55 k
I·OSk
stage makes
ance. The output stage
makes use
use of
of aa commoncommonemitter amplifier to
to provide
provide the
the requisite
requisite phase
phase Fig. 5. Circuit of Fig. 44 modified
modified for
for operation
operation down
down toto
reversal. As before, Rj
R 1 and
and R
R22 are
are the
the gain-setting
gain-setting · zero frequency.
-----4-----~--._
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INPUT

o---~'VV..,_.-,

I "T'Z
k
Ri

(I) OUTPUTS (2) o----- +

' - - - - - - o ( l ) OUTPUTS (2)

Rz
impedance.
input impedance.
negative input
or negative
high or
Fig. 6. Circuit with high

diode,
Zener diode,
another Zener
use another
would be possible to use
correct
the correct
fuming that one could be found with the
assuming
of
resistance of
tht> resistance
Alternatively the
operatingg voltage. Alternatively
operatin
could
divider could
potential divider
the elements of the base-bias potential
drawing
in drawing
result in
would result
this would
be reduced, although this
supply.
power supply.
the power
from the
cur..:ent from
a much larger current
made
fact made
in fact
were in
below were
measure ments quoted below
The measurements
resistances.
without changing the base-bias resistances.
using
when using
taken when
be taken
must be
precautio n must
One more precaution
to
is to
This is
amplifier. This
d.c. amplifier.
as aa d.c.
the circuit of Fig. 55 as
the
and the
source and
signal source
ensure that the input d.c. signal
standing
sufficient standing
output load are supplied with sufficient
condition s
quiescen t conditions
proper quiescent
bias to maintain the proper
is
supply is
power supply
the power
that the
amplifier. Provided that
in the amplifier.
of
diode of
Zener diode
stabilizedd (say by using another Zener
stabilize
taken
be taken
can be
bias can
15 V rating), proper standing bias
connecte d
potentio meters connected
from the sliders of two potentiometers
measure ments
of measurements
Results of
across the h.t. supply. Results
follows :as follows:—
are as
on the circuit of Fig. 5 are
8.13
= B.13
R 2/R 1 :=
resistances: Rj/Ri
Ratio'of feedback resistances:
Overall voltage gain with
6.45
= 6.45
m=
feedback::
"i
feedback
1.26
= 1.26
R2/mR1 =
Ratio;
Rj/ffiRi
Ratio:
345
A=
A
= 345
Inherent voltage gain:
c/s
1000 c/s
nat
1.05 kk £1
ce:
impedance:
1.05
at 1000
Input impedan
c/s
1000 c/s
at 1000
n at
170 n
impedan ce:
170
Output impedance;
open-cir cuit output
m open-circuit
Maximum
Maximu
r.m.s.
3V r.m.s.
voltage:
3V
as
same as
the same
exactly the
is exactly
frequenc y response is
The frequency
amplifiers.
that of the other two amplifiers.
lmpeda nce.-Fo r
ers With High Input Impedance.—For
Amplifiers
Amplifi
the
of the
impedan ce of
input impedance
many purposes the low input
and
disadvantage and
describe d above is no disadvantage
amplifierss described
amplifier
particula rly
account, particularly
indeed it can be turned to good account,
an
give an
to give
proporti oned to
is proportioned
feedb1ck network is
if the feedback
stanis stanfigure is
This figure
resistance of 600 ohms. This
input resistance
equalfilters, equalpractice, filters,
telecomm unication s practice,
dard in telecommunications
readily
being readily
transform ers being
attenuato rs and transformers
izers, attenuators
impedan ce level.
available to work at this impedance
inconis inconimpedan ce is
occasion, the low input impedance
On occasion,
desired
any desired
to any
venient. It can always be raised to
series
in series
resistance in
connecti ng an external resistance
figure by connecting
of
~xpense of
the expense
at the
wiih the amplifier input but at
been
has been
reduced gain. A more elegant method has
The
KateH 5 • The
E. KatelT.
describedd in a recent paper by E.
describe
phase-reversin,?:
principle is shown in Fig. 6. Two phase-reversing
of
output of
connecte d in cascade, the output
amplifierss are connected
amplifier
first.
the first.
of the
input of
the input
the second being fed back to the
The
shown. The
as shown.
connecte d as
The signal source is connected
the
control the
to control
R 1 and R22 serve to
resistances Ri
variable resistances
while
A22,, white
and A
A 1 and
amplifiers Ax
individual
al gains of the amplifiers
individu

of
R3 permits adjustment
adjustme nt of the output current of
Rs
output
the output
and ii 22 the
A 1 and
of A,
A22.• If iii1 is the input current of
on
shown on
as shown
direction s being as
current of A22,, the directions
drawn
c..1.1rrent II drawn
the current
the diagram, it is clear that the
the
is the
potentio meter is
from the slider of the input potentiometer
If
i 2• If
i1 —
= ii
I —
i 1 and ii2J
difference
tV
difference between i,
2, or I
which
source which
i 11 = i22,, no current is drawn from the source
into
looking into
resistance, looking
thus sees an infinite output resistance,
resisinput resisthe input
i 1 the
than ii
amplifier. If i 22 is larger than
the amplifier.
system
the system
that the
tance is negative. This suggests that
signal
the signal
that the
would be unstable but provided that
net
the net
resistance the
sufficiently low resistance
source has a sufficiently
earth
and earth
input and
resistance
resistance between the amplifier input
is
R is
If R
assured. If
is assured.
remains positive and stability is
bput
negative input
the negative
- rr the
resistance and —
the source resistance
r).
- r).
Rr/(R —
- Rr/(R
combina tion is —
resistancee the parallel combination
resistanc
stability
maintain stability
to maintain
This must always be positive to
R.
than R.
greater than
be greater
numerically, r must be
so that, numerically,
to
difficult to
notoriously difficult
this· kind are notoriously
Systems of this
be
must be
amplifiers must
the amplifiers
successful the
set up and to be successful
shift.
phase shift.
extraordinarily
inarily stable in gain and phase
extraord
since,
distortionless since,
They must also be virtually distortionless
being
is being
source, iil1 is
with reference to the signal source,
of
one of
If one
by ii 22.• If
completely cancelled by
partially or completely
not
compone nts not
distortio n components
the currents contains distortion
not
will not
these will
of these
cancellation of
present in the other, cancellation
feedof feedperfectio n of
the perfection
take place. It is a tribute to the
to
made to
be made
can be
amplifiers that the scheme can
back amplifiers
degree
moderate degree
satisfactorily, even with aa moderate
work satisfactorily,
to
interestin g to
is interesting
It is
multiplic ation. It
impedan ce multiplication.
of impedance
point
the point
as the
observe the amplifier output waveform as
the
As the
approach ed. . As
is approached.
impedan ce is
of infinite input impedance
output
the output
increased the
is increased
level of the input signal is
more
and more
more and
progressively more
waveform becomes progressively
of
is of
source is
signal source
particula rly if the signal
distorted,
distorted , particularly
more
devise aa more
to devise
ce. It is difficult to
high impedan
impedance.
with
and with
linearity and
indicatio n of amplifier linearity
sensitive indication
possible
be possible
might be
it might
adjustme nt it
sufficientt care in adjustment
sufficien
of 1I
thousand th of
one thousandth
as one
distortio n as low as
to detect distortion
of
detection of
the detection
to the
correspo nds to
per cent. This corresponds
on
down on
dB down
100 dB
distortionn products which are 100
distortio
well-nigh
is well-nigh
which is
feat which
fundame ntal level, aa feat
the fundamental
techniqu e.
impossible
impossible by any standard techmque.
used
be used
can be
amplifier can
negative-imped:mce amplifier
The negative-impedance
between
frequencies between
at frequencies
Q-multip lier at
oscillator or Q-multiplier
as an oscillator
the
oscillator the
an oscillator
as an
use as
50 c/s and 100 kc/s. For use
by aa
replaced by
and replaced
input gain control is removed and
gain
loop gain
The loop
parallel- tuned LC circuit. The
suitable parallel-tuned
negative
the negative
where the
point where
the point
is then increased to the
cirthe cirneutraliz e the
to neutralize
sufficient to
impedan ce is sufficient
input impedance
occurs.
then occurs.
oscillation then
Sustaine d oscillation
cuit losses.
Sustained
Qthe Qin the
used in
is used
regenera tion is
Less than critical regeneration
also
is also
multiplier
multiplie r and the signal to be amplified is
through
preferably through
connectedd to the amplifier input, preferably
connecte
Qor Q(oscillator or
case (oscillator
resistance. In either case
a high resistance.
and
(1) and
multiplier),
r), outputs are available at points (1)
multiplie
impedan ce
low impedance
at low
are at
(2) in Fig. 6. The outputs are
are
amplitud es are
Their amplitudes
antiphase. Their
and they are in antiphase.
push-pu ll
balanced push-pull
adjustable so that a balanced
ally adjustable
individually
individu
required .
output is available if required.
input
negative input
or negative
An amplifier with infinite or
demodul ator
me after a diode demodulator
fot use
impedance
ce is ideal for
impedan
demodul adistortionless demodulastage. It is well known that distortionless
for aa
calls for
signal calls
modulat ed a.m. signal
tion of a deeply modulated
This
es. This
near-unity
resistances.
near-uni ty ratio of d.c. to a.c. load resistanc
trouble
no trouble
requirement
ent is easy to meet and there is no
requirem
the
of the
presence of
the presence
of the
instabilit y because of
with instability
amplifier
the amplifier
resistance across the
normal diode load resistance
investigation
input. This scheme warrants a fuller investigation
Although
circuits.
transisto r circuits.
with reference to transistor
Although
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the
of the
use of
components, use
regards components^
uneconomical as regards
distortionless
where distortionless
justified where
circuit would be justified
equipment.
measuring equipment.
in measuring
as in
detection is required as

. (a)
R

Amplifiers.Feedback Amplifiers.—
of Feedback
Miscellaneous Uses of
ideal
are ideal
and 55 are
3, 44 and
Figs. 3,
in Figs.
The amplifiers shown in
R
variety
from aa variety
signals from
audio signals
for mixing or combining audio
with
added, with
be added,
can be
programmes can
of sources. Four programmes
Fig. 7.7.
of Fig.
circuit of
the circuit
using the
interaction, using
negligible interaction,
controlled
or controlled
set or
be set
may be
channel may
The gain of each channel
Th
of
choice of
suitable choice
by suitable
others by
-I II
independently of the others
(b)
A
resistance,
input resistance,
effective input
The effective
the input resistance. The
point
junction point
the junction
from the
amplifier from
looking into the amplifier
It isis
calculable. It
accurately calculable.
is accurately
R 4 is
R 11 R22,, R:l3 and Rj
of Ru
parallel
+ 1)1) inin parallel
R/(A +
equivalent to a resistance R/(A
amplifier
the amplifier
of the
impedance of
with the normal input impedance
the
or the
amplifier or
valve amplifier
of aa valve
resistance of
(e.g. the grid resistance
k!l
= 1010 kO
R =
If R
transistor)~ If
input resistance of aa transistor).
10
to 10
close to
resistance isis close
input resistance
== 1000 the input
and A —
(c)
interaction
negligible interaction
cause negligible
ohms, low enough to cause
settings.
control settings.
gain control
channel gain
between the individual channel
R
circuit isis
oscillator circuit
crystal oscillator
A low-frequency
low-frequency crystal
its
of its
because of
more because
given more
shown in Fig. 8. This isis given
R
since
utility since
practical utility
its practical
for its
than for
scientific interest than
phase-reversing
Two phase-reversing
complicated. Two
it is unnecessarily complicated.
in
which isis in
output which
an output
give an
amplifiers A11 and A22 give
the
forms the
crystal forms
quartz crystal
The quartz
phase with the input. The
elements
shunt elements
the shunt
pi~network, .the
---1
series element of a pi-network,
(d)
the
thermistor, the
and aa thermistor,
resistance and
being a low-value resistance
control.
amplitude control.
provide amphtude
purpose of which is to provide
provide
to provide
adjusted to
are adjusted
resistances are
The feedback resistances
amplifiers.
Fig. 9. Variable gain amplifiers.
oscillation.
reliable oscillation.
ensure reliable
enough loop gain to ensure
the
to the
made to
be made
may be
reference may
Finally, a brief reference
four
of four
given of
are given
diagrams are
schematic diagrams
In Fig. 9, schematic
feedback
the feedback
which the
in which
amplifiers in
properties of amplifiers
of
field of
the field
in the
applications in
have applications
temperature- amplifiers which have
or temperaturenon-linear or
elements are reactive, non-linear
thermistor
uses aa thermistor
(a) uses
Circuit (a)
pure . control and regulation. Circuit
by aa pure
replaced by
is replaced
R22 is
or R
R 1 or
dependent. If either R,
signal
input signal
the input
in the
rise in
A rise
or as a feedback element. A
integrator or
an integrator
as an
behaves as
reactance the amplifier behaves
in
dissipation in
energy dissipation
of energy
increase of
principles level causes an increase
basic principles
the basic
of the
description of
differentiator. A description
causes
this causes
and this
falls and
resistance falls
World the thermistor. Its resistance
Wireless World
in Wireless
given in
been given
of these circuits 6has been
be
can be
circuit can
The circuit
gain. The
amplifier gain.
referred a reduction of amphfier
are referred
readers are
Interested readers
by J. M. Peters 6.• Interested
oscillator
an oscillator
of an
amplitude of
output amplitude
used to control the output
to this paper.
and
overloading and
to overloading
due to
distortion due
without causing distortion
increasing
an increasing
gives an
(b) gives
Circuit (b)
clipping. Circuit
waveform clipping.
increased.
signal isis increased.
input signal
the input
of the
gain as the level of
Rl
INPUTS
R
to ·
response to
instantaneous response
an instantaneous
Neither circuit gives an
o-JI----.rV'\f\v---.
in
lag in
thermal lag
of thermal
because of
sudden level changes because
the control element.
o-J 1----./lv'VV---t
(a)
to (a)
similar to
facilities similar
provide facilities
Circu1ts
Circuits (c) and (d) provide
OUTPUT =
OUTPUT=
instantaneresponse isis instantanethe response
but the
and
(b)
respectively,
but
o--JI----.1'1/\N"---4
INPUTS
OF INPUTS
SUM
SUM OF
semiof semiresistance of
non-linear resistance
ous. They exploit the non-linear
Low-power
levels. Low-power
signal levels.
conductor diodes at low signal
o-JI----.!'VVV"---'
Unforapplication. Unforthis application.
for this
ideal for
are ideal
silicon rectifiers are
nonsome nonintroduce some
circuits introduce
tunately both these circuits
wnately
sources.
four sources.
from four
Fig. 7. Adding signals from
used
be used
not be
should not
they should
linearity distortion and they
oscillators
in oscillators
or in
equipment or
in high-quality audio equipment
sinusoidal
strictly sinusoidal
give aa strictly
to give
R
which are ·required
required to
R
output.
control
as control
used as
are used
When thermistors or diodes are
d.c.
standing d.c.
any standing
remove any
to remove
essential to
elements it is essential
lk
comThese comcapacitor. These
blocking capacitor.
by means of a blocking
alterto alteronly to
responsive only
be responsive
to be
required to
ponents are required
be
should be
Thermistors should
currents. Thermistors
nating signal currents.
fluctutemperature
ambient
wide
protected
from
wide
ambient
temperature
fluctu3·3k
changes
resistance changes
cause resistance
may cause
these may
ations since these
electrical
to electrical
due to
changes due
the changes
large enough to swamp the
Q
THERMISTOR
THERMISTOR
560
element.
heating of the element.
70011
(COLD)
700!l: (COLD)
feednon-linear feedor non-linear
reactive or
In all cases where reactive
characteriscontrol characteristhe control
back elements are employed
employed the
of
use of
the use
by the
diluted "" by
or "" diluted
tics can be modified or
overall
the overall
way the
this way
In this
resistance. In
series or shunt resistance.
oscillator.
crystal oscillator.
Fig. 8. Series resonant crystal
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II
Cz
Rz
Ra

11 w V V V

j

L

A

C

R2

2

cl

A
Fig. 10. Equalizer circuits.
gain characteristic can be tailored to suit almost
any practical requirement.
Fig. 10 shows two amplifiers with associated
equalizing networks. By proper choice of component values, any desired frequency characteristic
can be provided. The list of examples given above
is by no means exhaustive. Feedback amplifier
pairs have been incorporated in RC oscillators,
selective amplifiers, wave analysers, in measuring
wiQ.ely
instruments and in pulse circuits. They are widely
used in analogue computers, in servo mechanisms
and in regulation or control equipment. In all
these cases their small size and low power requirements are useful attributes but their chief attraction
is that the performance comes close to the theoretical
ideal.

Conclusion.—Transistor
Conclusion.-Transistor feedback amplifier pairs
are easy to design when a.c. coupling is used between
stages but are less simple when d.c. coupling is

employed.
Some care is necessary to establish
simultaneously the correct operating points for
both transistors.
Minor errors in biasing will
commonly result in one transistor being bottomed
or cut-off and thereby rendered inoperative. The
best way to set up the correct working conditions
is to wire in permanently all the calculable components like load resistances, emitter resistances and
feedback elements and to use variable components
for the bias potential dividers. A signal input can
then be applied and the output waveform examined
on an oscilloscope. Adjustments can then be made
to give maximum undistorted output, with symmetrical waveform clipping at the overload point.
The makeshift components can then be removed,
measured and replaced by fixed components of the
nearest standard values. This procedure will not
commend itself to the purist but it is a useful short
cut. The alternative calls for a fairly precise knowledge of the transistor characteristics and it takes
longer to measure these than to follow the line
suggested.
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—STABILITY

ST
ABILI'"J..,Y
kJTABILI
TY is the very pith and marrow of all
negative feedback problems.
There are
problems .. !here
ar~ a number
nun:ber of
different aspects of the stability question which are
important to the practical engineer. It
I~ will be as well
w:ll
to note these before going on to discuss them in
m
detail. First and foremost from the theoretical point
of view there is the rule for determining whether a
system will be stable. This is the foundation
foun~ation of all
that follows but this is by no means sufficient for any
constructor of hardware. Stable systems may be
conditionally stable, in which case an overload may
set them into an unstable state. The effect of
component variations may be sufficient to modify the
performance so that it becomes unstable,
un~t~ble, as many
~any
amplifier designers have found. Stability alone is
IS not
enough, for a system may be stable but still have a
pronounced peak in its response which can cause
ringing and overloading.
A proof of
uf the rules which can be found is beyond
our scope. The student who is sufficiently advanced
ad~anced
will certainly have Bode's Network Analysis
Analyszs and
Feedback Amplifier Design (Van Nostrand and
Macmillan) at his elbow. Here it is probably
appropriate to sketch out the way in which
whi~h Wiener
establishes a stability criterion in Cybernetics
Cybernetlcs (M.I.T.
Press and John Wiley).
Wiley). Suppose that we have a
system which will give us, for an input f(t) a delayed
output f(t —
- r),
T), where rT is the delay. This is our
amplifier path. At any time t we know the values of
f(t) for all lesser values of
t: we cannot know what f(t)
oft:
will be for t>
t > now because someone may pull out
the plug. The feedback path returns a portion of the
output to the input. The first signal can be regarded
as defined by a11f(t —
- t,),
T 1 ), while this first return will
give us a22f(t —
- rT22).
But this will in turn be recircu).
lated. If you consider the signal to be a very short
pulse which is simply delayed you will have no
INPUT

---+

---------

1

1
I "
I

I
I

OUTPUT _ _ __;:_ __L__,---___~_,-_J_---r-'-r-

Fig. 2. Output of delaying feedback amplifier with veiy
F/g,
ve1 y short
single-pulse input.

difficulty in seeing that the result will
will. be of the
the. form
shown in Fig. 2. Overall the result will be to give an
output of
„n
2Jakf(t ~
.Eakf(t
- TTk).
k).
k=l

The next stage in generalization leads to the more
convenient foi
m
fmm

:sa (

a (T)f(t
— r)dT.
-r)f(t-r)dT.

The important point about this expression is that
the integration is from 0 to oo and not from —
- oo to oo.

By G.

EDWIN
EDW!N

Any physical system which converts an input f(t) into
00

I

( T)f(c™ f a (T)f(r
- T-r)dT
)dT

-0&1

a( T) not zero for all negative values of t-r is
with a(T)
apparently predicting the future. Which of us would
dare to do that?
A passive system which illustrates the
~he problem
problelll: is
the simple low-pass filter. If we wish to provide
band-limitation for a television signal we must
L

Fig. 3.3. Simple circuit
for introducing idea
of frequency functions in the complex
plane.

R

c

produce from a pulse input an output of the form
(sin xj/x.
x)/x. Equalizer systems using delay
~ela~ networks can
~an
approximatiOn as
be made to give as good an approximation
as. you like
to this, provided you are prepared to wait. The
ideal system will have an infinite delay.
What actually happens when a system claims to
t? tell
past.. It may oscillate
the future is that it ignores the past.
or it may lock over against a non-linearity:
non-linearity: both of
C?f
these effects are useful in their own way. An amplifier, however, must not set up in business for itself.
The analysis given by Wiener proceeds to convert
con~ert
the time function above into a frequency function.
funcuon.
This can be plotted to describe a boundary dividing
the whole plane into two regions which can be called
cal~e d
inside and outside. In Wiener's treatment the point
pomt
at infinity cannot be inside; for practical work
~ork we
transform the function to get a more convenient
convement rule.
This question of frequency functions in the
complex plane seems to produce
produ~e a psychological
psycholo~ic~l
block in some engineers, possibly because it
It is
IS
followed usually by some steep
st~ep mathematics.
mat~em_atics. ConCot?-sider, however, the very simple circuit
circUit. shown in
m
Fig. 3. This will frighten no one. The impedance
Impedance
of this circuit is Z, where
1
= R- 1 +
+ (1 - o^LQ/joT.
w2LC)/jwL.
Z-11 =
a
If we now write o)
w00 2LC = 11 we get
Z-1
z -1 =
= R-1
R- 1 + (1
(1 _
- w2 /w 0 2)/(w/w 0)jw 0L
and we can then substitute
2
<x> 0 22)/(
ai 0o))
n=
= (1 —
- w
w 2j/wo
)/( at/
w/w
to get 1
1
Z-1 _
jj n/a^L
z -1 =
= R
ROjw 0 L
so that
= R/(l
R/(1 —
Z=
- j nR/aj
OR/ w00L).
It is not too difficult to show that if we write
wr~te
zZ ^
= x +
+ \yjy and plot the values of x and
y for variaand;;
van~
n we get the circle shown in Fig. 4. This
tions in H
circle is traced out on the end of the vector Z. At
n
0 = 0, where cow = iow00 ,, Z is just R. At O
n = co
oo
= 0, Z is zero, as is also the
where tow =
for
th~ case
cas~ .for
Q
O = —
- oo, where ww = oo.
00,
If a)<
w< m
wo,
Y is
IS positive.
pOSitiVe,
0, y
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y
0.=0

/
R

W::;:W 0

.x

w>wo
Fig. 4. Frequency plot in complex
complex plane
plane for
for varying
varying ww and
and nO
of vector impedance Z
Z of circuit of
of Fig.
Fig. 3.3.

00 INCREASING

(-1,0)

Fig. 5. Typical Nyquist diagram
diagram drawn
drawn inin terms
terms of
of -P-f3,
— nfi, the
the
return ratio T.

00 INCREASING

Fig. 6. Nyquist plot of amplifier which
which can
can become
become unstable
unstable ifif
IL• or feedback, f3,
jS, increases too
too much.
much.
gain, fi,

(U INCREASING

Fig. 7. Nyquist plot of conditionally stable
stable amplifier.
amplifier. IsIs AA inin-

side,
side, or B, or both or neither ??

so the boundary is traced in the
the direction
direction of
of the
the
arrow.
Fig. 4 is a frequency
frequency plot in
in the
the complex
complex plane.
plane.
instead of
of wto means
means
The fact that we have used nH instead
little, because for each numerical
numerical value
value of
of w<o we
we can
can
of
tables
even
are
There
n.
find the corresponding
fi.
There
are
even
tables
of
22
22
xKl
published. It
It isis much
much
x/(1 -— x )) and (1 -— xx )/x published.
easier to work with nCl , because
because then
then we
we keep
keep special
special
cases off the graph. We can see
see at
at once
once that
that the
the phase
phase
example,
for
== 1,
w(J0L
angle of Z will be ±
i 45° if nRj
DR/to
L
1,
for
example,
y2/2 at these
and that the impedance is R/
R/v
these two
two points.
points.
Q == R/w
R/"i||L
we have
have the
the
Since in ordinary language Q
0L we
very simple expression nQ
HQ == 11 for
for the
the bandwidth
bandwidth
equation.
This figure gives a quite clear
clear idea
idea of
of what
what we
we
mean by inside and outside. We
We must
must now
now apply
apply
amplifier. The
The mathematics
mathematics isis
this to the feedback amplifier.
concerned with the position of the
the point
point at
at infinity.
infinity.
In the amplifier equation we have
have the
the form
form
P-/(1 -— P-f3).
11-f=
Ft= ^/(l
By working with (1 -— ,.~.{3)
/i/3) and assuming
assuming that
that all
all will
will
be well when 11-i'- = - 0 (which isis why
why we
we do
do not
not work
work
we can now
with) (1 -— P-!3)/P-),
t»/3)/V),
now demand
demand that
that .-the
the
a1® should not have
have the
the origin
origin (0,
(0, O)
0)
expression (1 -— P-f3)
inside it. Mter
After all, if we turn
turn everything
everything upside
upside
down, the point at infinity must come
come down
down to
to (0,
(0, 0).
0).
simplified in
in an
an
All this has been desperately simplified
attempt to show how the
the full
full formal
formal treatment
treatment
proceeds and like all rough
rough sketches
sketches itit isis neither
neither
rigorous nor strictly correct. The
The crux
crux of
of the
the matter
matter
graph of
of (1
(1 -— P-f3)
i+d) in
in
is, however, that if we draw a graph
the complex plane, remembering
remembering that 11-^ and
and possibly
possibly
Pf3 are functions of frequency,
frequency, the system
system will
will not
not be
be
stable if the origin is inside the
the graph.
graph.
We need not plot Cl-P-/3)
(1 —/if!) of course.
course. We
We can
can plot
plot
/if
—/if. Bode calls (1-P-/3)
(1 —/if) the
the return
return difference
difference
P-f3 or -11-/3.
1Lf3 is the
or feedback, F;F; —/if
the return
return ratio,
ratio, T,
T, and
and !Lf3
/if
is the loop transmission. If
If FF is
is used,
used, the
the origin
origin
is the critical point: if TT is
is used
used the
the critical
critical point
point isis
1, 0): if f.l./3
/if is used the
the critical
critical point
point isis (1,
(1, 0).
0).
-1,
(—
As Bode points out, each valve
valve produces
produces aa sign
sign
after the
the minus
minus sign
sign by
by
reversal and we usually look after
or aa suitable
suitable connecconnecusing an odd number of valves or
tion. Mter
After all, we know our target
target is
is negative
negative feedfeedback. Thus fL/i is normally negative
negative and
and f3f positive
positive
and we can most easily work with
with TT and
and let
let the
the
mid-band
after themselves.
themselves. Strictly
Strictly
mid-b,and signs look after
the plot
plot ofF
of F which
which
speaking the Nyquist diagram is the
we have discussed: in practice we
we talk
talk of
of the
the Nyquist
Nyquist
diagram when referring to any
any of
of these
these three
three forms.
forms.
A typical appearance for
for a Nyquist plot
plot isis shown
shown in
in
Fig. 5 and is drawn in terms
terms of
of T.
T. This
This seems
seems to
to
agree with · the reasonable feeling
feeling that
that around
around w<u00,,
the middle of the working range, the
the quantity
quantity we
we are
are
at its
its greatest.
greatest. With
With this
this
considering should be at
particular shape the system will always
always be
be stable.
stable.
Remember that
that this
this isis aa
Consider now Fig. 6. Remember
plot of /if
minus sign)
sign) and
and that
that ifif we
we
P-f3 (forget the minus
will become
become twice
twice the
the size.
size.
double fL/i or ff3 the diagram will
As the figure is drawn this will
will just
just make
make itit enclose
enclose
the point ( -1,
— 1, 0) nicely, so
so that
that here
here we
we have
have aa diadiato find
find troublesome
troublesome in
in
gram of the kind we expect to
practice: too much gain or too
too much
much feedback
feedback will
will
lead to instability.
and 66 are
are symsymThe diagrams shown in Figs. 55 and
metrical about the real axis but this
this is
is by
by no
no means
means aa
practical necessity. In any
any normal
normal a.c.
a.c. coupled
coupled
will usually
usually be
be considered
considered
amplifier the characteristic will
independently in the two regions,
regions, below
below and
and above
above
a)00 ,, and quite different
diiferent circuit
circuit elements
elements determine
determine
w
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0
the shape
s~ape of the Nyquist
Nyquist diagram.
diagram. A
A direct-coupled
direct-coupled
amplifier represents aa rather
rather different
different situation.
situation.
w
In an a.c. amplifier the
the gain
gain at
at zero
zero frequency
frequency isis zero
zero
and parasitic capacitances
capacitances ensure
ensure that
that the
the gain
gain at
at
infinite frequency is also
also zero.
zero. For
For aa d.c.
d.c. amplifier
amplifier
we should get, for examplej
example, only
only the
the lower
lower half
half of
of
theappleofFig.5,wit
the
apple of Fig. 5, withh cuw00 =
oj) == —-jw
jw
= 0.
0. As
As j(—
j(-w)
we can show that by considering
considering negative
negative frequencies
frequencies /1
we shall
s~all generate
g~nerate the
the other
other half
half of
of the
the boundary,
boundary,
a mirror
nnrror image
tmage of
of the
the half-diagram
half-diagram for
for positive
positive
frequencies. This will close
close the
the diagram
diagram up
up and
and
solve the problem of
of what
what is
is inside
inside and
and what
what isis
outside.
If you believe you can
can tell
tell inside
inside from
from outside,
outside,
examine Fig. 7. Is A
B, or
A inside,
inside, or
orB,
or both
both or
or neither?
neither?
This is the type of characteristic
characteristic which
which isis known
known as
as
conditionally stable. The
The test
test applied
applied isis to
to draw
draw the
the
Vector
vector joining the point under
under consideration,
consideration, which
which
will, in fact, be (—1,
( -1, 0), to
to the
the boundary
boundary and
and then
then to
to
find through what angle this
this vector
vector rotates
rotates as
as the
the
boundary is traced. The
The result
·result isis shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 8,
8,
· from which it can be seen
seen that
that going
going round
round the
the concontour
tou! rotates the A
A vector
vector through
through an
an angle
angle of
of 4n,
47T,
whtle the B
while
B vector gets
gets back
back to
to where
where itit started.
started. Thus
Thus
B is not inside the boundary
boundary at
at all.
all. If
Ifthe
the scale
scale of
ofthe
the
diagram is such that BB isis the
1, 0)
the point
point (—
( -1,
O) the
the system
system
will
~ill he
be stable. In this
this arrangement,
arrangement, however,
however, changchanging
~ng. the scale by a reduction of
of gain
gain will
will bring
bring (—1,0)
( -1, O)
inside
ms1de the boundary. The
The gain
gain may
may be
be reduced
reduced by
by
overloading and the system
system can
can then
then begin
begin to
to oscillate
oscillate
and keep itself overloaded:
overloaded: the
the gain
gain will
will be
be low
low when
when
the supplies are first connected
connected and
and again
again oscillation
oscillation
may begin. Although
Although these
these conditionally
conditionally stable
stable -rr
designs have been used, they
they are
are suitable
suitable only
onlyfor
for very
very
carefully judged situations
situations in
in which
which these
these factors
factors
can be taken into account.
account.
While an understanding
understanding of
of the
the Nyquist
Nyquist diagram
diagram isis
necessary as a background,
background, itit is
is not
not aa very
very convenient
convenient
graphical form for design
Fig. 8. Plots against
design work.
work. The
against cuw of
The polar
of angles
angles of
polar plot
of vectors
plot Fig.
vectors joining
joining points
points AA
curve of
of Fig.
Fig. 7.7.
records the complex value
value of
of jj/S
~-tf3 at
at all
all frequencies.
frequencies. and BB to boundary of curve
If we want to change aa single
single circuit
circuit element
element we
we
must re-draw the whole diagram.
diagram. This
This makes
makes itit
end of
of the
the characteristic.
characteristic. At
At the
the ·
rather hard to estimate what
what the
the effect
effect of
of aa change
change isis applied to each end
the phase
phase shift
shift differs
differs by
by 180°
180°
likely to be. Let
Let us
us suppose
suppose· that
that we
we have
have two
two frequency at which the
from the mid-band reference
reference phase,
phase, the
the quantity
quantity
quantities [A^
A22|1/(9;
IA 1 1 & and | jA
& .. IfIfwe
we multiply
multiplythese
these l~-tf31 must be less than
than unity, so
so· that
that 20
20 logl^ldB
logl~-tf3ldB
must be negative. This
This quantity,
quantity, without
without the
the
1
together the result will
A22| 1/d,
will be
be [A,
jA1 1jjA
/81 +8z An
An minus sign, is the gain
gain margin.
margin. At
At the
the frequency
frequency at
at
the value of
of \nP\
I~-tf31 is
is equal
equal to
to unity,
unity, so
so that
that
even easier form is
|A22!)j) =
is log
log (lA^
(jA1 jjA
= log
log [AJ
jA1 j +
+ which
l~-tf31 =
== 0,
0, the
the phase
phase must
must not
not have
haye come
come
IA2I
and. ^
log |A
el +
+ Si02 '= '- 01 T+ 02 • We
we·can
can therefore
therefore 20 log |/i/i|
2| and,
180°. The
The amount
amount by
by which
which itit isis
proceed by treating the
the gain
gain in
in decibels
decibels (the
(the engineer's
engineer's round through 180°.
phase margin.
margin.
way of using his logs!)
logs!) and
and the
the angle
angle of
of each
each circuit
circuit short is called the phase
Another very important factor
factor is
is measured
measured by
by the
the
section independently as
as functions
functions of
of frequency
frequency and
and
on the
the Nyquist
Nyquist diagram
diagram from
from
then adding all these
these gain
gain and
and angle
angle components.
components. shortest distance on
( -1, 0) to the boundary.
boundary. · This
This isis called
called the
the stability
stability
This will provide us with
with results
results in
in the
the form
form in
in which
which (—1,
to calculate
calculate and
and even
even easier
easier to
to
we usually measure them
them and
and will,
will, moreover,
moreover, enable
enable ' · margin and is easy to
special interest
interest in
in connection
connection
us to use very
Very simple graphical
graphical methods
methods for
for our
our dede- measure. It is also of special
on transients
transients sometimes
sometimes produced
produced
sign calculations. The
The fact
fact that
that we
we now
now have
have two
two with the ringing on
amplifiers.
diagrams instead of one is
is not
not aa disadvantage,
disadvantage, but
but the
the in feedback amplifiers.
At this stage we can
can regard
regard the
the foundations
foundations as
as
fact that one of the diagrams is
is the
the familiar
familiar amplitudeamplitudethe discussion
discussion isis elementary
elementary
frequency response makes
makes it
it extremely
extremely easy
easy to
to established. Although the
the design
design of
of systems
systems which
which are
are
coordinate the design calculations
calculations with
with the
the experiexperi- it is sufficient for the
well beyond the range of
of the
the guess-and-see
guess-and-see school.
school.
mental results.
to erect,
erett, brick
brick by
by brick,
brick, aa
Before we are through we
we shall
shall have
have seen
seen .all
all the
the We shall now proceed to
method of,
of, as
as itit were,
were, building
building
diagrams of this kind
kind we
we could
could possibly
possibly want
want and
and simple and practical method
paper.
both energy and space
space can
can be
be conserved
conserved by
by not
not the amplifier on paper.
including typical diagrams
diagrams here.
here. If
If we
we regard
regard the
the
Nyquist diagram of Fig.
Fig. 66 as
as typical
typical of
1 : We regret that
of the
the sort
sort of
of Part 1:
that in
in some
some copies
copies the
the first
first part
part
behaviour with which we
we shall
shall be
be dealing,
dealing, we
we can
can of the expression on line
line 25
25 of
of p.
p. 28
28 was
was not
not printed
printed
see that there are two
two basic
basic criteria
criteria which
which can
can be
clearly; it should
. . . (Ed.)
be clearly:
should read
read [—/i/3/(l—/i/i)].
[-~-tf3/(1-~-tf3)] ....
(Ed.)
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SU NS PO T CYCLES
SUNSPOT

CYCLES

RELIABLE?
FORECASTING RELIABLE?
LONG- TERM FORECASTING
TO WHAT EXTENT IS LONG-TERM

BENN INGTO N
T . W. BENNINGTON
By T.
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tion because they are indicative
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those
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hence in
and hence
tions in the activity of the sun and
ionosph eric
the ionospheric
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ionizati on in
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l·evel of
of the general level
radiatio ns.
solar radiations.
the solar
produoe d by the
ar·e produced
layers, which are
this
to this
new to
are new
who are
readers who
As there may be some readers
elaborat e
to elaborate
permitt ed to
perhaps , be permitted
subject we may, perhaps,
.
a little.
emitted
those emitted
are those
to are
radiatio ns alluded to
The solar radiations
the
of
part of the
X-ray part
and X-ray
ultra-vi olet and
by the sun in the ultra-violet
atmoearth's
the
,
spectrum,
and
which,
on
entering
the
earth's
atmospectrum
differen t
the different
ionizing the
in ionizing
energy in
sphere, expend their energy
These
heights. These
ionosph eric heights.
gases which exist at ionospheric
the
to the
accordin g to
vary according
constan t, but vary
ns are not constant,
emissions
emissio
of
indicati ons of
of the
one of
sun's state of activity, and one
the indications
appear
which appear
sunspot s which
of sunspots
number of
this activity is the number
day
to day
day to
from day
varies from
upon the solar disc. This varies
marked
exhibits aa marked
it exhibits
but it
and from month to month, but
and
number and
the number
variation, such that the
riod variation,
long-period
long-pe
from aa
rises from
sunspot s rises
of sunspots
occurre nce of
cy of occurrence
frequency
frequen
minito aa miniagain to
falls again
maximu m and falls
m to a maximum
minimum
minimu
which
years, which
eleven years,
mum within a period of about eleven
inthe inThus the
cycle. Thus
constitu tes a sunspot cycle.
variationn constitutes
variatio
general
the general
hence the
and hence
radiatio ns and
tensity of the solar radiations
vary
also vary
layers also
ionosph eric layers
ionizati on in the ionospheric
level of ionization
sunspot
at sunspot
cycle : at
sunspot cycle:
sympath y with the sunspot
in sympathy
sunat sunand at
lowest and
its lowest
ionizati on is at its
minimu m the ionization
· minimum
which
cies
frequen
The
highest.
its
at
m
maximu
spot maximum
highest. The frequencies which
are
commun ication are
radio communication
long-dis tance radio
are of use for long-distance
when
ionizati on: when
prevaili ng ionization;
nt upon the prevailing
dependent
depende
but
best, but
are best,
frequen cies are
this is high the higher frequencies
lower
and lower
unusabl e and
when it is low they become unusable
employed.
frequencies
cies have to be employed.
frequen

Sunspo ts
Charac teristic s of Sunspots
Some Characteristics
suncomplet e suneighteen complete
the eighteen
duratio n of the
The average duration
11.1
is 11.1
available is
are available
cydes for which records are
spot cycles
elapsed
has elapsed
which has
period which
years: that is the average period

minimu m
from aa minimum
whilst sunspot activity has varied from
minimu m
to aa minimum
maximu m and back to
value, through a maximum
referred
generall y referred
phenom enon is generally
again. Thus the phenomenon
cycle.
el·ev·e n-year sunspot cycle.
to as the eleven-year
solar
in solar
The first spots of a sunspot cycle appear in
cycle
the cycle
As the
S. As
or S.
30° N or
approxi mately 30°
latitudes
latitude s of approximately
the
in the
change in
continues
es there is a slow but definite change
continu
sunspot
of sunspot
time of
the time
latitude of the spots and by the
or
N or
16° N
about 16
maximum
m the average latitude is about
maximu
equator
solar equator
the solar
S. This drift of the spots towards the
end
the end
towards the
through out the cycle and towards
continues
es throughout
continu
only aa
appear only
it appear
to it
belongi ng to
cyde the spots belonging
of the cycle
mean
the mean
Thus the
equator . Thus
few
ew degrees N or S of the equator.
f·
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epoch is
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at any
latitude in which the spots appear at
cycle.
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s
progres
the
of
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indication
the progress of the cycle.
itself
to
begin to
again begin
spots again
cyde spots
Towards
Toward s the end of the cycle
ar·e
thes·e are
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The cycles
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the first spots of the new cycle.
for
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three years,
to three
overlap each other by some two to
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the four
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two
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of the
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that time.
about that
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about
are
they
m
minimu
of
the time minimum they are about equally numerlow-lati tude
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which the
after which
ar·eas, after
ous in the four areas,
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old cycle
the old
and the
gradual ly die away, and
spots gradually
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predicti ng the
in predicting
assistance in
These facts are of some assistance
of
start
definite
the
and
m,
minimu
sunspot
time of
minimum, and the definite start of
a new cycle.
magneti c
the magnetic
conoern s the
inter·est concerns
featur·e of interest
Anotherr feature
Anothe
often
most often
Sunspot s most
polarity of sunspot groups. Sunspots
two
of two
predom inantly of
consisti ng predominantly
appear in groups, consisting
east
from east
rotation from
sun's rotation
the sun's
with the
mov·e with
spots, which move
solar
visible solar
(the visible
photosp here (the
to west across the photosphere
is
spots is
two spots
the two
of the
surface). The most westerly of
position
easterly
the
in
that
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"
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e
"l·
the
called
" leader " and that in the easterly position
magneti c
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as if
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leader
the leader
sun, the
the sun,
If, in the northern hemisphere of the
magnetic
south magnetic
of south
spot is of north and the follower of
the
hemisphere the
solar hemisphere
polarity, then in the southern solar
south
of south
being of
spot being
position is reversed, the leader spot
And
polarity. And
and the follower of north magnetic polarity.
are
which are
spots which
bi-polar spots
this rule applies to all the bi-polar
But
cycle. But
any solar cycle.
cours,e of any
observed during the course
spots
bi-polar spots
when the cycle is finished and the first bi-polar
reversal
complete reversal
observed aa complete
of the new cycle are observed
has
hemispheres has
of the magnetic polarities in both hemispheres
folthe foland the
south and
of south
taken place, the leader being of
northern
the northern
in the
polarity in
lower of north magnetic polarity
follower
the follower
hemisphere, and the leader of north and the
hemisouthern hemiin the southern
of south magnetic polarity in
identifying
of identifying
means of
sphere. This offers another means
the
in the
assists in
cycle, and assists
spots belonging to a new cycle,
minimum
the minimum
near the
behaviour near
prediction of the cycle behaviour
the
(disregarding the
means that (disregarding
epoch. Incidentally, it means
activity
of solar activity
cycle of
e rlapping period) a complete cycle
overlapping
ov,
11,
about 11,
than about
22, rather than
lasts on an average about 22,
restored
not restored
are not
years, for the original conditions are
through
minimum through
until two cycles of variation from minimum
we
Howev,er, we
maximum to minimum have elapsed. However,
cycle
solar cycle
regard aa solar
to regard
continue to
artide, continue
shall, in this article,
minimum,
from minimum,
as being the variation which occurs from
through maximum, to minimum again.

The Relative Sunspot Number
differin differrecorded in
Sunspot activity is observed and recorded
activity
the activity
of the
but the best-known criterion of
ent ways, but
obtained
is the Relative Sunspot Number. This isis obtained
observadifferent observaobs,ervations made at different
from solar observations
Wolf :
tories according to the formula of Wolf:
G+N)
R=fe(10
+ N)
R=k(lO G
where R=relative sunspot number,
groups,
G=observed number of sunspot groups,
either
sunspots, either
N =observed total number of sunspots,
N=observed
singly or in groups,
telescope
=constant depending on type of telescope
kfe=constant
us,ed.
used.
the
of the
permits of
this formula permits
It will be seen that this
being
differ,e nt observatories being
rnade at different
observations made
gives
it gives
that it
reduced to a common basis, and also that
individual
to individual
than to
greater weight to sunspot groups than
the
fact, the
in fact,
usually, in
sunspots. These groups are usually,
is
radiation is
the ionizing radiation
most active areas so far as the
produced aa
concerned and this weighting has produced
when
which, when
e rion of the general solar activity which,
criterion
crit·
known
are known
which are
compared with various phenomena which
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remarkably
has shown remarkably
to depend upon solar activity, has
the
at the
made at
observations made
good agreement. The observations
at
that at
by that
correlated by
e rent observatories are correlated
diff,
different
SunZurich Sunthe Zurich
of the
for'm of
Zurich and issued in the form
day
every day
spot Numbers. A Number is issued for every
most
the most
values is the
but the monthly mean of the daily values
activity.
solar activity.
widely used criterion of the solar
recorded
been recorded
The monthly sunspot numbers have been
from
calculated from
for many years, and have also "been
been calculated
continuous
there is aa continuous
former observations, so that there
The
day. The
present day.
record of them from 1749 to the present
from
widely from
monthly numbers themselves fluctuate widely
examine
to examine
order to
in order
month to month, and it is best, in
smooth
to smooth
activity, to
the general variation in the solar activity,
twelvetaking aa twelveby taking
out the short-period fluctuations by
thus
value thus
each mean value
month running mean value, each
the
of the
centre of
the centre
obtained applying to the epoch at the
monthly
the monthly
contains the
twelve-month period which contains
this
of this
basis of
the basis
sunspot numbers taken. On the
some
smoothed sunspot number we can now examine some
sunspot cycles.

Cycles
Features of the Sunspot Cycles
February /March
Between the sunspot minimum of February/March
eighteen
were eighteen
there were
1954 there
1755 and that of April/May 1954
include
also include
records also
complete sunspot cycles. The records
they
when they
progress when
part of a cycle which was in progress
which
cycle, which
present cycle,
began in 1749 and, of course, the present
progress.
in progress.
still in
began in April/May 1954 and is still
comeighteen comthe eighteen
in the
The mean duration of a cycle in
not aa
is not
pleted cycles is 11.1 years but this figure is
varied
fact, varied
in fact,
cycles, in
the cycles,
very useful criterion, for the
are
Fig. 11 are
In Fig.
13.6 years. In
in duration from 9.1 to 13.6
the
during the
number during
sunspot number
plots of the smoothed sunspot
Septemepoch Septemthe epoch
longest cycle (that which began at the
which
(that which
cycle (that
ber/October
ber I October 1784) and the shortest cycle
the
which the
1766) which
began at the epoch May/June 1766)
cases,
both cases,
in both
Sunspot number is, in
records contain. Sunspot
minimum.
plotted against time from the preceding minimum.
between
s,een that though the time which elapsed between
It is seen
in
same in
the minimum and maximum was exactly the same
phase
"declining" phase
both cases, the duration of the "declining"
the
of the
case of
the case
was well over four years longer in the
cycle.
176~-1775 cycle.
the 1766-1775
1784-1798 cycle than in that of the
that
facts, that
these facts,
from these
It should already be obvious, from
long
number for aa long
the prediction of the sunspot number
unreliable
and unreliable
difficult and
time ahead is likely to be a difficult
business.
regard "
in regard
The cycles also varied very considerably in
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the smoot
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a
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n
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l
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TABLE 2

month-Sunsp ot
Increase per month—Sunspot
Time
Numbers
to
- - - - - - - - - --- MaxiFirst Second Third Fourth mum
Six
Six
Six
Six
Months Months Months Months Years
- - - --- - - - - - 1.4

1.7

2.8

4.0

3.5

0.6

1.1

1.2

1.8

4.6

0.1
0.1

0.6'
0.6

1.1

1.4

5.8

0.8

2.8

7.1

9.0

3.8

of
also the time of its occurrence. In the last line of
the Table similar data are given for the sunspot cycle
cycle
now in progress, i.e., Cycle No. 19.
The Present Sunspot Cycle
During the first six months of the present cycle,
therefore, the indication given by the rate of increase was that the cycle would be one with a
Medium-high Maximum but, from then on, the rate
cycle
of increase ·clearly indicated that it would be aa cycle
with a High Maximum, which indeed it was: the
the
highest maximum yet recorded. The duration of
of the
the
"increasing" phase was only slightly greater than
that for the "mean" cycle with a High Maximum.
FEBRUARY
Wireless World,
WORLD, February
WIRELESS

7~'K\
MEAN CYCLE A'
\

I
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~
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increase would be the best indicator of the height
of the coming maximum and of the time when it
is likely to occur. In Table 2 are given, for
for
the first four six-monthly periods of the cycles
shown in Fig.
in terms of
F ig. 3, the rate of increase in
sunspot numbers per month, and also the time
sunspot
which elapses before the maximum is reached. This
shows that there is some relation between the early
rate of increase and the height of the maximum, and

High
Maxima
Mediumhigh
Maxima
Low
Maxima
Cycle No.
..
19

1\

I

7I
/ 1/
7./

-3

Type

CYCLE NB19
NP.I9
I~CLE

1/

180
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+1
+2 +3
+3 +4
+4 +5
+5
MUM EPOCH
YEARS REFERRED TO MAXI
MAXIMUM
EPOCH
YEARS

MIN .

~1'-/
+6
+6

+7
+7

+8
+8

In Fig. 4 are plotted the smoothed sunspot numbers
numbers
High-Maxim um cycle, and
for this "mean" High-Maximum
and those
those
for each month of Cycle No. 19 for which they the
available, against time referred to the epoch of maximum. We may notice one rather striking thing
about these two curves. Although the " increasing ""
phase of Cycle No. 19 was of relatively short duration, as would be expected for a cycle with a High
Maximum, the behaviour during the "declining"
phase has not indicated such a markedly saw-tooth
shape as is usual in such a cycle. True, the decline
decline
has been considerably slower than the increase, but,
but,
been
since the first year after the maximum, it has been
" mean " cycle. Thus, whereas
whereas
faster than that in the "mean"
%
%, 29
the "mean"
17%,
29%
" mean " cycle showed decreases of 17
and 51% of the maximum value during each of the
the
first three years following the maximum, the
the correcorre%,
13%,
sponding figures for Cycle No. 19 have been 13
%. During the past two years, there40%
65%.
there40 % and 65
at aa
fore, the sunspot activity has been decreasing at
more rapid rate than would have been expected and,
and,
up to the present, this rate shows little sign
sign of
of
decreasing.
The epoch of minimum sunspot activity from
which Cycle No. 19 is assumed to take its start was
at April/May 1954, and, if the cycle were to
to run
run the
the
full course of 10.8 years which is the mean
mean duration
duration
1801
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Fig. 5. Relationship between Sunspot Number
Number at
at maximum
maximum
and duration of period minimum to maximum.
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the
records, the
maxima records,
of the former cycles with high maxima
February I March
be at February/March
next minimum epoch would be
months
few months
was aa few
phase was
1965. Since the increasing phase
have
might have
it might
cycle it
longer than that of the "''mean"
mean " cycle
markedly ""saw-tooth"
the markedly
been expected that, if the
saw-tooth"
maintained,
be maintained,
to be
shape of a High Maximum were to
months
few months
be aa few
might even be
the next minimum might
But
1965. But
of 1965.
the end of
later than that, say towards the
of
rate of
the rate
in the
change in
there will have to be a drastic change
i.e.,
that, i.e.,
as that,
long as
so long
last so
decrease
d ecrease if the cycle is to last
of
duration of
have aa duration
to have
is to
phase is
if its "declining" phase
present
the present
from the
years. In fact, from
somewhat over 7.3 years.
the
if the
as if
looks as
4-it looks
decrease-as seen in Fig. 4—it
rate of decrease—as
earlier
years earlier
two years
minimum epoch might occur about two
the
about the
time about
some time
i.e., some
than had been expected, i.e.,
of
duration of
middle of 1963, in which case the total duration
That,
years. That,
over 99 years.
little over
the cycle would only be a little
of
three of
for three
unusual, for
however, would be nothing very unusual,
recorded
previously recorded
Maxima previously
the cycles · with High Maxima
years.
10 years.
total durations of under 10
h ad total
had
for
prepared for
be prepared
to be
It would be as well, therefore, to
"qua·sifor "quasiand for
1963 and
sunspot minimum as early as 1963
Butthat. But—
before that.
well before
m inimum"
minimum
" radio conditions well
stateemphatic statemost emphatic
the most
and this is intended to be the
time
the time
of the
prediction of
artide-no firm prediction
ment in this article—no

this
at this
made at
be made
fact, be
of the minimum epoch can, in fact,
sunspot
in sunspot
decrease in
of decrease
stage in the cycle. The rate of
even
might even
it might
drastically: it
activity might well alter drastically;
of
duration of
the duration
prolong the
increase for a time and so prolong
until
be until
not be
will not
it will
Perhaps it
the cycle considerably. Perhaps
that
appear that
cycle appear
new cycle
the high-latitude spots of the new
be
will be
minimum will
an indication of the time of minimum
minithe minibeyond the
obtained. As to what may happen beyond
or
high or
have aa high
will have
mum, whether the next cycle will
the ""quasi-minimum
low maximum, how long the
quasi-minimum""
unanswerare unansweralso are
these also
radio conditions may last, these
begin
even begin
cannot' even
able questions at present. We cannot
well
is well
cycle is
next cycle
the next
to conjecture about them until the
in
increase in
the increase
how the
see how
under way and we can see
activity shapes itself.
sunspot
continuous sunspot
of continuous
So with over 200 years of
with
forecast with
to forecast
unable to
records at our disposal we are unable
years
few years
vary aa few
any accuracy how the activity will vary
conditions
radio conditions
long-distance radio
hence, or exactly how long-distance
records
sunspot records
The sunspot
will be affected in that time. The
them
from them
yet from
years, yet
200 years,
have been maintained for 200
the
governing the
law governing
any law
we are unable to establish any
surprising.
not surprising.
is not
this is
sunspot cycles. But surely this
the
with the
compared with
years compared
For, after all, what is 200 years
life of the sun?

METEOROLOGICAL
OLOGICA L
METEOR
the
allows the
that allows
system that
unit system
Constructed
CoNSTRUCTED on aa unit
he
equipment he
the equipment
of the
parts of
user to purchase only the parts
C.R.353
Cossor C.R.353
the Cossor
needs for his particular purpose, the
by
windfinding by
for windfinding
be used for
meteorological radar can be
for
or for
balloons or
to balloons
reflectors attached to
tracking passive reflectors
suitable
of aa suitab
the fitting of
by the
direct weather observation by
e
as aa
used as
be used
can thus be
display unit. The C.R.353 can
function
one function
only one
""minimum"
minimum" equipment providing only
weathercomplete weat
of aa complete
component of
or as a major component
ersystem.
reporting system.
_
. , ,
.
depends
operation depe
The number of staff required for operation
even
but even
equipment; but
the· equipment,
on the calls to be made upon the
are
operators are
two operators
with the simplest assembly only two
print-out
automatic pnnt-ou
of automatic
required and, by the addition of
at
none at
even none
or even
one, or
to one,
machinery this can be reduced to
control.
remote control.
up for remote
all when the radar is fitted up

RADAR
RADAR

transmitter
the transmitter
for the
wavelength for
10cm wavelength
of 10cm
choice of
The choice
The
rain.
local rain,
" through " local
operate "through"
to operate
radar to
the radar
allows the
allows

Windfinding
Windfinding
tj^hen
manually
sighted manually
released itit isis sighted
balloon isis released
the balloon
When the
aerial isis
radar aerial
the radar
which the
to which
device to
"putting-on" device
by aa "putting-on"
lavecj Once
radar
the radar
by the
·sighted by
been sighted
has been
sslaved.
target has
the target
Once the
kecj either
s trac
auto.:.
or autooperator, or
the operator,
by the
manually by
either manually
tracked
it jis
atically by
co-ordinates
three co-ordinates
The three
equipment. The
m
the equipment.
by the
matically
defining
on
displayed on
are displayed
reflector are
the reflector
of the
position of
the position
defining the
dial-type
the
Unit,-• the
Presentation Unit,
Data Presentation
the Data
on the
indicators on
dial-type indicators
bearing
of
intervals of
at intervals
being at
indications being
elevation indications
and elevation
bearing and
o.05°.
readout
figure readout
six figure
gives aa six
indicator gives
range indicator
The range
0.05 o . The
correct
in
range in
slant range
maximum slant
25m: maximum
nearest 25m:
the nearest
to the
correct to
miles). AA
the
nautical miles).
(120 nautical
250km (120
role isis 250km
windfinding role
the windfinding
timing
arrangedisplay arrangethe display
in the
incorporated in
also incorporated
device isis also
timing device
indicators
the indicators
all the
freeze all
which freeze
ment to provide pulses which
target,
the target,
of the
co-ordinates of
the co-ordinates
at regular intervals so that the
and at
transmitter and
of transmitter
part of
background) part
noted
or noted
plotted or
be plotted
Control console and (in background)
can be
pulse, can
each pulse,
of each
instant of
the instant
at jbg
of · with ease
bearing of
and bearing
height and
receiver. Operator is recording range, height
ease._
Unit
Presentation Unit
weather balloon.
Optional
Data Presentation
the Data
to the
additions to
Optional additions
recording
the recording
for the
unit for
print-out unit
can include an automatic print-out
the
convert the
to convert
computer to
and aa computer
of position information and
ground
into ground
co-ordinates into
slant range and elevation co-ordinates
range and height co-ordinates.

Cloud and Precipitation
observe
to observe
used to
is used
equipment is
In this application the equipment
of
densities of
assess densities
to assess
the position of storm centres and to
are
echoes are
radar echoes
The radar
clouds and rain precipitation. The
12-in
with aa 12-in
indicator with
displayed on a plan position indicator
circuits
iso-echo circuits
unit incorporates iso-echo
c.r.t. This receiving unit
deterdensity detercloud density
which enable the operator to make cloud
varying
by varying
estimated by
be estimated
minations. Cloud heights can be
·
the vertical tilt of the aerial.
radar
weather radar
Maximum range of the C.R.353 as aa weather
and
curvature and
earth's curvature
the earth's
by the
is principally determined by
displayed
The displayed
miles. The
in practice is about 200 nautical miles.
radio
or radio
cable or
by cable
conveyed by
p.p.i. information can be conveyed
arrangements
required, arrangements
link to a remote point and, if required,
equipment.
the equipment.
of the
can be made for remote operation of
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rev.
per rev.
from 57
57 mins.
mins. per
from
per min.
revs. per
2,700 revs,
to
to 2,700
min.
Type
RQR

Type
RQ 53

No other motors offer the wide range of speeds,
RQ.
torques and programme switching of the versatile Drayton RQ.
Conforming to BSS 170/1939, it is suitable for continuous
or
with or
supplied with
reversing; and can also be supplied
or intermittent running; reversing:
Motors
switches.
without internal limit and programme
Motors
giving a shaft rotation of more than one revolution before
also
switching operates, or with multi-position switching, are also
302.
No.
Sheet
available,
No. 302.
avai lable. Write now for your copy of Data

- , .1
Ml

Mm ■'
m

DRAYTON CONTROLS LIM ITE D
Bridge Works , West Drayton , Middx.

Phone : West Drayton 401 2
D R. 9A
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semiconductor devices
devices
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We design and manufacture Ovens
Ovens to
to Customers'
Customers'
special requirements. Should
Should you
you have
have any
any probproblems in this field
field our
our Technical
Technical Department
Department isis
always willing to help
help you
you solve
solve them.
them. Vacuum
Vacuum
Ovens with temperatures
temperatures of
of up
up to
to 600°C
600oC are
are also
also
manufactured by us
us on
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similar lines
lines but
but with
with
Sectional Heating and
and Water-Cooled
Water-Cooled Ends.
Ends.
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and supply
supply Vacuum
Vacuum
Machinery to major companies
companies inin Great
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Britain and
and
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Vacuum Ovens
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Glove box
box and
and high
high pressure
pressure
Vacuum
Ovens with
unloading
Safety interlocking
interlocking ofof doors.
doors.
unloading chambers.
chambers. Safety
Automatic
pressure safety
safety device
device onon unloadunloadAutomatic high
high pressure
ing
separate gas
gas feed
feed lines
lines etc.
etc.
ing chamber,
chamber, separate
Made throughout in polished
polished stainless
stainless steel.
steel.
Single action door openings.
openings.
self spacings
spacings to
to suit.
suit.
Rectangular with self
Double-ended controls.
controls.
Electrical interlocking
interlocking of
of air
air inlet
inlet and
and isolation
isolation valve.
valve.
Outer cover hermetically sealed.
sealed.
Temperature Range 0-400°C.
0-400oC.
or equivalent F.
VACWELL
~.VACWELL
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G., co..'-

Temperature Control: Normal
Normal ±7!°C.
±7^°C. ~pecial
Special ±Joe.
±rC.
Internal Spacing 7 xx 88 xx 18in.
I8in.
(can be altered to
to special
special requirements).
requirements).
Vacuum Range: To JQ.4
lO-4 mm.
mm.
Respective Vacuum Gauges
Gauges incorporated.
incorporated.
Automatic air inlet
inlet valve
valve on
on Backing
Backing Pump.
Pump.
and Fuses
Fuses on
on all
all switches.
switches.
Visual Indicators and
for fitting
fitting into
into Dry
Dry Box.
Box.
Flanged for

ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING CO.
CO. LTD.
LTD.

WILLOW LANE, MITCHAM, SURREY
SURREY
PHONE: MITCHAM
MITCHAM 8211
8211 (3
(3 LINES)
LINES)
PHONE:
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Oscillator
RC Oscillator
Transistor RC

Transistor

NETWORK
WIEN NETWORK
CURRENT
CURRENT DUAL OF THE WIEN
I.E.E.
Grad. I.E.E.
B .Sc., Grad.
C. STOTT,* B.Sc.,
By C.

IN

transistors, aa
using transistors,
oscillators using
phas.e-shift oscillators
1,N phase-shift
conventional
the conventional
use the
to use
be to
to be
common practice seems to
to
and to
circuit and
valve circuit
old valve
the old
of the
phase-shift
phase-·shift network of
impedance isis
input impedance
transistor input
design so that the transistor
to
be to
would be
approach would
logical approach
more logical
high. A far more
change
to change
and to
characteristic and
exploit the transistor
transistor characteristic
article
this article
In this
it. In
suit it.
to suit
network to
shift network
the phase shift
design
the design
in the
employed in
is employed
Duality is
the Principle of Duality
expectations
theoretical expectations
the theoretical
oscillator and the
of such an oscillator
variation
The variation
compared. The
are compared.
and practical results are
shown
temperature isis shown
with temperature
performance with
of oscillator performance
graphically.

Network
Wien Network
Current Dual of Wien
Fig. 11
in Fig.
shown in
is shown
network
The conventional Wien network is
source
low source
where aa low
applications where
and is suitable for applications
available.
are available.
impedance are
load impedance
high load
impedance and a high
to
designed to
be designed
can be
circuits can
transistor circuits
Although transistor
the
use the
to use
preferable to
requirements , itit isis preferable
fulfil these requirements,
impedance
input impedance
low input
of low
properties of
inherent transistor properties
Wien
the Wien
this, the
do this,
To do
impedance. To
output impedance.
and high output
its
form its
to form
rearranged to
be rearranged
must be
network of Fig. 11 must
current
such aa current
for such
requirement for
current dual. The requirement
its
as its
same as
the same
is the
function is
transfer function
dual is that its transfer
i.e.,
voltage counterpart, i.e.,
.■ _ •. Zz22
t1 Z
to = Jl
Zi1 +
+ ZZa2
Fig. 1.1.
of Fig.
those of
as those
same
the
are
Z
where Z
the same as
ZD
1, a2
functransfer functhis transfer
gives this
which gives
The arrangement which
2.
Fig. 2.
tion is shown in Fig.
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lj.k
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4-7k

0
*2
/o H.S.
RESISTORS
H.S. RESISTORS
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oscillator
34c fs oscillator
of 34c/s
circuit of
3. Complete circuit
Fig. 3.

thoroughly
is thoroughly
network is
Wien network
conventional Wien
The conventional
will
time will
so time
bookst so
text bookst
standard text
analysed in many standard
However,
analysis. However,
the analysis.
repeat the
not be taken here to repeat
quoted
are quoted
analysis are
this analysis
of this
results of
the two principal results
applicable
equally applicable
are equally
and are
(2) and
and (2)
in equations (1) and
shown
be shown
can be
It can
here. It
considered here.
to the current dual considered
shift isis
phase shift
zero phase
that the frequency of zero

1

1
(1)
(1)
C2R1R2
27VC
21ry/C11C
2R1R2
·attenuation isis
current attenuation
the current
and that at this frequency, the
Ri1 C 2
i0
(2)
_A=4=l+|
(2)
+-C . .
=----;-- = 1 + R +^
-A

f0 =
fo

t1

2

1

an
which an
at which
frequency at
the frequency
Equation (1) gives the
oscillate,
will oscillate,
configuration will
this configuration
employing this
oscillator employing
gain
current gain
of current
value of
the value
gives the
and equation (2) gives
oscillations.
maintain oscillations.
needed to maintain

R2S C2:
Z2
Zl + Z2
network
Fig. I. Conventional Wien network
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22k

c.

tilW R 2> ^ 2 MM
.

.
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Fig. II
of Fig.
Fig. 2. Current dual of
Fig.
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Configurati on
Oscillator Configuration
Oscillator
following
the following
(2) the
equation (2)
and equation
Fig. 22 and
By inspection of Fig.
compiled:
be compiled:
can be
list of requirements can
high
from aa high
driven from
be driven
(a) The network must be
impedance source.
load.
impedance load.
low impedance
into aa low
(b) It must feed into
source,
and source,
load and
the load
between the
(c) Somewhere
Somewhere between
also
and also
A and
of A
gain of
current gain
there must be a current
limiter.
amplitude limiter.
an amphtude
input
between input
shift between
phase shift
be zero phase
(d) There must be
and output.
requirethese requireall these
fulfils all
Fig. 33 fulfils
The configuration of Fig.
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large
G isis large
if G
then if
G, then
is G,
T1 is
of T1
gain of
If the voltage gain
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it can be simply shown that the input impedance
is approximately
R;n =

R4
G

(3)

(3)
a
and it is shown in the appendix that the current
gain from T1 base to T2 collector is

~ 1 + ~4

(4)
(4)
Rs
-K-6
The impedance looking out of the collector of
T2 is considerably increased by the presence of the
R 4 and is of the order of 11 or
feedback resistor R,
2 megohms making T2 a good current source.
For T1 to be an ideal current load its input impedance
must be zero, but this is impossible .to achieve in
this simple circuit and a low value of impedance
·must
must be accepted. This can be achieved by making
R
R44 small and G large.
The action of the circuit is as follows:
Isinwt flows from T2 collector into
A current Isinwr
w00,, the output current
= a)
the Wien network and if w =

A
A

is— ~sincu
~sinw00t. This flows to the virtual earth point
is-·
A

at the junction of R33 and R44 and undergoes a current
R 4 /R 6) before emerging again at T2
+ R4/R.J
(1—
gain of (1
t/- A. Thus provided
w0t/-A.
R 4 /R 6) I sin u>
+ Ri/Re)
(1 +
collector as (l
-A, oscillations will build up
> —A,
R 4 /Re) >
+ R4/Re)
that (1 +
because the loop gain is greater than unity. Amplitude limiting is achieved by T1 just entering saturation and the forward current gain must be sufficient
to ensure that it does this. When saturation occurs
T 1 ceases to amplify and the base and collector
T1
waveforms are then in phase, causing the Wien
feedback to change sign and reduce the total loop
gain. An equilibrium state is set up where the average
loop gain is unity and constant amplitude oscillations ensue. This means that theoretically the output
waveform will not be a pure sine wave, but in practice
quite low harmonic distortion figures are found and
are given later.
An important consideration in this type of limiter
is
this is
is temperature stability and fortunately this
achieved in the process of making T1 base a low
from T1
impedance point. Leakage current flows Jrom
base into this impedance and causes a temperaturedependent voltage to appear at the input. This
voltage is amplified by the d.c. gain G of T1 and
may cause T1 collector to enter saturation, making
the output amplitude decrease to zero.

T1 and it is this level which will determine the
of Tl
output amplitude of the oscillations.
V ci
22k 0 so that V,,!
A convenient value for R77 is 22kO
- 3 volts, allowing a 2.6 volt excursion before
is —
Tl
T1 bottoms. This swing is multiplied by the voltage
smrput voltage.
gain of T2 to give the output
Rc and is
T1 is R,.
(iv) The total collector load of Tl
0 resistor R77 in parallel with
composed of the 22k O
the impedance looking into the base of T2. This
impedance is
R4 Rs

J

(5)
ohms
(5)
= f3 [ R + Rs ohms
^4^J
4
T1 base
provided we assume that the junction of Tl
R 4 is a virtual earth.
and R4
Rs
R4 + ^6
XT
o3.5Now R4 +
— ~3.5
Rs
Rc
R
RL

-"-

.

R4

r
(6)
{3- . .
. . RL■■■
©
L- ^
3.5
R 4 is large the loading on the collector of
Now if R4
light and the gain will be well defined
T1
Tl will be fight
R 4 and R66;; however, the input impedance will
by R4
be high. The requirements are for a well defined
gain and for a low input impedance and a com3.3k n.
R 4 was chosen to be 3.3k0.
promise value of R4
RL is approximately
From equations (5) and (6) Rj,
13k0. The voltage gain of
30k
n making Rc0 - 13kn.
30k0
T1
Tl is
R,
/"<
Rc6
G =
(1-aex.))
+ rrbb (1—
re +
+G
Rss +
R
where ree is the internal emitter resistance of Tl
and r,
rby is the base resistance.
For the transistor type used running at 1mA emitter
ex.) can be found from the
current, ree +
—a)
(1+ rrbb (1
characteristic curves to be 40 n.

13
30 ·
= 30
0.04 =
0.39+ 0.04
= 0.39+
G =
:.
" G
"
The amplifier input impedance is from equation (3).
3300
R-„
30
Rin
m = ^9^
30 ohms = 110 ohms.
1.4
- 2.4V and 1.4
e2 sits at —
Ve2
- 3V, W
Because Vcl
= —
cl =
R 4 • Thus a standing
volts are dropped across R4.

Design Procedure
- 25V was available and
A convenient supply of —
therefore the oscillator was designed for this voltage.
BCZll transistors
T1 and T2 were chosen to be BCZ11
because of their low leakage currents and high /3f3
(/3
(P = 30).
bl to be low so that T1 can have high
Vbl
(i) Choose y
-11 volt.
= —
bl =
d.c.
d. c. gain. Set V61
Vbe
-0.4V as V^
Vel
(ii) This fixes V
el to be approx. —0.4V
0. 6V for a silicon transistor in
is of the order of 0.6V
normal conduction. R55 can now be chosen for a
T 1. If this current is
given collector current in Tl.
made say 1mA, then
0.4
R55 =
~ 3900.
4000 —
= 400n
l =
= —
(iii) We now have to fix a d.c. level for the collector

AMPLITUDE

0

20

40

60

TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE (°C)
temperature
with temperature
frequency with
and frequency
amplitude and
of amplitude
Fig. 4. Variation of
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is
and is
it and
current of 0.425mA is drawn through it
From
n. From
2.2k tl.
supplied by R33 which is therefore 2.2k
supplied
current supplied
these figures it is seen that the actual current
demanded
that demanded
than that
greater than
R 3 is 0.455mA which is greater
by R3
some
at some
sit at
will sit
bl will
V61
R 4 • The result of this is that V
by R,.
causing
1V causing
- IV
potential a little more positive than —
slightly
adjust slightly
to adjust
circuit to
the other d.c. levels in the circuit
to an equilibrium position.
chosen
are chosen
components are
(v) If the Wien network components
equation
R 2, then from equation
R 1 = R,,
C 2 and R,
C 1 = C2
so that Cj
Therefore
3. Therefore
= 3.
- A =
attenuation ~
(2) the current attenuation
In
gain. In
current gain.
R44/R66 >
;9- 2 to provide the required current
:
be
may be
resistor may
small resistor
R 4 /R
the condition R,
R(i6 > 2, aa small
gain
current gain
the current
to adjust the
connected in series with R66 to
the
affecting the
seriously affecting
to the correct value without seriously
gain
of gain
type of
this type
With this
circuit. With
d.c.
d.c. levels in the circuit.
to
down to
used down
be used
adjustment, the oscillator may be
cycle/sec.
frequencies of fractions of a cycle/sec.
3.3kn.
R 44 has been chosen to be 3.3ktf.
1.65kn.
= 1.65kf2.
.". R
Rs6 =
:.
at
runs at
stage runs
output stage
1.2kO the output
= 1.2ka
By making R66 =
hand.
in hand.
2.4mA and we have some current gain in
the
as the
far as
as far
(vi) The only thing left to determine as
also
is also
which is
R22 which
of R
amplifier is concerned is the value of
collector
T2 collector
one of the Wien network resistors. For T2
limits,
bottom limits,
and bottom
between its top and
to sit half way between
4.7kn
= 4-7ka
R2 =
choosing R2
- 13.7V. By choosing
Vc2
c2 should be —
is
which is
13. 7V which
- 13.7V
then at 2.4mA, V(c,22 is exactly —
the optimum value.
R22
= R
R1 =
that Ri
(vii) We have previously stated that
thereis therefrequency is
.•. R11 =
a. The oscillator frequency
4.7kn.
= 4.7k
:.
which
c2 which
cl and C,
of Q
fore determined by the value of
again, are chosen to be equal.
From equation 11
1
= CR
wo =
CRT
:. C

■

_1_
= __1_

=

O)w00R

=
=

6
10
F
f-LF
10s
3 M
27Tj0 X 4.7 X 10 3
2-nfo

=

33.8 f-LF
fo
should
f-LF the frequency should
C 1 = C22 = 11/iF
By choosing Q
practical
the practical
for·the
be 33.8c/s and this frequency is used for
tests.
deterthe deterfor the
save for
The design is now complete save
which
R88 which
resistor R
adjusting resistor
mination of the gain adjusting
will
and will
hundred ohms and
will be of the order of a few hundred
The
R66.• The
with R
series with
in series
earth in
be connected to earth
to
affect to
will affect
but will
e 2 but
Ve2
affect V
inclusion of R88 will not affect
collector
available collector
the available
a small extent V (c.22 by altering the
unaffected.
be unaffected.
therefore be
current. The d.c. loop will therefore
temelevated temat elevated
If the oscillator is to be used at
resistors
Wien resistors
the Wien
make the
to make
peratures it is advisable to
the
make the
to make
order to
in order
types in
R22 high stability types
R!
R1 and R
Also
small. Also
frequency dependence on temperature small.
the
then the
stability then
if R44,, Rg6 and R88 are made high stability
in
change in
The change
be good. The
amplitude stability will be
forward
in forward
change in
to a change
amplitude is due only partially to
should
ideally should
which ideally
current gain of the amplifier which
in
change in
is a change
cause is
remain constant. The main cause
two
the two
of the
voltages of
the values of the base-emitter voltages
collector
the collector
transistors which have a marked effect on the
effect
proportional effect
therefore a proportional
T 1 and therefore
voltage of T1
amplitude.
on the output amplitude.

Choice of Rg8
connecting
by connecting
This is determined experimentally by
earth.
and earth.
R66 and
with R
a 250 n potentiometer in series with

value
mmtmum value
(R 8 ) at its minimum
With the potentiometer (Rg)
distorting.
be distorting.
to be
seen to
be seen
the output waveshape should be
until
increased until
gradually increased
be gradually
The value of R8 should be
the
represents the
this represents
the distortion just vanishes and this
of
bottoming of
condition of maximum tolerable bottoming
no
produce no
should produce
R 8 should
of Rg
Tl.
T1. Further increase of
gain
loop gain
the loop
change in output amplitude until the
decay
oscillations decay
becomes too ., small, when the oscillations
rapidly to zero.
the
and the
bottoms and
T1 bottoms
R 8 should be adjusted so that Tl
Rg
characits characof its
part of
output amplitude is on the " flat "" part
replaced
be replaced
teristic. The potentiometer may now be
the
In the
value. In
same value.
by resistors made up to the same
and
required and
was required
o was
140 n
of 140
present oscillator a value of
resistor.
180 resistor.
an 1811
1200 and an
was made up of a 12011

Experimental Results
in ·the
connected in
(a) Several values of C were connected
the
by
measured by
was measured
circuit and the output frequency was
the
using the
oscillator using
comparison with a decade oscillator
given
is given
results is
of results
table of
Lissajous method. A short table
below:

Capacitance
(~-LF)
(MF)
---50
11
0.25
0.1
0.02

Calculated
Frequency (c/s)

Measured
Frequency (c/s)

0,686
0.686
33.8
135
338
1,690

0.7
33.7
135
340
1,690

frequency
oscillator frequency
It is seen from this table that the oscillator
the:
at the
calculation at
can be accurately determined by calculation
design stage.
oscilthe oscilconnected, the
capacitors connected,
1~-LF capacitors
(b) With the l^F
0
and
95°C
to 95
temperatures up to
lator was operated at temperatures
C and
noted.
were noted.
changes in amplitude and frequency were
4.
Fig. 4.
in Fig.
graphically in
The results are plotted graphically
measured
was measured
distortion was
(c) The total harmonic distortion
0
maximum
The maximum
95°C.
for various temperatures up to 95
C. The
at
and at
6% and
total distortion foundo was less than 6%
than
80°C
C the distortion was less than
temperatures up to 80
4%.
the
on the
±5V on
varied -;_5V
(d) The supply voltage was varied
the
but the
change of frequency but
nominal 25V with no change
- 60 %.
and —60%.
+ 25 % and
· output voltage changed between +25%
is
output is
the output
of the
This shows that the amplitude of
be
would be
as would
very much dependent on supply voltage as
employed.
limiter employed.
the limiter
expected due to the nature of the

Design
Improvement to Basic Design
unis unthat itit is
seen that
be seen
If Fig. 4 is referred to, it can be
higher
temperatures higher
oscillator at temperatures
wise to operate
this
oscillator
o
may
than 80
C otherwise the change in frequency may
80°C
the
temperature, the
become intolerable. Also at this temperature,
also
may also
this may
7 t% and this
amplitude has decreased by 7^%
The
applications. The
c_ritical applications.
prove intolerable in more critical
cancelling
by cancelling
more stable by
amplitude may be made more
using
voltages using
base/emitter voltages
the temperature drift of base/emitter
d.c.
the d.c.
stabilize the
a temperature sensitive element to stabilize
levels.
such aa
of such
requirements of
First let us examine the requirements
that iib
Suppose that
3. Suppose
Fig~ 3.
device with respect to Fig.
hl1
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Rs

18k

THERMISTOR
THERMISTOR
M53
Ms3

APPENDIX
Assume that T1
Re is
Tl base is a virtual earth, and that Rc
unloaded by T2. The change ofTl collector voltage and
therefore T2 emitter current is V
Vccl1 == a'ijR,
I'X'ibRc
U «■' R.
' 1
R*
andl2 =^_^Rc
6

390

Now

Ilout
0„( =f2 +

Ke

^
K4

R3
3·9k

and Itn

+SV

=i1

+ ib = il^ + h = *s(l +

-v

Fig. 5. D.c.-compensated circuit
is negligible and that VM
bl tends to go more positive
as the temperature increases, then the current through
R 3 decreases making V
Rs
Vec22 go more positive by an
amount
V e2

=

V bl

[

1

'*4 |rc
■vV>

+ ~!]

The ratio R4/R3
R 4 /R 3 plays an important part in
m the
voltage drift so the first improvement is to increase
R
R3.3 • As the rest of the circuitry is unchanged, the
R 3 must be taken to some positive voltage so
new R3
that the same current is supplied through it. By
including a diode in series with R3, the reduction
in the forward voltage drop with temperature would
d
. a , KJ
R /R4
(R4 + Re
Rs)
I
tbi'X
c ~
tend to increase the current through R
R33 and there1
V K 4 K(i6
=
~
Current
gain
=
^
*
=oppo_se the effect of base-emitter voltage change.
fore oppose
hn
.(
a'R
This method was tried successfully using three
l in
ib( 1 + I'X~:)
'V
R4
OA95 diodes in series with a 10k
n
resistor
and
lOkO
I'X' is large, this is approximately
if a'
at
temperaresulted in a constant
amplitude
output
0
tures up to 65
65°C
C with some deterioration at tem(R4 +
R s)
', nRe ^4
+ Rjj\
peratures above this. However, this method was
lo u t ~ I'X R c\ R4R6
R4R6 )
considered to be expensive in diodes so a thermistor
lin
I'X ' Rc
was used instead as a compensating element. This
~has the same action as the diodes and has the advantage of being more repeatable. A satisfactory
= 1 + R4
Rs
arrangement is shown in Fig. 5 and with this arrangement the amplitude does not deviate from its value ·
at 20°C by more than 2% up to a temperature of
80°C.
R 6 may be increased to 1.5kn
l.Sk n now that
80oC. Re
the shunting effect of the 2.2k
H resistor has been
2.2k0
removed.
Distortion figures were again found
to be less than 4% total harmonic .up
up to 80°C.
80oC.

Conclusions
A step by step method has been presented for
designing a low frequency Wien oscillator with
good temperature characteristics. The table shows
that the design criteria, though simple and sometimes
approximate are quite valid in practice and will
enable an oscillator of a particular frequency to be
accurately designed.
It might be pertinent to point out at this point
that the 2%
2 % resistors specified for parts of this
circuit are subject to a long-term drift of ±
±7%
7%
and for operation over a very long period, 0.1%
resistors should be specified for the critical places.
It should also be mentioned that because of its
lower frequency/phase
frequency /phase slope, this particular oscillator
will not exhibit as good a frequency stability as the
Wien Bridge type of oscillator.
94

inches
This E.M.I,
E..M.I. television camera measures only nine inches
from lens to back-plate and isis three inches in diameter. Using
a one-inch vidicon tube, the camera has been designed for use
in industry and can be employed in dusty atmospheres without
danger of damage to its interior as it has been designed to
to
operate without ventilation of the inside. To make the camera
reliable for siting in difficult-to-get-at places as few components as possible have been mounted within the camera body.
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TECHNIC AIL NO EBOOK
"Zebra''
"Zebra" Colour Television display
tube was demonstrated recently at
Television
Sylvania-Thorn Colour Television
Laboratories. Zebra is of the singlegun beam-indexing type and bears on
its screen vertical stripes of phosphor
in the three primary colours. On
On the
back of the screen are indexing
indexing
stripes' of an ultra-violet emitting
emitting
phosphor: light from these is picked
up by
by a photomultiplier and used to
time the conversion of the simultaneous N.T.S.C. information to a timesequence of primary colour signals.
.of
At its present (experimental) stage of
development the tube has about 1,100
phosphor lines on its face, so that,
that,
to achieve maximum purity of colour,
a very fine spot has to be used. To
To
avoid too severe a loss in brightness
brightness
due to the small area of phosphor
phosphor
illuminated and a short life due to
very heavy cathode loading, an elongated spot, formed by an elongated
aperture in the gun, is used, with
with its
its
major axis in the vertical direction.
reduce
This, of course, also helps to reduce
the visibility of the scanning lines
lines
(and could well be applied to
to blackblackand-white tubes). Zebra's
Zebra's versatility
was demonstrated by plugging it into
a black-and-white receiver, where itit
produced a satisfactory picture and
its major advantage is that, in
in proproduction, it should be little more
more exexpensive than a black-and-white tube.
Ultrasonic Amplification reported by
Drs. A. R.
R Hutson, J.
J. H. McFee and
D. L. White of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories in the Sept. 15,
15, 1961,
1961,
issue of Phys. Rev. Letters was obelectric
tained by applying a direct electric
field (in the direction of propagation)
propagation)
piezoelectric semiconductor
semiconductor
to a piezoelectric
crystal. The gain depends both
both on
on
the applied electric field and on the
the
conductivity of the material. The
the
latter was adjusted by altering the
illumination, taking advantage of the
sulphide-the
fact that cadmium sulphide—the
piezoelectric semiconductor actually
used—is
used-is photoconductive. In a 7mm
7mrp
length of this substance gains
gains of
of
ISdB at 15Mc/s and 38dB at 45Mc/s
18dB
were obtained. Quartz transducers
were used to convert between
between the
electrical
electricai input and output and ultrasonic vibrations in the crystal. These
vibrations, because CdS is piezoelecpiezoelectric, produce . an associated travelling
longitudinal electric field:
field : this in
in
turn, because CdS is also conductive,
conductive,
causes electrons to flow in the crystal.
crystal.
The periodic piezoelectric field
bunches these electrons and the direct
electric field causes these bunched
bunched
carriers to move in the direction of
propagation faster than the ultrasonic

vibrations. This results in amplifiamplifi.:.
cation of these vibrations in much the
same way as electromagnetic waves
waves
are amplified in a travelling-wave
tube.

be achievable with this type of
of device. Essentially it can be considered
as a microwave class-C amplifier.
amplifier.
pro_.
The series of harmonics thus provalue: alternatively
duced may be of value;
confined to the
the energy can be confined
the
Flow Velocity Measurement of
of river
river fundamental by using a resonant load.
water using ultrasonic equipment
equipment is
is
F . Messias in
in " Solid Circuit"
described by H. F.
Circuit " Computer was rere13, 1961.
Electronics for October 13,
1961. cently demonstrated by Texas
Texas
Two pairs of transmitting and receiv- Instruments in conjunction with the
the
ing transducers are set up facing each
each U.S. Air
AirForce.
Force. Occupying only 6.3
other on opposite banks of the river, cu in and weighing only 10 oz, itit isis
one pair being downstream from the functionally similar to a computer
computer
other so that the signal path is at
at an
an using 8500 conventional components
components
angle to the water flow. A pulsepulse- and with 150 times the volume and
by the 50 times the weight. The new
modulated carrier transmitted by
new comcomupstream transducer is received puter uses 587 of the Texas Series
Series 51
51
downstream in a time which is equal digital silicon Solid Circuits. Each
Each
dj(vs+v w cos fl),
e), where d is the
the of these is formed from a standard
to d/(vs+voi
standard
signal path, v.,
V s is the velocity of prespres- silicon bar and hermetically sealed
sealed in
in
sure waves in water, and v<j>
vw is the a package only ii by gt by -3%
:h in. Six
water velocity. The received pulse
pulse different types of circuit are
are availavailis used to re-trigger the upstream able and
-55
all can operate from —
55 to
0
modulator, the result being a train of -1-125
+ 125 aC.
C. These circuits need so
so
pulses with a time between pulses little power that the whole computer
equal to the transit time of the
the prespres- consumes only . sixteen watts. AlAlsure waves. The same thing hap- though normally a general-purpose
general-purpose
pens to the signal from the down- device, for the demonstration itit was
that the
the programmed as a desk calculator
stream transmitter, except that
calculator
component is neganega- capable of adding, subtracting,
water velocity component
subtracting, mulmulincreased. tiplying and taking square roots. It
tive and the transit time is increased.
It
the has an operand word length of
The two signals are detected, the
of 10
10
p.r.f.'s multiplied to convenient fre- bits plus sign.
quencies and used to drive aa pair
pair of
synchronous motors, which in turn " Colourless"
Colourless " Artificial Reverberatache-generator tion delay system developed at the
drive a differential tacho-generator
unit producing a d.c. output propor- Bell Telephone Laboratories is destional to half the difference frequency cribed by M. R. Schroeder and B.
B. F.
F.
of the two inputs. After allowance
allowance Logan in an article under this title
title
water flow in the July 1961 issue of the Journal
for the angle between water
1ournal
and transmission path, and setting- of the Audio Engineering Society.
Society.
output In the normal type of artificial reup of transducer separation, the output
retache-generator is used to drive verberation delay system
of the tacho-generator
system the signal
signal
an indicator calibrated in feet per
per is fed through a circuit producing aa
second.
fixed time delay and at the same time
circuit is
is
the output of the delay circuit
Amplifier amplified (by a factor g say) and fed
New Microwave Power Amplifier
letter back to its input. This normal system
suggested by P. A. Clavier in a letter
system
in the June 1961 issue of Proc.I.R.E. has however two disadvantages;
disadvantages : its
its
simply of
of aa amplitude/frequency response is
(p. 1083) would consist simply
Lecher line or coaxial cable in which
which comb-like (with peaks
pe~ks at
at integral
integral
cathode) multiples of the reciprocal of
one of the conductors (the cathode)
of the
is made electron emissive. A direct
direct delay time) and it also produces many
many
· voltage is applied between
between the
the fewer echoes than a normal
normal room.
cathode and the other conductor
conductor The former disadvantage results in
in
(anode) in such a direction as to
to a ""hollow"
hollow" sound and the latter in
in
repel electrons towards the cathode. " flutter"
flutter " effects with transient
transient
If a sufficiently large signal then
then sounds.
These disadvantages are
travels down the guide, the appro- avoided in the Bell system: aa flat
priate peaks of this signal will
will amplitude/frequency response is obobcounteract the repulsion voltage and
and tained by multiplying the output
output
allow electrons emitted from the
the from such a normal system by 11—gg2
cathode to reach the anode. It can
can and adding it to the undelayed sigso nal multiplied by —g;
be shown that the anode current so
- g; and the numnumproduced contains an a.c. component ber of echoes is increased sufficiently
in phase with the applied signal. by connecting in series five such flat
Theoretically, efficiencies as high as
as response systems having incommen60%
60 % for power gains of 50 should surate delays.
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stry
from Indu
s from
News
Industry
New
Cleveland
Firth Cleveland
Elliott-Automation
Elliott-Auto mation has acquired from Firth
will
the capital of Firth Cleveland Instruments
Instruments,, which
which will
premises at
continue to operate from its
its premises
at Treforest,
Treforest,
Elliott
Glamorgan. Its name is being changed
changed to
to Elliott
(Treforest) Ltd. Firth Cleveland states
states that
that the
the net
net
will be
effect of the transaction will
be to
to improve
improve group
group
the
with
consistent
is
it
and
liquidity by some £350,000, and it is consistent with the
its commitmen
group's policy of reshaping its
commitmentt in
in the
the ininthe disposal
strumentation
disposal last
last
strumentatio n field as evidenced by the
ElecSolartron
the
in
holding
October of the majority holding in the Solartron Elecof
Schlumberg er of
by Schlumberger
acquired by
tronic Group, which was acquired
Houston, Texas.

Slot service depots for marine radio
Coin-in-the-S!ot
radio and
and
Coin-in-theof
electronic equipment, devised by the Marine
Marine Division of
Pye Ltd., are being operated by J. Davy
Davy Ltd.
Ltd. in
in Kent
Kent
to yachtsmen sailing the south-east coast.
coast.
as an aid to
marine equipThe new system allows owners of Pye marine
equipment to leave any unit due for
for servicing in
in aa special
special
at the
weather-tigh t locker
theft-proof and weather-tight
locker installed at
the
harbourside, and later collect the serviced equipment
equipment
from the locker. Keys are provided to
to users,
users, and
and aa
use of
coin-in-the- slot fee is charged for
small coin-in-the-slot
for use
of aa locker.
locker.
way. The
The
Service charges are settled in the normal way.
first lockers are being installed at
at Ramsgate.
Ramsgate.

Trade.-Quo tas for AngloU.K./Czechoslovak
Trade.—Quotas
AngloU.K. I Czechoslova k
the
by the
Czechoslovak
Czechoslova k trade in 1962 announced recently by
exporting
the exporting of
Board of Trade make provision for
for the
of
£11,000
of £11,000
value of
the value
U.K. measuring instruments to the
including
equipment, including
communicat ion equipment,
and electronic and communication
domestic receivers, sound
sound reproducing
reproducing equipment,
equipment,
of £110,000.
components , to the value of
valves and components,
£110,000. Czech
Czech
components
and
valves and components
goods for import to U.K. include valves
£80,000
of
value of £80,000
sets to
for sound radio and TV sets
to the
the value
transistors).
for transistors).
is for
£12,000 is
(of which not more than £12,000

Research.-R esults of a survey, including
Industrial Research.—Results
including
commentaries
Industrial
commentarie s and a statistical report, on "" Industrial
I 60," are
Manufacturi ng Industry 1959
Research in Manufacturing
1959/60,"
are now
now
available from the Federation of British Industries,
Industries,
the
21 Tothill Street, London, S.W.l.
S.W.l. Prepared
Prepared by
by the
Institute of
National Institute
F.B.I. in conjunction with the National
of
is described
Economic & Social Research, the survey is
described as
as
the first investigation to attempt
attempt ·aa qualitative
qualitative as
as well
well
and developmen
as quantitative analysis of research and
developmentt in
m
manufacturi ng industry.
British manufacturing

nder new
U.K. Quotas for Japanese lmports.-U
Imports.—Under
new
the
Japan, the
U.K. and
arrangemen ts between the U.K.
trade arrangements
and Japan,
following import
Board of Trade have announced the
the following
import
next: transistor
September 30
quotas for the period to September
30 next:
transistor
and other than transistor gramophone
gramophoness and
and radio
radio
respectively) ;
?;ramophones (£150,000 and £300,000 respectively);
gramophones
transistor
ication
elecommunication
cables
(£24,000);
transistor
:elecommun
(£500,000) and valve (£300,000) sound
sound radio
radio and
and TV
IV
accessories for
basic · parts and accessories
sets; basic'
for tadio
radio apparatus
apparatus
3emiconduct ors
(£200,000); semiconductors
semiconduct ors (£200,000);
other than semiconductors
(£150,000); and scientific and
and precision instruments
instruments
other than optical instruments (£70,000).
(£70,000).

production
Nigerian Electronics Ltd. has commenced production
receivers and
television receivers
of sound radio and television
and air
air condicondifactory at
built factory
tioning equipment at its newly built
at Apapa,
Apapa,
in
plant
first
the
be
to
stated
is
It
near Lagos.
to be the first plant in West
West
product is
First product
production. · First
Africa to undertake such production.
is
manubeing
is
which
radio,
transoceanic
a portable
radio, which is being manuby
granted
licence
istance
technical-ass
a
factured under technical-assistance licence granted by
and
research and
Westinghouse.
Westinghous e. This new venture follows research
developFund and
Brothers Fund
planning by the Rockefeller Brothers
and developYork.
New York.
of New
consultants, of
ment by the Auriema Group, consultants,
year
for the
profit for
trading profit
Ltd.-Group trading
Radio Rentals Ltd.—Group
the year
higher at
to August 31st, 1961,
1961, was
was higher
at £6,497,337
£6,497,337 as
as comcomoffwas offrise was
pared with £5,742,065 for 1959160.
1959/60. The
The rise
provisions, leaving
tax provisions,
set by heavier depreciation and
and tax
leaving
at £1,570,401
the profit balance little
little changed
changed at
£1,570,401
(£1,573,987)..
(£1,573,987)
to July
year to
Switchgear .-Profit for the
Contactor Switchgear.—Profit
the year
July
£83,037 as
at £83,037
31st, last, after taxation, is up at
as compared
compared
period
the period
During the
yeaL During
with £58,209 for the preceding year.
capital of
the share
under review the company acquired
acquired the
share capital
of
renamed
been renamed
Radio Aids, Ltd., which company has now been
Contactor Switchgear (Electronics) Ltd.
Ltd.,
Distributio n.-H. K. Harrisson &
Ronette Distribution.—H.
& Co. Ltd.,
been
W.1, have
73 Great Titchfield Street, London, W.l,
have been
appointed sole distributors for Ronette microphones and
and
Trianon
by Trianon
pickups, which were ·previously
previously handled by
Electric Ltd.

Aero Electronics Ltd., of Gatwick House,
House, Harley,
Horley,
distributors for
U.K. distributors
sole U.K.
for
Surrey, have been appointed sole
Inc.,
rdon
Harman-Ka
of
the Data Systems Division of Harman-Kardon Inc.,
digital
and
modules
logic
of
New York, producers
logic modules and digital
instrumentation.
instrumentat ion.
studio control
Studio.-A new
Man, Studio.—A
.. One Man"
BFN "One
new . studio
control room,
room,
recently installed by Telefunken G.m.b.H.
G.m.b.H. at
at the
the British
British Forces
Forces
compere
the
enables
u,
Berlin-Spanda
Network station in Berlin-Spandau,
the compere to
to
services, disc
B.B. C. overseas services,
single-handed, B.B.C.
disc and
and
combine, single-handed,
popular
a
into
commentaries
tape recordings and live local
local commentaries into a popular
programme which has a large following, not
not only
only among
among
picture
population. The
Services personnel but also the local population.
The picture
them
between
and
machines,
shows the duplicated tape
and between them the
the
microphone.
announcer's. microphone.
mixing controls and the announcer's,

Rickmanswo rth, Herts,
Dage (Great Britain) Ltd., of Rickmansworth,
Herts,
have recently been appointed U.K. distributors
distributors of
of equipequipInc., of
manufacture d by Duncan Electronics Inc.,
ment manufactured
of Costa
Costa
InstruSemiconduc tor InstruMesa, Cal., and Microwave & Semiconductor
Duncans
ments Inc., of Richmond Hill, New York. Duncans
potentiomete rs.
specialize in potentiometers.
new
Business Equipment Trade Association is the
the new
title of the Office Appliance & Business Equipment
Equipment
Trades Association.
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Britain's ""teenage"
teenage " market, found to
to be
be worth
worth over
over
£l,OOOM in 1959, is to be surveyed
£1,000M
surveyed again
again this
this year.
year.
Covering 4iM
4tM unmarried people between
between the
the ages
ages of
of
the survey will
16 and 24, the
will concentrate
concentrate on
on aa range
range of
of
durable goods, including tape
tape recorders,
recorders, records,
records, record
record
reproducers, and sound radio receivers. The
The report
report
will provide such information
informatiOn as
as ownership
ownership by
by make,
make,
type and whether new or
or secondhand;
secondhand; purchases
purchases during
during
· the past year; prices paid and method
method of
of payment.
payment. The
The
Survey will be made by
by Market
Market Investigations
Investigations Ltd.,
Ltd., of
of
Berners Street, London, W.l.
S.G.S.-Fairchi
ld Ltd. is the name of a new
S.G.S.-Fairchild
new company
company
being formed in the
the U.K.
U.K. by
by Societa
Societa Generale
Generale SemiSemiconduttori of Milan, to
to supply
supply semiconductors.
semiconductors. The
The
Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Instrument Corporation,
Corporation, of
of New
New
Italy,
which
York, has a substantial interest
interest in
in S.G.S.
S.G.S. of
of Italy, which
is the licensee for Fairchild
Fairchild semiconductors,
semiconductors, with
with exexclusive distribution rights
rights in
in Europe.
Europe. The
The London
London
Square,
offices of S.G.S.-Fairchild
S.G.S.-Fairchi ld are
are at
at 30
30 Berkeley
Berkeley Square,

W.l.

Radio Eirearm
Eireann have contracted Marconi's
Marconi's Wireless
Wireless
Telegraph Company for the supply and
and installation
installation of
of
a Band I television transmitting
transmitting station
station at
at Maghera,
Maghera, Co.
Co.
Clare, Ireland. The vision transmitter
transmitter will
will be
be rated
rated at
at
8kW, and it will operate on
on the
the 625-line
625-line system
system (8Mc/s
(8Mcjs
channel). Its associated sound transmitter
transmitter will
will have
have an
an
output of 2kW.

different types
Stock records of 90,000 ·different
types of
of naval
naval stores
stores
for H.M. ships, held at the Royal
Royal Naval
Naval Stores
Stores Depot
Depot
at Copenacre, Wiltshire, will soon
soon be
be maintained
maintained by
by an
an
EMIDEC 1100 computer which was
was recendy
recently delivered
delivered
to the Depot by EMI Electronics
Electronics Ltd.
Ltd. The
The computer
computer
will also maintain lists of
of components
components for
for each
each of
of some
some
1,500 different types of electronic equipment.
equipment.
The new Trident airliners are
are equipped
equipped with
with h.f.
h.f.
commUnication equipment, radio
radio communication
radio altimeters
altimeters for
for
automatic landing, an aircraft inter-communication
inter-communi cation
system, and aerials by
Standard
Telephones
&
Cables
by Standard Telephones & Cables
Ltd. It is also announced that
that Ekco
Ekco Electronics
Electronics Ltd.
Ltd.
has received an order for its latest
latest Type
Type E190
E190 transistransistorized weather radar equipment for
for installation
installation in
in the
the
twenty-four de Havilland Trident
Trident aircraft
aircraft recently
recently
ordered by British European Airways.
Airways.
World-wide radiotelephone facilities are
are provided
provided for
for
passengers of the new "hotel" liner Transvaal Castle,
Castle,
recently handed over by John Brown &
& Co.
Co. (Clydebank)
(Clydebank)
Ltd. to the Union Castle Steamship
Steamship Co.
Co. Ltd.
Ltd. Two
Two
powerful Marconi GlobeSpan
Globespan radiotelegraph/telephone
radiotelegraph /telephone
transmitters and two Atlanta receivers
receivers ate
are installed
installed in
in
the new liner, which will be
be engaged
engaged on
on the
the South
South
African Mail Service.
I.T.A. in N. Ireland.—Koram
Ireland.-Kora m Hill,
Hill, near
near Strabane,
Strabane,
20 miles south of Londonderry, is
is the
the site
site of
of aa new
new
l,OOOft
1,000ft mast which the I.T.A.
I.T.A. are
are having
having built
built to
to extend
extend
their coverage to West Ulster.
Ulster. E.M.I.
E.M.I. Electronics
Electronics are
are
supplying the mast and aerial,
aerial, which
which will
will be
be vertically
vertically
polarized and will transmit on channel
channel 8.
8. Sub-conSub-contractor for supply and erection of
of the
the mast
mast is
is B.I.C.C.
B.I.C.C.
It is hoped the station will
will be
be completed
completed by
by next
next summer.
summer.
Marine Radio Stations at Malin Head
Head in
in the
the north
north
and Valentia in the south west extremity
extremity of
of Ireland
Ireland are
are
to be re-equipped with a number
number of
of Pye
Pye IkW
1kW m.f.
m.f.
transmitters. The transmitters are
are equipped
equipped for
for 33channel operation and have remote
remote control
control facilities.
facilities.
""Resista"
·Resista" sub-miniature, high-stability
high-stability resistors,
resistors,
marketed by GASP (G. A. Stanley
Stanley Palmer
Palmer &
& Co.
Co. Ltd.),
Ltd.),
Maxwell House, Arundel Street, London,
London, W.C.2,
W.C.2, now
now
include a new Type Rsxl
Rsx1 composition film
film resistor.
resistor.

Anoth~r
Another tactical control radar, which
which continuously
continuously
provides an accurate 3-dimensional
3-dimensional picture
picture of
of all
all airaircraft in^the
in the battle zone with facihties
facilities for
for rapidly
rapidly "lock"locking on " to selected targets the
the precision
precision target
target illuminilluminating radar, has been handed over
over to
to the
the R.A.F.
R.A.F. by
by
Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.,
Ltd., who,
who, in
in conjuncconjunction with the Royal Radar Establishment,
Establishment, Malvern,
Malvern, was
was
responsible for its design and manufacture.

The British Army is to adopt the Vickers
Vickers Vigilant
Vigilant
one-man anti-tank guided missile, and
and will
will use
use itit both
both
in the infantry role and by reconnaissance
reconnaissance units
units of
of the
the
Royal Armoured Corps. Developed
Developed entirely
entirely with
with
private capital, the Vigilant will be
be put
put into
into quantity
quantity
production at the Stevenage factory of
of British
British Aircraft
Aircraft
Corporation.
Lunartron Electronics Ltd., of 42
42 Langley
Langley Street,
Street,
Luton, Beds., have formed aa Process and
and Component
Component
Heating Division, which undertakes to
to heat
heat solids
solids and
and
liquids in connection with various industrial
industrial processes,
processes,
and to provide heating elements, suitably
suitably insulated,
insulated, for
for
attachment to customers' assemblies.
assemblies.
Painton & Company, the Northampton component
component
manufacturers , are undertaking a £500,000
manufacturers,
£500,000 development
development
scheme which will provide additional manufacturing
manufacturing and
and
office space on an eight-acre
eight-acre site _adjoining their
their existexisting factory.
factory .
. ""CABMA
CABMA Register 1961-2," appearing in
in its
its ninth
ninth
edition, is the Canadian buyers' standard
standard work
work of
of
reference to British goods and makers. 620
pages.
620 pages.
lSs Od, post free, from Iliffe
Price 15s
Books
Ltd.,
Dorset
Iliffe Books Ltd., Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I.
S.E.l.

Levell Electronics Ltd. have moved to
to new
new premises
premises
at The Trading Estate, Park Road, Barnet,
Barnet, Herts.
Herts. (Tel.:
('tel.:
Barnet 5028).
·

OVERSEAS

TRADE

Ekco Export Ltd. has been formed as
as aa subsidiary
subsidiary of
of
E. K. Cole Ltd. to handle the
the export
export of
of sound
sound radio,
rac;iio,
television and car radio receivers, electric
heating
and
electric heating and
plastics products produced by the Ekco
Ekco Group.
Group. T.
T. C.
C.
Cleveland, formerly export manager of E.
E. K.
K. Cole
Cole Ltd.,
Ltd.,
is director and general manager, the
other
directors
the other directors
being W. M. York (chairman) and J.
J. Corbishley.
Corbishley. The
The
new company will operate from the main
main Ekco
Ekco Works
Works
at Southend-on-Sea
Southend--on-Sea and a Personal Exports
Exports Department
Department
and showroom for sound radio and television
television receivers
receivers
will be opened in London at 41-47 Old
Old Street,
Street, E.C.I.
E.C.l.
The previous Export Sales Department
Department of E.
E. K.
K. Cole
Cole
Ltd. at 55 Vigo Street, London, W.l, has
has been
been transtransferred to Southend-on-Sea.
Southend-on-S ea.
Two Pye Installations.—A
Installations. -A Pye
Pye Instrument
Instrument Landing
Landing
System, incorporating a directional
directional localizer,
localizer, has
has been
been
selected by the French Aviation Authorities for
for installainstallation at their research and development
centre
development centre at
at
Bretigny, near Paris, where work on
on military
military and
and civil
civil
aircraft landing systems is carried out.
Cossor Equipment for Bahrein.—Cossor
Bahrein.-Cos sor CommuniCommunications Company have supplied
supplied a medium
medium power
power v.h.f.
v.h.f.
radio station
starion to the Port of Bahrein
Bahrein Authority,
Authority, where
where
it will be used to control
control marine
marine traffic
traffic using
using the
the
harbour. In addition, public correspondence
correspondenc e channels
channels
provided)
provided, will enable ships' passengers
passengers and
and crews
crews to
to
converse with subscribers to
to the
the Bahrein
Bahrein public
public teletelephone system.
Swedish Order for Marconi.—The
Marconi.-Th e Royal
Royal Board
Board of
of
Swedish Telecommunications
Telecommunic ations has placed another
another large
large
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order for television and sound
sound broadcasting
broadcasting transmitters
transmitters
with Marconi's Wireless
Wireless Telegraph
Telegraph Company.
Company. The
The
new contract calls for
for the
the supply
supply of
of 21
21 vision
vision transtransmitters, 21 sound transmitters,
transmitters, 40
40 frequency-modulated
frequency-modulated
sound transmitters and
and aa considerable
considerable quantity
quantity ofof proprogramme input,
input, paralleling,
paralleling, feeder
feeder and
and ancillary
ancillary equipequipment.

The Swedish
Swedish Navy Board
Board has
has placed
placed aa substantial
substantial
order
order for
for radar
radar display
display units
units with
with the
the Electronic
Electronic ApparaApparaLtd.
Industries
Electrical
Associated
of
Division
tus
tus Division of
Electrical Industries Ltd. These
These
coastal
with
conjunction
in
operate
to
are
units
units are
in conjunction with coastal surveilsurveilA.E.I.
by
supplied
lance radar equipment previously
previously supplied by A.E.I.

Belgrade's new
new airport
airport isis being
being equipped
equipped with
with aa comcomplete airfield
airfield radar
radar surveillance
surveillance system
system made
made by
by Cossor
Cossor
plete
Radar &
& Electronics
Electronics Ltd.,
Ltd., of
of Harlow,
Harlow, Essex.
Essex. The
The equipequipment, known as
as CR787,
CR787, weighs
weighs over
over 10
10 tons.
tons.
The
The University
University of Sydney has
has ordered
ordered aa KDF9
KDF9 elecelectronic computing
computing system
system from
from the
the English
English Electric
Electric ComCompany, for
for its
its School
School of
of Physics.
Physics.
Greenland's Narssarssuaq
Narssarssuaq weather
weather station,
station, atat the
the
direction
direction of the Danish
Danish Meteorological
Meteorological Institute,
Institute, has
has
recently completed the
the installation
installation of
of Decca
Decca Type
Type WF2
WF2
windfinding radar
radar equipment.
equipment.

FEBRUARY MEETINGS
MEETINGS
FEBRUARY
Tickets are required
required for
for some
some meetings;
meetings; readers
readers are
are advised,
advised, therefore,
therefore,
to communicate with the
the secretary
secretary of
of the
the society
society concerned.
concerned.

LONDON
LONDON
Women's Engineering
7th. Women's
Engineering Society.
Society.
■—"" Space research and radio"
radio " by
by E.
E.
Galton at 7.0 at "Hope
Golton
" Hope House,"
House," 45
45
Great Peter Street, Westminster,
Westminster, S.W.l.
S.W.I.
8th. Radar and Electronics'
Electronics' AssociaAssociaI.
by
telev~sion"
Colour
"
tion.tion.—"
television " by I. J.J. P.P.
James at 7.0 at Royal
Royal Society
Society of
of Arts,
Arts,
John Adam Street, Adelphi,
Adelphi, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
9th. I.E.E.-"
I.E.E.—" The new transatlantic
transatlantic
telephone cable"
cable " by R.
R. J. Halsey
Halsey atat 5.30
5.30
at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
W.C,2.
ProbSociety.-"
9th. Television Society.—"Problems associated with the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. 'To* Tonight'' programme"
night
programme " by
by W.
W. Cave
Cave atat 7.0
7.0
at Cinematograph Exhibitors'
Exhibitors' AssociaAssociaW.C.2.
Avenue,
tion, 164 Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
12th. I.E.E.-"
I.E.E.—" Dilogarithms
Dilogarithms and
and
associated functions
functions"" by
by L.
L. Lewin
Lewin atat
5.30 at Savoy Place, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
14th.
14th. I.E.E.-Faraday
I.E.E.—Faraday lecture
lecture "Ex"Expanding horizons
horizons in communications"
communications"
Central
the
at
5.30
at
by D. A. Barron
Barren 5.30 at the Central
Hall, Westminster, S.W.l.
S.W.I.
" The application
14th.
14th. Brit.I.R.E.Brit.I.R.E.—"The
application
of rapid access photographic
photographic techniques
techniques
display " by
to radar display"
by S.
S. R.
R. Parsons
Parsons atat
Hygiene
of
School
6.0 at London
of Hygiene and
and
Tropical Medicine, Keppel
Keppel Street,
Street,
W.C.I.
W.C.l.
16th. I.E.E.-Discussion
I.E.E.—Discussion on
on "" How
How
should we teach ·microwaves?"
microwaves? " opened
opened
Savoy
at
6.0
at
Cullen
L.
by Prof. A.
Cullen at 6.0 at Savoy
Place, W.C.2.
16th.
16th. B.S.R.A.-"
B.S.R.A.—" Sound
Sound recording
recording
schools"" by
in
in schools
by John Weston
Weston atat 7.15
7.15 atat
John
Arts,
Royal
Royal Society of Arts, John Adam
Adam
Street, Adelphi, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
The
19th.
Society of
of Arts.-"
Arts.—"The
19th. Royal Society
influence of the
the industrial
industrial and
and technotechno"
logical
logical professions on
on economic
economic life
life"
by A. M. Holbein
Holbein at
at 6.0
6.0 atat John
John Adam
Adam
Street,
W.C.2.
Street, Adelphi, W.C.2.
I.E.E.-" Semiconductor
21st. I.E.E.—"
Semiconductor static
static
switching" by
by D.
D. D.
D. Jones
Jones atat 5.30
5.30 atat
Savoy Place, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
21st. Brit.I.R.E.-"
Brit.I.R.E.—" Some
Some factors
factors
which determine sensitivity
sensitivity of
of cells
cells toto
ioniz:ng radiation"
ionizing
radiation " by
by Dr. P.
P. Alexander
Alexander
at 6.0 at London
London School of
of . Hygiene
Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine,
Medicine, Keppel
Keppel Street,
Street,
W.C.I.
W.C.l.
" Tele23rd. Television
Television Society.Society.—"Television in
in flight
flight simulators"
simulators" by
by E.
E. T.
T.
.0 at
Emms at .77.0
at Cinematograph
Cinematograph ExhibiExhibiEmms
tors' Association,
Association, 164
164 Shaftesbury
Shaftesbury
Avenue,
W.C.2.
Avenue, W.C.2.
26th.
Society of
of Arts.-"
Arts.—" The
The
26th. Royal Society
influence of
of the
the scientific
scientific professions
professions on
on

· economic life "" by Sir Patrick
Patrick Linstead
Linstead
at 6.0 at
at John Adam Street,
Street, Adelphi,
Adelphi,
W.C.2.
27th. Society of Instrument
Instrument TechTechnology.- " On-line computers for
nology.—"
for proprocess control" by J.J, F.
F. Roth
Roth atat 7.0
7.0 atat
Manson House, 26 Portland
Portland Place,
Place, W.l.
W.l.
I.E.E.-" The
28th. I.E.E.—"
The application
application of
of
low
low noise reception
reception techniques"
techniques" by
by F.
F.
Graham Smith
Smith at 5.30 at
at Savoy
Savoy Place,
Place,
W.C.2.
28th. Brit.I.R.E.-"
Brit.LR.E.—" Stereo
Stereo pickups"
pickups "
by S. Kelly
Kelly at
at 6.0
6.0 at
at London
London School
School
Medicine,
cal
of Hygiene and Trop~
Tropical
Medicine,
Keppel Street, W.C.l.
W.C.I.
28th. British
British Kinematograph
Kinematograph Society.
Society.
sion
—"
screen colour
colour telev~
television
-" Medium screen
projector" by
by Peter
Peter Lowrie
Lowrie atat 7.30
7.30 atat
Colour Film
Services, 22-25
22-25 Portman
Portman
F ilm Services,
Close,
Street, W.l.
W.l.
Close, Baker Street,

BELFAST
BELFAST
13th. I.E.E.I.E.E.—"
The banana-tube
banana-tube
" The
13th.
display system-a
system—a new
new approach
approach toto disdisplay of colour television
television pictures
pictures"" by
by
Dr.
P. Schagen
Schagen at
at 6.30
6.30 in
in the
the LecLecDr. P.
ture Theatre, David
David Keir
Keir Bu:lding,
Building,
Queen's University, Stranmillis Road.
Road.

BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM
26th. I.E-E.-"
I.E-E.—" High quality
quality loudloudspeakers"" by
speakers
by D. EE.. L.
L. Shorter
Shorter atat 6.0
6.0
at the James
James Watt Memorial
Memorial Institute.
Institute.
BOLTON
Brit.I.R.E.-" Computers
1st.
Brit.I.R.E.—"
Computers and
and
data processing" by
by J. A. Bailey
Bailey atat 7.0
7.0
at Bolton Technical
Technical College.
BRISTOL
14th.
14th. Brit.I.R.E.-"
Brit.I.R.E.—" The
The radio
radio interinterferometer systems"
systems " by
by T.
T. Carter
Carter atat 7.0
7.0
at the University Engineering
Engineering Lecture
Lecture
Rooms, Queens
Queens Building,
Building, University
University
Walk.
21st. Society of Instrument
Instrument TechTechnology.-Discussion
nology.—Discussion on "" Instrument
Instrument
design"" at 7.30 at Department
design
Department of
of PhyPhysics, University of
of Bristol,
Bristol, The
The Royal
Royal
Fort.
CARDIFF
Brit.I.R.E.-" The function
7th. Brit.I.R.E.—"
function of
of
a computer" by Dr. A.
A. D.
D. Booth
Booth atat
6.30 at the Department of
of Physics,
Physics,
University College
College of
of South
South Wales.
Wales.
CHESTER
CHESTER
22nd. Society of
of Instrument
Instrument TechTechnology.-" Electronic versus
nology.—"
versus pneumatic
pneumatic
7.0
at
Gregory
H.
C.
by
control"
control" by
Gregory at 7.0 atat
Stanley
Stanley Place, Watergate
Watergate Street.
Street.
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PRINCIPLES
OF SEMICONDUCTORS
SEMICONDUCTORS
PRINCIPLES OF
21/11
/•
2121/Scroggie, B.Sc.,
M. G.
B.Sc., M.I.E.E.
M.I.E.E
21/11
G. Scroggie,
M.
TELEVISION: N.T.S.C.
COLOUR
N.T.S.C. System,
System, Principles
Principles and
and
COLOUR TELEVISION:
Practice. P.
P. S.
S. Carnt,
Carnt, B.Sc.
B.Sc. (Eng.),
(Eng.), A.C.G.I.,
A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E.
A.M.I.E.E.
Practice.
/3 :
.
. ..
85/B. Townsend,
G. B.
and
Townsend, B.Sc.,
B.Sc., F.Inst.P.,
F.Inst.P., M.I.E.E.,
M.I.E.E., A.K.C.
A.K.C.
85/- 8787/3
and G.
OF FREQUENCY
PRINCIPLES
FREQUENCY MODULATION
MODULATION
PRINCIPLES OF
B. S.
..
..
..
..
..
..
.. 21/21/- 21/10
21/10 !
Camies ..
S. Camies
B.
RADIO VALVE
VALVE DATA
DATA
RADIO
6/Compiled by
by the
the staff
staff" of"
of " Wireless
Wireless World."
World." 7th
7th Edition
Edition ..
6/- 6/10
6/10 :
Compiled
RADIO
AND ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC LABORATORY
LABORATORY HANDBOOK
HANDBOOK
RADIO AND
55/.I .E.E. 7th
M.
B.Sc., M
M.I.E.E.
7th Edition
Edition
55/- 57/3
57/3 :
Scroggie, B.Sc.,
G . Scroggie,
M. G.
BASIC
MATHEMATICS FOR
FOR RADIO
RADIO AND
AND ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONICS
BASIC MATHEMATICS
F.
B.Sc., D.I.C.,
D.I.C., A.C.G.I.
A.C.G.I. Revised
Revised by
by J. W.
W.
Colebrook, B.Sc.,
M. Colebrook,
F. M.
. •. •
. .. .
..
Head, M.A.
M.A. (Cantab.
(Cantab.).). 3rd
3rd Edition
Edition
• ■ 17/6
17/6 18/6
18/6 !
Head,
PRINCIPLES OF
OF TRANSISTOR
TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS
PRINCIPLES
/W. Amos,
S.
S. W.
Amos, B.Sc.(Hons.),
B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
A.M.I.E.E. 2nd
2nd Edition
Edition ..
.. 2121/22/- !
22/SOUND
BROADCASTING. General
General PrinPrinTELEVISION BROADCASTING.
AND TELEVISION
SOUND AND
45/ciples.
R. Sturley,
Sturley Ph.D.,
Ph.D., B.Sc.,
B.Sc., M.I.E.E.
M.I.E.E
45/- 46/4
46/4 :
K. R.
ciples. K.
GUIDE
BROADCASTING STATIONS
STATIONS
TO BROADCASTING
GUIDE TO
3/6
Compiled
by "Wireless
" Wireless World."
World.** 13th
13th Edition
Edition
..
..
3/6 4/4/- ::
Compiled by
AA complete
of books
books isis available
available on
on application.
application.
Jist of
complete list
Obtainable
f rom all
all feadin,
leading booksellers
booksellers or
or {rom
from
Obtainable from
!
ILIFFE
BOOKS LTD.,
LTD., Dorset
Dorset House,
House, Stamford
Stamford Street,
Street, London,
London, S.E.1.
S.E.l. l
ILIFFE BOOKS
1
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CHESTERFIELD
21st. I.E.E. Graduate &
& Student
Student
Section.-" Recent trends in
in loudSection.—"
louddesign"
by R.
R. E.
E. Cooke
Cooke at
speaker design
" by
at 7.0
7.0
CENTRAL-" OFF"
of Technology.
Technology.
at the College of
DUBLIN
DUBLIN
I.E.E.-" Engineering
Engineering aspects
aspects
5th. I.E.E.—"
television" by
by T.
T. Parker
Parker and
and
of Irish television"
at 6.0
6.0 in
in the
the Engineers
Engineers MOULDED
J. H. Harbison at
SWITCHES
Hall
Dawson
(Jo~nt meeting
meeting
Hall, Dawson Street. (Joint
with' the Institution
Institution of
of Civil
Civil Engineers
Engineers
with
N_ter many years
^^fter
years of
of research
research and
and testing.
testing, The
The
of Ireland.)
I.E.E.--" The bqnana-tube
b~nana-tube dis15th. I.E.E.—"The
disHouse
of
Bulgin
is
is proud
proud to
to present
present their
their
play
system-a
approach to
to display
display
play system—a new approach
new and comprehensive
comprehensive range
range of
of Moulded
Moulded
pictures "" by
by Dr.
Dr. P.
P.
of colour television pictures
Schagen at 6.0 in the Engineers'
Engineers' Hall,
Hall,
Switches. Consisting
Consistin~ of
of sixteen
sixteen models,
models, eight
eight
Dawson Street.
double pole
pole and
and eight
eight single
single pole,
pole, each
each has
has aa
different contacting arrangement
arrangement (see
(see tables
tables
EDINBURGH
Brit.I.R.E.-" Transistors in
7th. Brit.I.R.E.—"Transistors
in
below).
The
body
body isis moulded
moulded in
in aa highly
highly
communications retransmitters and communications
repolished thermo-setting
thermo-setting bakelite
bakelite material,
material, and
and
A. J.
J. Rees
Rees at
at 7.0
ceivers " by A.
7.0 at
at the
the
Department
Natural Philosophy,
Philosophy, The
The
Department of Natural
the front-of-panel fixing
fixing rings
rings and
and dolly
dolly have
have aa
5.780-787
University, Drummond · Street.
Street.
brilliant chromed finish.
finish. Internal
Internal contacts
contacts are
are
solid
solid fine
fine silver
silver (not
(not plated!)
plated!) and
and connections
connections
GLASGOW
8th.
Brit.I.R.E.-" Transistors
Transistors in
in
8th. Brit.I.R.E.—"
can be either
either 6BA
6BA screw
screw terminals,
terminals, solder
solder
transmitters and
and communications
communications reretags or tags
tags for
for "" AMP
AMP "" type
type connections.
connections.
ceivers"
Rees at
at 7.0
ceivers
" by A. J. Rees
7.0 at
at the
~he
Engineers and
and ShipInstitution of Engineers
ShipMaximium Ratings 10A.
lOA. at
at 250V.
250V. A.C.,
A.C., or
or
builders,
Elmbank Crescent.
Crescent.
builders, 39 Elmbank
10A.
lOA. at
at 0-28V.
0-28V. D.C.
D.C. (Depending
(Depending upon
upon circuit
circuit
conditions).
LIVERPOOL
8th.
Society of
of Instrument
Instrument TechTech8th.
nology.-" Modern trends in
in instrument
instrument
nology.—"
DOUBLE POLE.
DOUBLE
POLE.
SINGLE POLE.
installation"
A. J.
J. Matthews
Matthews at
installation
" by A.
at 7.0
7.0
North Wales
Wales
at the Merseyside and North
List
List
Switching
Switching
List
List
Switching
Switching
Electricity
Board Industrial
Industrial Centre,
Centre,
Electricity Board
No.
No.
Arrangement.
Arrangement.
No.
No.
Arrangement.
Arrangement.
-Paradise Street.
Rear View
s.S.780
780 Change-over,
Change-over, CentreCentre- S.790
S. 790 Change-over,
Change-over, CentreCentreOff, Non-biased.
Off,
Non-biased.
Off, Non-biased.
Non-biased.
OS,
i-·-·-1- -- ------'--1--MIDDLESBROUGH
MIDDLESBROUG H
8.781
Change-over,
8.781
CentreChange-over,
Centre8.791
S.791
Change-over,
Change-over,
CentreCentreI.E.E.-" Silicon
Silicon power
power recti7th. I.E.E.—"
rectiOff, Biased
Biased one-way.
one-way.
Off,
off, Biased
Biased one-way.
off,
one-way,
fiers " by A. J.
J. Blundell,
Blundell, A.
A. E.
E. Garside
Garside
fiers
S.
782
Change-over,
S.782
CentreS.
Change-over,
Centre792
Change-over,
S.792
Change-over,
CentreCentreand
R.
G.
Hibberd
at
6.30
at
the
Cleveand R. G. Hibberd at 6.30 at the CleveOff,
Sides biased
biased to
Off,
Sides
to
Off, Sides
Sides biased
Off,
biased to
to
Technical InstituInstituland Scientific and Technical
Off.
Off.
Off.
Off.
tion.
tion.
S.783
S.783 Change-over.
Change-over. Two
Two
S. 793 Change-over,
S.793
Change-over, Two
Two
21st. Society
Society of Instrument
Instrument TechTech21st.
positions (no
<no oentrepositions
centre' positions
positions (no
(no centre
centre
nology.-" Training of instrument
off), Non-biased.
instrument enNon-biased.
off),
ennology.—"
off). Non-biased.
off).
Non-biased.
Professor J.
J. E.
E. Parton
Parton at
gineers " by Professor
at
S.784 ON/OFF
S.784
ON/OFF Two
Two posiposi- S.794
S.794 ON/OFF
ON/OFF Two
Two posiposiScientific and
and Tech7.30 at Cleveland Scientific
Techtions, Non-biased.
Non-biased.
tions,
tions, Non-biased.
tions,
Non-biased.
nical Institution.
S.785 ON/OFF,
S.785
ON/OFF, Two
Two posiposi- S.795
S.795 ON/OFF,
ON/OFF, Two
Two posipositions,
tions, Biased
Biased "ON".
"ON".
tions, Biased
tions,
Biased "ON".
"ON".
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
NEWCASTLE-UP ON-TYNE
.
S.786
ON/OFF,
S.786
ON/OFF.
Two
posiTwo
posiS.796 ON/OFF,
ON/OFF, Two
8.796
Two posiposi14th. Brit.I.R.E.—"
Brit.I.R.E.-" Some
Some physical
physical
tions, Biased
tions,
Biased "OFF".
"OFF".
tions, Biased
Biased "OFF".
"OFF".
tions,
signal-to-noise ratios
ratios."
and physiological signal-to-noise
"
5.790-797
S.
787
Change-over,
S.787
Change-over,
Two
Two
S.797
Change-over,
S.797
Change-over,
Two
Two
by
Molyneux at 6.0
6.0 at
at.the
the Instilnst~
by Dr. L. Molyneux
positions (No
(No centrecentrepositions
positions (No
(No centrepositions
centreM ining and
and Mechanical
Mechamcal EngiEngitute of Mining
oft I. Biased
off).
Biased One-way.
One-way.
off),
off), Biased
Biased One-way.
One-way.
Westgate Road.
neers, Neville Hall, Westgate
Road.
FURTHER
FURTHER DETAILS,
DETAILS, DRAWINGS,
DRAWINGS, ETC..
ETC., AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE ON
ON
REQUEST.
REQUEST.
NEWPORT
28th. Society of
of Instrument
Instrument TechTechnology.-" The training of
of instrument
instrument
nology.—"
Full details of
of all
all these
these switches
switches can
can be
be
engineers " by J. C.
C. Stone
Stone at
engineers"
at 6.45
6.45 at
at
found
found in the
the New
New Bulgin
Bulgin Catalogue
Catalogue
Monmouth College
College of
of
the Newport and Monmouth
Technology.
T
echnology.
No. 202/C, price
price 2/6,
2t6, post
post free,
free, or
or free
free
to trade letterhead
letterhead or
or order.
order.
OXFORD
This
This is supplemented
supplemented by
by aa monthly
monthly News
News
6th. Institution of
of Production
Production EnEngineers.-" Electronic data
gineers.—"
"
data processing
processing"
Bulletin which gives
gives details
details of
of any
any new
new
at 7.30 at the Town
Town Hall.
Hall.
line
line developed by
by the
the House
House of
of Bulgin.
Bulgin.
Are you on our
Rear View
our Mailing
Mailing List?
List?
SOUTHAMPTON
Brit.I.R.E.-" Some
28th. ·Brit.I.R.E.—•"
Some aspects
aspects of
of
the conversion
conversion of
of heat
heat to
to electricity"
electricity "
the
7.0 at
at the
the LanLaoby Dr. B. J. Hopkins atat 7.0
University.
chester Building, The University.
NEW
COMPONENTS
TORQUAY
I.E.E.-" Microminiaturization
Microminiaturizatio n"
8th. I.E.E.—"
"
3.0 at
at The
by L. J. Ward at 3.0
The Electric
Electric
A. F.
I'. BULGIN & GO.
R.
CO. LTD.
LTD.
House, Union Street.
Street.
BYE PASS ROAD,
WOLVERHAMPT ON
WOLVERHAMPTON
Brit.I.R.E.-" Some
7th. Brit.I.R.E.—"
BARKING
Some aspects
aspects of
BARKING,, ESSEX.
of
ESSEX.
industrial electronics
" by
electronics"
by F.
F. C.
C. Riches
Riches
RIP 5588 (12
at
(IZ lines)
Wolverhampton College
at 7.15 at Wolverhampton
lines)
College of
of
Technology.

CENTRAL-" OFF"
MOULDED SWITCHES
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UNB][ASED
By

A. V.C.
Jet-Controlled
Jet-Controlled A.V.C.
with
days with
a few days
spent
TLY I
RECENTLY
RECEN
miles
within aa few
lives within
a friend who lives
few miles
is
he is
and he
airports and
big airports
of one of our big
big
the big
where the
area where
approac h area
in the approach
low.
fairly low.
transoceanic
transoce anic jets are flying fairly
appalled
truly appalled
was truly
I can only say II was
to
listening to
of listening
difficulties of
at the · difficulties
these
broadcasting
of these
ting amid the din of
broadcas
is
it is
days it
some days
super aircraft. On some
vary
jets vary
the jets
as the
worse than others as
way
the way
to the
according to
their direction according
The stranges
blowing. The
is blowing.
the wind is
strangestt
the
that the
is that
mind, is
thing of all, to my mind,
concerne d
intimate ly concerned
people most intimately
it,
about it,
much about
bother much
to bother
don't seem to
always seem
seem
although I notice they always
temhas temuproar has
the uproar
relieved when the
of
me of
remind me
They remind
porarily ceased. They
himself
hit himself
frequent ly hit
the man who frequently
the
as the
mallet as
with aa mallet
on the head with
left
he left
when he
feeling was so pleasant when
will
psychiatrists vyill
our psychiatrists
off. No doubt our
explanat ion
glib explanation
furnish aa glib
be able to furnish
other
most other
of most
do of
they do
of this, as they
nature.
quirks of human nature.
necesis necesit is
approach es, it
When a jet approaches,
rise
to rise
district to
the district
in the
sary for listeners in
volume
the volume
turn the
and turn
thdr seats and
from their
position
"full-bl ast" position
control to the "full-blast"
has
plane has
the plane
after the
again after
it again
and lower it
be done
could be
passed. Surely this could
done
the
on the
microph one on
far better by aa microphone
distance
some distance
at some
still, at
roof or, better still,
feedfrom the house to obviate feednecesthe necesof the
back, which, by means of
electronic
or electronic
mechani sm or
sary servo mechanism
the
y," would regulate the
"circuitry,"
"circuitr

_, ... -... --------------

1
himself''
outstentor Stentor himself"
" Would outstentor

H

1

GRID ,
FREE GRID"

relain relavolume of sound from the set in
plane.
passing plane.
tion to the noise of the passing
idea
my idea
of my
operandi of
The modus operandi
out, for
would need carefully working out,
for
sensithe sensiincrease the
we don't need to increase
up
bring
tivity of the set, and thereby bring up
merely
is merely
It is
backgro und noise. It
the . background
and
the audio gain we want to adjust and
title
my title
that my
therefore , that
so I think, therefore,
correct.
is correct.
trolled a.v.c."
of ""jet-con
jet-controlled
a.v.c." is
unfortun ate
There is a still more unfortunate
very
the very
on the
class of listener, living on
turnwhom turnfringes of an airport, to whom
is
up is
full up
ing the wick of their sets full
would
them II would
inadequa te. To them
quite inadequate.
powerfu l
on of aa powerful
installation
suggest the installati
microroof microsystem which the roof
p.a. svstem
when
circuit when
phone
phone' could switch into circuit
the
of the
necessary,
y, so that the voice of
necessar
outstent or Stentor
er would outstentor
announcer
Stentor
announc
pianissimo
himself, and the most pianissimo
the
to the
raised to
be raised
passages of music be
wildest.
level of Wagner at his wildest.
bits
scrappy bits
of scrappy
We don't want a lot of
so II
and so
sets, and
to sets,
and pieces added to
be
will be
manufac turers will
hope our big manufacturers
fitted
sets fitted
willing to turn out special sets
sale
for sale
apparatu s for
necessary apparatus
with the necessary
airports.
great airports.
in areas near our great
jack
with aa jack
What is wanted is a set with
plug
to plug
necessary to
into which it is only necessary
microph one.
the roof microphone.

this
that this
has written to tell me that
of
places of
system is in use in various places
apparatu s
entertainment
ment there, the apparatus
entertain
manufac ture.
being of Japanese manufacture.
transmit ter
The midget Japanese transmitter
is
so is
Ztin x lin and so
measuress Sin x 2fin
measure
It
hand. It
easily held in the singer's hand.
on
works on
and works
transisto rized and
is fully transistorized
into
milliwatts into
27Mc/s, feeding 60 milliwatts
the
into the
an aerial of fine wire sewn into
presuma bly aa
gown of a lady singer, presumably
into
sewn into
male singer would have it sewn
the seat of his trousers.
does
correspo ndent does
Singapo re correspondent
My Singapore
dimensions
not give me details of the dimensions
ptofesof. the aerial, but maybe aa profesofthe
use the
sional singer who would use
the
have the
frequent ly might have
apparatuss frequently
apparatu
conductive
antenna tatooed on her in conductive
printed
flesh coloured ink; in fact the printed
the
on the
circuit itself could be tattooed on
for
suggested for
skin in the manner I suggested
receiver
the ""Torso
Torso Two " personal receiver
It .
ago. It
time ago.
in these columns some time
to
necessary, of course, to
would be necessary,
the
under the
transisto rs under
embed the tiny transistors
skin by means of plastic surgery.
do
seriousness, II . do
However,
Howeve r, in all seriousness,
link
p.a." link
"pipeles s p.a."
hope to find a "pipeless
If
season. If
Southendd next season.
in use at Southen
of
know of
you know
so, I will certainly let you
columns.
it through these columns.

Pioneers
Pipeless
Pipeless P.A. Pioneers
these
in these
Novemb er I wrote in
LAST November
enterclass entercolumns about a first class
of
pier of
tainmentt I had seen on the pier
tainmen
also
resort. II also
well-kno wn seaside resort.
a well-known
was
that it
expressedd the opinion that
it was
expresse
connectcable connectmarred by the trailing cable
p.a.
the p.a.
to the
ing singers and others to
be
this be
that this
suggested that
system and I suggested
link.
microwave link.
replaced by a microwave
the
of the
name of
I did not mention the name
glowsuch glowin such
resort but spoke of it in
entertain ments
ing terms that the entertainments
Essex,
Southen d-on-Se a, Essex,
manager of Southend-on-Sea,
quite
saying, quite
wrote to the editor saying,
have
must have
rightly, that he felt sure I must
rightly,
show
pierhead show
been talking about the pierhead
of
details of
for details
there. He also asked for
advocated,
the cableless link which II advocated,
cerneed in
in ceras he felt it would fill aa need
in
entertain ments in
tain of the resort's entertainments
the coming summer.
required
the required
The editor gave him the
names
the names
ion together with the
information
informat
equipthis equipmake this
of some firms who make
be,
It may
commercially.
It
may be,
ment commercially.
approach ing
therefore,
therefore , that in the approaching
itSouthen d will find itsummer Southend
pipeless
of pipeless
self hailed as the pioneer of
this
of this
p.a. among the seaside resorts of
be
not be
country, but it will certainly not
countrie s
far: as other countries
the pioneer as far
reader
re reader
are concerned.
Singapore
concerne d. A Singapo

Debawling
Debawling Device
Office
IN the July issue of the Post Office
interesti ng
Magazine,
Magazine, I read an interesting
of
account of two special types of
made
has made
'phone which the P.M.G. has
who
available for the benefit of those who
available
or
aurally or
misfortu ne to be aurally
have the misfortune
.
defective.
vocally defective.
those
for those
First there is a 'phone for
inthis inIn this
who are hard of hearing. In
is
amplifier is
miniatur ized amplifier
strument,
strumen t, a miniaturized
inboost into boost
built into the handset to
instrucoming signals. The second instrularger
ment employs a rather larger
is
amplifierr in a separate case which is
amplifie
skirtscrewed ' to the skirtintended to be screwed'to
the
ing board. This device amplifies the
the
into the
voice of the person speaking into
microphone.
one.
microph
the
of the
ingenuit y of
While I admire the ingenuity
producin g
engineer s in producing
Post Office engineers
astonish es me
instrume nts, it astonishes
me
these instruments,
necesthe necesoverlook ed the
that they have overlooked
special
producin g another special
sity of producing
all
think, all
telephon e which, II think,
type of telephone
Every
time. Every
to time.
of us need from time to
perof per'phone user knows the type of
inear-split ting inson who bawls with ear-splitting
Such
microph one. Such
tensity into the microphone.
the
presuma bly under the
people are presumably
telephon e is aa
impression
impressi on that the telephone
electrical
speaking-tube
speaking -tube rather than an electrical
instrument,
nt, although even with aa
instrume
not
speaking tube, bawling does not
speaking
really help.
What we need is that every 'phone
What
debawlin g
be fitted with a simple debawling
that
so that
device in the earpiece circuit so
those
to those
we can listen in comfort to
parade
the parade
who think they are on the
All
ground when using the 'phone. All
to
button to
that is needed is a push button
fixed
simple fixed
bring into circuit a simple
necessar y.
attenuator
or when necessary.
attenuat
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